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PART I
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
On March 10, 1999 Lakes Gaming, Inc. announced that the Company has entered
into a Memorandum of Understanding with Casino Resource Corporation ("CSNR") to
form a joint venture for the purpose of submitting, to the Pokagon Band of
Potawatomi Indians, (the "Band") a proposal to oversee the development,
construction and management of a casino gaming resort facility for the Band in
the State of Michigan. Lakes Gaming, Inc. will own 80% of the joint venture and
will be the managing partner with full authority to act in the best interests of
the venture.
ITEM 1. BUSINESS
The following discussion contains trend information and other
forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties. The
actual results of Lakes Gaming, Inc., a Minnesota corporation (the "Company"),
could differ materially from the Company's historical results of operations and
those discussed in the forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause
actual results to differ materially include, but are not limited to, those
identified in "Risk Factors."
Lakes Gaming, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Lakes" or the "Company") was
established as a public corporation on December 31, 1998, via a distribution
(the "Distribution") of its common stock, par value $.01 per share (the "Common
Stock") to the shareholders of Grand Casinos, Inc. ("Grand Casinos"). Pursuant
to the terms of a Distribution Agreement entered into between Grand Casinos and
Lakes and dated as of December 31, 1998 (the "Distribution Agreement"), Grand
Casinos shareholders received .25 shares of Lakes Common Stock for each share
held in Grand Casinos.
Immediately following the Distribution, Grand Casinos merged with a
subsidiary of Park Place Entertainment Corporation, a Delaware corporation
("Park Place"), pursuant to which Grand Casinos became a wholly owned subsidiary
of Park Place (the "Merger"). Grand Casinos shareholders received one share of
Park Place common stock in the Merger for each share they held in Grand Casinos.
Lakes operates the Indian casino management business and holds various
other assets previously owned by Grand. The Company's revenues are derived
almost exclusively from management fees. Lakes manages two land-based,
Indian-owned casinos in Louisiana: Grand Casino Avoyelles, in Marksville,
Louisiana ("Grand Casino Avoyelles"), owned by the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of
Louisiana (the "Tunica-Biloxi Tribe") and Grand Casino Coushatta, in Kinder,
Louisiana ("Grand Casino Coushatta"), owned by the Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana
(the "Coushatta Tribe").
For a portion of fiscal 1998, and prior to the Distribution, Grand Casinos
also had management contracts for Indian-owned casinos located at Grand Casino
Hinckley and Grand Casino Mille Lacs, both located in Minnesota. The management
contract at Grand Casino Mille Lacs expired at the end of the first quarter of
1998, and the management contract at Grand Casino Hinckley ended in December
1998.
BUSINESS STRATEGY
Lakes develops and manages Indian-owned casino properties that offer the
opportunity for long-term development of related entertainment amenities,
including hotels, theaters, recreational vehicle parks, and other complementary
amenities designed to enhance the customers' total entertainment experience and
to differentiate facilities managed by Lakes from its competitors. Lakes'
strategy is to distinguish itself within its markets by providing exceptional
guest service and developing superior facilities. Lakes provides experienced
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corporate and casino management and develops and implements a wide scale of
marketing programs.
Lakes is dedicated to providing high quality, comprehensive entertainment,
with focused attention to guest service. Facilities managed by Lakes, staffed
with well trained local casino employees, offer a casual environment designed to
appeal to the family-oriented, middle income customer. Lakes strives to offer
its casino customers creative gaming selections in a pleasant, festive, smokeand climate-controlled setting. Lakes' managed casinos also offer reasonably
priced, high-quality food, first class hotel rooms, video arcades and Grand
Casino Kids Quest(SM), a professionally supervised entertainment and child care
center.
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GROWTH STRATEGY
The primary focus in Lakes' growth strategy is to continue managing casino
resorts under existing Indian management contracts and to attempt to obtain the
renewal of those same contracts. Lakes also intends to pursue new casino resort
management and development opportunities with other Indian tribes. Lakes hopes
to capitalize upon Grand Casinos' reputation as an experienced and successful
casino management company, along with Lakes' available capital and experienced
management, development skills and expertise to secure new development and
management opportunities in Indian gaming. A central element of Lakes' growth
strategy is to manage casinos located within driving distance of major
population centers and, by itself or with Indian tribal partners, to develop
destination, entertainment resorts consisting of hotels and recreation
facilities as amenities to the casinos. Lakes seeks to operate quality
facilities staffed with well-trained, local employees that offer the
entertainment and recreational opportunities that customers have come to expect
in destination resorts. Lakes will also search for attractive opportunities to
expand and grow the Company in business ventures not related to Indian
management contracts and will evaluate any such opportunity when and if
available on a case by case basis.
MARKETING
Lakes targets its marketing strategy at its managed operations to attract
and retain the repeat customer. Management believes that Lakes' emphasis on
enhancing the entertainment value coupled with marketing programs, contributes
to attracting the repeat customer.
Lakes' operations strategy seeks to combine retail, gaming and
entertainment marketing techniques. Lakes profiles its casino customers
utilizing available demographic data, regularly conducted customer surveys and
other sources. Based upon this data, Lakes uses a variety of initial special
promotions to attract the first-time customer and, thereafter, seeks to leverage
initial customer satisfaction through a mix of marketing programs dedicated to
developing a repeat customer. A variety of other events, facilities and
entertainment media provide the patron with a total entertainment experience.
Lakes markets these programs through a variety of direct and media marketing
techniques utilizing a significant customer data base at each location.
GRAND CASINO AVOYELLES
Grand Casino Avoyelles opened in June 1994 and consists of a 218 room hotel
and approximately 50,000 square feet of casino gaming space containing
approximately 1,700 slot machines and 55 table games. The resort's other
features include a 1,700 seat entertainment complex, three restaurants plus a
night club featuring live entertainment, a full-service RV resort, a Kids
Quest(SM) child care activity center, a video arcade, a gift shop and parking
for approximately 2,250 vehicles.
Grand Casino Avoyelles is located approximately 50 miles west of Natchez,
Mississippi, and within approximately 200 miles of the Louisiana cities of Baton
Rouge, Lafayette, New Orleans, and Shreveport. Lakes purchased approximately 64
acres of land adjacent to the Tunica-Biloxi reservation and donated
approximately 21 acres of this land to the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe. This land has
been placed in trust, has been approved for gaming, and is the site upon which
Grand Casino Avoyelles was constructed.
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Lakes also leases land to the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe for a 220 room hotel
which opened during 1996 and is located in close proximity to Grand Casino
Avoyelles. The Tunica-Biloxi Tribe operates the hotel as a part of the Grand
Casino Avoyelles enterprise. Lakes guarantees $16.5 million of Tunica-Biloxi
Tribal debt incurred in connection with the purchase of the hotel, and has
subordinated payment of Lakes' management fee and any loan amounts owed by the
Tunica-Biloxi Tribe to Lakes to the repayment of such debt. As of January 3,
1999, the amount outstanding was $7.3 million. The debt is scheduled to be fully
repaid by April 2000.
The term of Lakes' development and management agreement with the
Tunica-Biloxi Tribe (the "Tunica-Biloxi Agreement") expires on June 3, 2001. The
net distributable profits, if any, as determined on a modified cash basis, are
distributed each month 60% to the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe and 40% to Lakes.
Lakes loaned the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe an aggregate of approximately $23.5
million to construct and open Grand Casino Avoyelles, of which amount
approximately $3.5 million was not, but may need to be, approved
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by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (the "BIA") and/or the National Indian Gaming
Commission (the "NIGC"). Approximately $8.0 million of such loans remained
outstanding at January 3, 1999. The loans bear interest at 1% over the prime
rate and are payable over the remaining term of the Tunica-Biloxi Agreement.
The Tunica-Biloxi Agreement was approved by the BIA on February 27, 1992.
The Tunica-Biloxi Tribe and the State of Louisiana entered into a tribal-state
compact on September 29, 1992, which was approved by the Secretary of the
Interior on November 18, 1992. The compact expires on November 18, 1999 but will
automatically renew for an additional seven year period unless either the
Tunica-Biloxi Tribe or the State of Louisiana delivers to the other prior
written notice of non-renewal not less than 180 days prior to November 18, 1999.
In the event the compact is not renewed, legal gaming will not be permitted at
Grand Casino Avoyelles. There can be no assurance that the compact will be
renewed.
In connection with the Distribution, Lakes and the appropriate subsidiaries
made application to the Tribal gaming regulatory authority for a license and,
obtained certification and licensure by the Louisiana State Police.
GRAND CASINO COUSHATTA
Grand Casino Coushatta opened in January 1995 and currently consists of a
223 room hotel and approximately 98,000 square feet of casino gaming space
containing approximately 3,100 slot machines and 90 table games. Three
restaurants plus a food court, a full-service RV resort, a Kids Quest(SM) child
care center, a video arcade, a gift shop and parking for approximately 1,600
vehicles are among the property's non-gaming amenities.
On February 25, 1992, Grand Casinos, as predecessor to Lakes, entered into
a construction agreement and management contract (the "Coushatta Agreement")
with the Coushatta Tribe for the development, construction, and management of a
casino facility in Elton, Louisiana, on Highway 165. Grand Casino Coushatta is
located approximately 60 miles south of Alexandria, Louisiana, and within 200
miles of Houston, Texas. Grand Casinos purchased approximately 688 acres of land
adjacent to the Coushatta reservation. Grand has donated approximately 530 acres
to the Coushatta Tribe. This land has been placed in trust for the Coushatta
Tribe. The remaining land was sold to the Coushatta Tribe, and Lakes holds a
promissory note to secure payment of the purchase price with an outstanding
balance of $2.3 million at January 3, 1999.
Grand Casinos loaned the Coushatta Tribe an aggregate of approximately
$38.3 million to construct and open Grand Casino Coushatta, of which amount up
to approximately $20.3 million was not, but may need to be, approved by the BIA
and/or NIGC. The loans bear interest at 1% over the prime rate and are payable
over the remaining term of the Coushatta Agreement. Approximately $14.4 million
of such loans remained outstanding as of January 3, 1999.
The Coushatta Tribe constructed a hotel on trust land located adjacent to
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the casino. Pursuant to the Distribution, Lakes guaranteed $25.0 million of
indebtedness incurred by the Tribe in connection therewith. Such indebtedness
has a repayment term of approximately four years. Lakes subordinated payment of
its management fee and repayment of any loans outstanding from the Coushatta
Tribe to the repayment of such indebtedness. Loan advances of $19.6 million have
been made to the Tribe as of January 3, 1999, for the hotel project.
The Coushatta Agreement was approved by the BIA on February 27, 1992. The
Coushatta Tribe and the State of Louisiana entered into a tribal-state compact
on September 15, 1992, which was approved by the Secretary of the Interior on
November 4, 1992. The compact expires on November 4, 1999, and will
automatically renew for an additional seven year period unless either the
Coushatta Tribe or the State of Louisiana delivers to the other prior written
notice of non-renewal not less than 180 days prior to November 4, 1999. In the
event the compact is not renewed, legal gaming will not be permitted at Grand
Casino Coushatta. There can be no assurance that the compact will be renewed. In
connection with the Distribution, Lakes was certified by the Louisiana State
Police to manage the casino.
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The Coushatta Agreement expires on January 16, 2002. The net distributable
profits, if any, as determined on a modified cash basis, are distributed each
month 60% to the Coushatta Tribe and 40% to Lakes.
FUNDING AGREEMENTS
Pursuant to the terms of the Distribution Agreement, Lakes assumed Grand's
obligations under various agreements (the "Funding Agreements") with each of the
Tunica-Biloxi and Coushatta Tribes to provide temporary funding, if necessary,
for the construction of certain additional amenities on Grand Casino Avoyelles
and Grand Casino Coushatta. The terms of the Funding Agreements require each
party to advance money for the payment of construction costs if and when the
casino operating funds designated for such purpose are insufficient. Any funds
advanced are to be repaid, together with interest at the prime rate plus 1
percent, over the remaining term of the respective management agreement.
Advances of $1.2 million and $7.7 million have been made to Tunica-Biloxi
and Coushatta Tribes, respectively, as of January 3, 1999.
POLO PLAZA
Lakes owns, through a subsidiary, certain interests in four contiguous
parcels of land in Las Vegas, Nevada, including the Polo Plaza Shopping Center.
All or any combination of these interests may be sold, held for sale or held for
future development. Lakes is currently evaluating the potential sale of these
interests and in connection therewith has entered into a listing agreement with
a real estate broker for the active marketing of these parcels. See "Item 2
Properties" on page 20.
COMPETITION
The gaming industry is highly competitive. Gaming activities include
traditional land-based casinos; river boat and dockside gaming; casino gaming on
Indian land; state-sponsored video lottery and video poker in restaurants, bars
and hotels; pari-mutuel betting on horse racing, dog racing, and jai-alai;
sports bookmaking; and card rooms. The casinos managed by Lakes compete with all
these forms of gaming, and will compete with any new forms of gaming that may be
legalized in additional jurisdictions, as well as with other types of
entertainment. Lakes also competes with other gaming companies for opportunities
to acquire legal gaming sites in emerging gaming jurisdictions and for the
opportunity to manage casinos on Indian land. Some of the competitors of Lakes
have more personnel and greater financial and other resources than Lakes.
Further expansion of gaming could also significantly affect Lakes' business.
The Louisiana markets are highly competitive and numerous Louisiana
casinos, along with others in Mississippi, compete with Grand Casino Coushatta
and Grand Casino Avoyelles. A single large land-based casino is currently
planned for downtown New Orleans. This project, which filed for protection under
the bankruptcy laws in November of 1995, has recently emerged from bankruptcy
reorganization pursuant to the confirmation of its Third Amended Joint Plan of
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Reorganization by the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of
Louisiana on October 13, 1998. This project is scheduled to open by October 30,
1999. If the land-based project opens, it will compete with the casinos managed
by Lakes. Louisiana has also legalized river boat gaming. There are presently 14
licensed river boats in operation in Louisiana, four of which are presently
operating in the vicinity of Lake Charles, Louisiana, within approximately 50
miles of Grand Casino Coushatta, drawing players from the Houston market. The
Louisiana Gaming Control Board has indicated it will not award the remaining
authorized license until after the 1999 legislative session. The river boats
compete with Louisiana casinos managed by Lakes. Moreover, the legalization of
casino gaming in Texas could have a material adverse effect on the casinos
managed by Lakes. Louisiana has also enacted legislation which would allow
racetracks in certain parishes to install slot machines, subject to approval in
local referenda. If such local approvals are obtained, the slot machine
operations could also have a material effect on the casinos managed by Lakes.
Video poker machines may be located in facilities that serve liquor, at truck
stops, and at pari-mutuel racetracks and off-track betting facilities.
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REGULATION
The ownership, management, and operation of gaming facilities are subject
to extensive federal, state, provincial, tribal and/or local laws, regulations
and ordinances, which are administered by the relevant regulatory agency or
agencies in each jurisdiction (the "Regulatory Authorities"). These laws,
regulations and ordinances vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but generally
concern the responsibility, financial stability and character of the owners and
managers of gaming operations as well as persons financially interested or
involved in gaming operations. Certain common basic provisions that are
currently applicable to Lakes are described below.
Neither Lakes nor any subsidiary may own, manage or operate a gaming
facility unless proper licenses, permits and approvals are obtained. An
application for a license, permit or approval may be denied for any cause that
the Regulatory Authorities deem reasonable. Most Regulatory Authorities also
have the right to license, investigate, and determine the suitability of any
person who has a material relationship with Lakes or any of its subsidiaries,
including officers, directors, employees, and security holders of Lakes or its
subsidiaries. In the event a Regulatory Authority were to find a security holder
to be unsuitable, Lakes may be sanctioned, and may lose its licenses and
approvals if Lakes recognizes any rights in such unsuitable person in connection
with such securities. Lakes may be required to repurchase its securities at fair
market value from security holders that the Regulatory Authorities deem
unsuitable. Lakes' Articles of Incorporation authorize Lakes to redeem
securities held by persons whose status as a security holder, in the opinion of
the Lakes' Board, jeopardizes gaming licenses or approvals of Lakes or its
subsidiaries.
Once obtained, licenses, permits, and approvals must be periodically
renewed and generally are not transferable. The Regulatory Authorities may at
any time revoke, suspend, condition, limit, or restrict a license for any cause
they deem reasonable. Fines for violations may be levied against the holder of a
license, and in certain jurisdictions, gaming operation revenues can be
forfeited to the State under certain circumstances. No assurance can be given
that any licenses, permits, or approvals will be obtained by Lakes or its
subsidiaries, or if obtained, will be renewed or not revoked in the future. In
addition, the rejection or termination of a license, permit, or approval of
Lakes or any of its employees or security holders in any jurisdiction may have
adverse consequences in other jurisdictions. Certain jurisdictions require
gaming operators licensed therein to seek approval from the state before
conducting gaming in other jurisdictions. Lakes and its subsidiaries may be
required to submit detailed financial and operating reports to Regulatory
Authorities.
The political and regulatory environment for gaming is dynamic and rapidly
changing. The laws, regulations, and procedures pertaining to gaming are subject
to the interpretation of the Regulatory Authorities and may be amended. Any
changes in such laws, regulations, or their interpretations could have a
material adverse effect on Lakes.
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Certain specific provisions to which Lakes is currently subject are
described below.
Indian Gaming
The terms and conditions of management contracts for the operation of
Indian-owned casinos, and of all gaming on Indian land in the United States, are
subject to the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act ("IGRA"), which is administered by
the NIGC, and also are subject to the provisions of statutes relating to
contracts with Indian tribes, which are administered by the Secretary of the
Interior (the "Secretary") and the BIA. The regulations and guidelines under
which NIGC will administer IGRA are evolving. The IGRA and those regulations and
guidelines are subject to interpretation by the Secretary and NIGC and may be
subject to judicial and legislative clarification or amendment.
Lakes may need to provide the BIA or NIGC with background information on
each of its directors and each shareholder who holds five percent or more of
Lakes' stock ("5% Shareholders"), including a complete financial statement, a
description of such person's gaming experience, and a list of jurisdictions in
which such person holds gaming licenses. Background investigations of key
employees also may be required. Lakes' Articles of Incorporation contain
provisions requiring directors and 5% Shareholders to provide such information.
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IGRA currently requires NIGC to approve management contracts and certain
collateral agreements for Indian-owned casinos. Prior to NIGC assuming its
management contract approval responsibility, management contracts and other
agreements were approved by the BIA. All of Lakes' current management contracts
and collateral agreements were approved by the BIA; however, the NIGC may review
such management contracts and collateral agreements for compliance with IGRA at
any time in the future. The NIGC will not approve a management contract if a
director or a 5% Shareholder of the management company (i) is an elected member
of the Indian tribal government that owns the facility purchasing or leasing the
games; (ii) has been or is convicted of a felony gaming offense; (iii) has
knowingly and willfully provided materially false information to the NIGC or the
tribe; (iv) has refused to respond to questions from the NIGC; or (v) is a
person whose prior history, reputation and associations pose a threat to the
public interest or to effective gaming regulation and control, or create or
enhance the chance of unsuitable activities in gaming or the business and
financial arrangements incidental thereto. In addition, the NIGC will not
approve a management contract if the management company or any of its agents
have attempted to unduly influence any decision or process of tribal government
relating to gaming, or if the management company has materially breached the
terms of the management contract or the tribe's gaming ordinance, or a trustee,
exercising due diligence, would not approve such management contract.
A management contract can be approved only after NIGC determines that the
contract provides, among other things, for (i) adequate accounting procedures
and verifiable financial reports, which must be furnished to the tribe; (ii)
tribal access to the daily operations of the gaming enterprise, including the
right to verify daily gross revenues and income; (iii) minimum guaranteed
payments to the tribe, which must have priority over the retirement of
development and construction costs; (iv) a ceiling on the repayment of such
development and construction costs; and (v) a contract term not exceeding five
years and a management fee not exceeding 30% of profits; provided that the NIGC
may approve up to a seven year term and a management fee not to exceed 40% of
profits if NIGC is satisfied that the capital investment required, and the
income projections for the particular gaming activity justify the larger profit
allocation and longer term. While Lakes believes that its management contracts
meet all requirements of IGRA, there is a risk that the NIGC may reduce the term
or the management fee provided for in any such contracts. Currently, the
management contracts (i) have not been reviewed or approved by NIGC, and (ii)
NIGC could call them for review at any time and may not approve the contracts at
all or may require modification prior to granting approval.
Grand and Lakes have requested that the NIGC either approve the Grand
Distribution, the Merger and the assignment of Grand's management contracts to
Lakes or acknowledge that their approval is not required. While Lakes believes
that the assignment is valid and has received the consent and support of both
the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe and the Coushatta Tribe, there can be no assurance that
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the NIGC will respond favorably or will respond in a timely manner.
IGRA established three separate classes of tribal gaming -- Class I, Class
II, and Class III. Class I includes all traditional or social games played by a
tribe in connection with celebrations or ceremonies. Class II gaming includes
games such as bingo, pulltabs, punch boards, instant bingo and card games that
are not played against the house. Class III gaming includes casino-style gaming
and includes table games such as blackjack, craps and roulette, as well as
gaming machines such as slots, video poker, lotteries, and pari-mutuel wagering.
IGRA prohibits substantially all forms of Class III gaming unless the tribe
has entered into a written agreement with the state in which the casino is
located that specifically authorizes the types of commercial gaming the tribe
may offer (a "tribal-state compact"). IGRA requires states to negotiate in good
faith with tribes that seek tribal-state compacts, and grants Indian tribes the
right to seek a federal court order to compel such negotiations. Many states
have refused to enter into such negotiations. Tribes in several states have
sought federal court orders to compel such negotiations under IGRA; however, the
Supreme Court of the United States held in 1996 that the Eleventh Amendment to
the United States Constitution immunizes states from suit by Indian tribes in
federal court without the states' consent. Because Indian tribes are currently
unable to compel states to negotiate tribal-state compacts, Lakes may not be
able to develop and manage casinos in states that refuse to enter into, or
renew, tribal-state compacts.
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The State of Louisiana has entered into tribal-state compacts with the
Coushatta Tribe and the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe. Each of the Louisiana compacts
expires in November 1999 but will automatically renew for additional terms
unless either party delivers to the other prior written notice of non-renewal at
least 180 days prior to the applicable expiration date. In the event either of
the Louisiana compacts is not renewed, legal gaming will not be permitted at the
applicable casino location. There can be no assurance that either of the
Louisiana compacts will be renewed.
In addition to IGRA, tribal-owned gaming facilities on Indian land are
subject to a number of other federal statutes. The operation of gaming on Indian
land is dependent upon whether the law of the state in which the casino is
located permits gaming by non-Indian entities, which may change over time. Any
such changes in state law may have a material adverse effect on the casinos
managed by Lakes.
Title 25, Section 81 of the United States Code states that "no agreement
shall be made by any person with any tribe of Indians, or individual Indians not
citizens of the United States, for the payment or delivery of any money or other
thing of value . . . in consideration of services for said Indians relative to
their lands . . . unless such contract or agreement be executed and approved" by
the Secretary or his or her designee. An agreement or contract for services
relative to Indian lands that fails to conform with the requirements of Section
81 will be void and unenforceable. Any money or other thing of value paid to any
person by any Indian or tribe for or on his or their behalf, on account of such
services, in excess of any amount approved by the Secretary or his or her
authorized representative will be subject to forfeiture. Lakes believes that it
has complied with the requirements of Section 81 with respect to its management
contracts for Grand Casino Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta.
The Indian Trader Licensing Act, Title 25, Section 261-64 of the United
States Code ("ITLA") states that "any person other than an Indian of the full
blood who shall attempt to reside in the Indian country, or on any Indian
reservation, as a trader, or to introduce goods, or to trade therein, without
such license, shall forfeit all merchandise offered for sale to the Indians or
found in his possession, and shall moreover be liable to a penalty of $500..."
No such licenses have been issued to Lakes to date. The applicability of ITLA to
Indian gaming management contracts is unclear. Lakes believes that ITLA is not
applicable to its management contracts, under which Lakes provides services
rather than goods to Indian tribes. Lakes further believes that ITLA has been
superseded by IGRA.
Indian tribes are sovereign nations with their own governmental systems,
which have primary regulatory authority over gaming on land within the tribe's
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jurisdiction. Because of their sovereign status, Indian tribes possess immunity
from lawsuits to which the tribes have not otherwise consented or otherwise
waived their sovereign immunity defense. Therefore, no contractual obligations
undertaken by tribes to Lakes would be enforceable by Lakes unless the tribe has
expressly waived its sovereign immunity as to such obligations. Courts strictly
construe such waivers. Lakes has obtained immunity waivers from each of the
tribes to enforce the terms of its management agreements, however, the scope of
those waivers has never been tested in court, and may be subject to dispute.
Additionally, persons engaged in gaming activities, including Lakes, are subject
to the provisions of tribal ordinances and regulations on gaming. These
ordinances are subject to review by NIGC under certain standards established by
IGRA. The possession of valid licenses from the Coushatta Tribe and
Tunica-Biloxi Tribe are conditions of the Coushatta Agreement and the
Tunica-Biloxi Agreement, respectively.
Nevada Regulatory Matters
The ownership and operation of casino gaming facilities, the operation of
inter-casino linked systems and the manufacture and distribution of gaming
devices are subject to (i) the Nevada Gaming Control Act and the regulations
promulgated thereunder (collectively, the "Nevada Act"); and (ii) various local
ordinances and regulations. Gaming operations in Nevada are subject to the
licensing and regulatory control of the Nevada Gaming Commission ("Nevada
Commission"), the Nevada State Gaming Control Board ("Nevada Board") and various
other county and city regulatory agencies (collectively referred to as the
"Nevada Gaming Authorities"). The manufacture and distribution of gaming devices
are subject to the licensing and regulatory control of the Nevada Board and the
Nevada Commission.
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The laws, regulations, and supervisory procedures of the Nevada Gaming
Authorities are based upon declarations of public policy that are concerned
with, among other things: (i) the prevention of unsavory or unsuitable persons
from having a direct or indirect involvement with gaming at any time or in any
capacity; (ii) the establishment and maintenance of responsible accounting
practices and procedures; (iii) the maintenance of effective controls over the
financial practices of licensees, including the establishment of minimum
procedures for internal fiscal affairs and the safeguarding of assets and
revenues, providing reliable record keeping and requiring the filing of periodic
reports with the Nevada Gaming Authorities; (iv) maintenance of effective
control over the manufacture, distribution and selling of gaming devices and
equipment; (v) the prevention of cheating and fraudulent practices; and (vi)
providing a source of state and local revenues through taxation and licensing
fees. Change in such laws, regulations and procedures could have an adverse
effect on the Company.
All gaming devices and cashless wagering systems that are manufactured,
sold, or distributed for use or play in Nevada, or for distribution outside of
Nevada, must be manufactured by licensed manufacturers, distributed or sold by
licensed distributors, and approved by the Nevada Commission. The approval
process includes rigorous testing by the Nevada Board, a field trial, and a
determination as to whether the gaming device meets strict technical standards
that are set forth in the regulations of the Nevada Gaming Authorities.
Associated equipment must be administratively approved by the Chairman of the
Nevada Board before it is distributed for use in Nevada.
The Company has submitted its application to be registered with the Nevada
Commission as a publicly traded corporation (a "Registered Corporation") and to
be found suitable by the Nevada Commission. The Company is in the process of
obtaining, from the Nevada Gaming Authorities, the various registrations,
approvals, permits, findings of suitability, and licenses required by the State
of Nevada.
As a Registered Corporation, the Company will be required periodically to
submit detailed financial and operating reports to the Nevada Commission and
furnish any other information that the Nevada Commission may require.
The Nevada Gaming Authorities may investigate any individual who has a
material relationship to, or material involvement with, the Company or a
corporate licensee in order to determine whether such individual is suitable or
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should be licensed as a business associate of a corporate licensee. The Nevada
Gaming Authorities may deny an application for licensing or a finding of
suitability for any cause that they deem reasonable. A finding of suitability is
comparable to licensing, and both require submission of detailed personal and
financial information followed by a thorough investigation. The applicant for
licensing or a finding of suitability must pay all the costs of the
investigation. Changes in licensed positions must be reported to the Nevada
Gaming Authorities and in addition to their authority to deny an application for
a finding of suitability or licensure, the Nevada Gaming Authorities have
jurisdiction to disapprove a change in a corporate position.
If the Nevada Gaming Authorities were to find an officer, director, or key
employee unsuitable for licensing or unsuitable to continue having a
relationship with the Company, the Company would have to sever all relationships
with such person. In addition, the Nevada Commission may require the Company to
terminate the employment of any person who refuses to file appropriate
applications. Determinations of suitability or of questions pertaining to
licensing are not subject to judicial review in Nevada. The Company is required
to submit detailed financial and operating reports to the Nevada Commission.
If it were determined that the Nevada Act was violated by the Company, the
Company and the persons involved could be subject to substantial fines for each
separate violation of the Nevada Act at the discretion of the Nevada Commission.
Limitation, conditioning, or suspension of the Company's registration and
finding of suitability could (and revocation would) materially adversely affect
the Company.
Any beneficial holder of a Registered Corporation's voting securities,
regardless of the number of shares owned, may be required to file an
application, be investigated, and have his or her suitability as a beneficial
holder of the Registered Corporation's voting securities determined if the
Nevada Commission has reason to believe that such ownership would otherwise be
inconsistent with the declared policies of the State of Nevada.
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The applicant must pay all costs of investigation incurred by the Nevada Gaming
Authorities in conducting any such investigation.
The Nevada Act requires any person who acquires more than 5% of a
Registered Corporation's voting securities to report the acquisition to the
Nevada Commission. The Nevada Act requires that beneficial owners of more than
10% of a Registered Corporation's voting securities apply to the Nevada
Commission for a finding of suitability within thirty days after the Chairman of
the Nevada Board mails the written notice requiring such filing. Under certain
circumstances, an "institutional investor," as defined in the Nevada Act, that
acquires more than 10%, but not more than 15%, of a Registered Corporation's
voting securities may apply to the Nevada Commission for a waiver of such
finding of suitability if such institutional investor holds the voting
securities for investment purposes only. An institutional investor shall not be
deemed to hold voting securities for investment purposes unless the voting
securities were acquired and are held in the ordinary course of business as an
institutional investor and not for the purpose of causing, directly or
indirectly, the election of a majority of the members of the board of directors
of the Registered Corporation, any change in the Registered Corporation's
corporate charter, bylaws, management, policies, or operations of the Registered
Corporation, or any of its gaming affiliates, or any other action that the
Nevada Commission finds to be inconsistent with holding the Registered
Corporation's voting securities for investment purposes only. Activities that
are not deemed to be inconsistent with holding voting securities for investment
purposes only include (i) voting on all matters voted on by stockholders; (ii)
making financial and other inquiries of management of the type normally made by
securities analysts for informational purposes and not to cause a change in its
management, policies or operations; and (iii) such other activities as the
Nevada Commission may determine to be consistent with such investment intent. If
the beneficial holder of voting securities who must be found suitable is a
corporation, partnership or trust, it must submit detailed business and
financial information including a list of beneficial owners. The applicant is
required to pay all costs of investigation.
Any person who fails or refuses to apply for a finding of suitability or a
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license within thirty days after being ordered to do so by the Nevada Commission
or the Chairman of the Nevada Board, may be found unsuitable. The same
restrictions apply to a record owner if the record owner, after request, fails
to identify the beneficial owner. Any stockholder found unsuitable and who
holds, directly or indirectly, any beneficial ownership of the voting securities
of the Company beyond such period of time as may be prescribed by the Nevada
Commission may be guilty of a criminal offense. The Company will be subject to
disciplinary action if, after it receives notice that a person is unsuitable to
be a stockholder or to have any other relationship with them, it (i) pays that
person any dividend or interest upon voting securities of the Company, (ii)
allows that person to exercise, directly or indirectly, any voting right
conferred through securities held by that person, (iii) pays remuneration in any
form to that person for services rendered or otherwise, or (iv) fails to pursue
all lawful efforts to require such unsuitable person to relinquish his voting
securities including, if necessary, the immediate purchase of said voting
securities for cash at fair market value.
The Nevada Commission may, in its discretion, require the holder of any
debt security of a Registered Corporation to file applications, be investigated,
and be found suitable to own the debt security of a Registered Corporation if
the Nevada Commission has reason to believe that such ownership would not
otherwise be consistent with the declared policies of the State of Nevada. If
the Nevada Commission determines that a person is unsuitable to own such
security, then pursuant to the Nevada Act, the Registered Corporation can be
sanctioned, including the loss of its approvals, if without the prior approval
of the Nevada Commission, it (i) pays to the unsuitable person any dividend,
interest, or any distribution whatsoever; (ii) recognizes any voting right by
such unsuitable person in connection with such securities; (iii) pays the
unsuitable person renumeration in any form; or (iv) makes any payment to the
unsuitable person by way of principal, redemption, conversion, exchange,
liquidation, or similar transaction.
Once the Company has completed the registration process and has been found
suitable by the Nevada Gaming Authorities, the Company will be required to
maintain a current stock ledger in Nevada, which may be examined by the Nevada
Gaming Authorities at any time. If any securities are held in trust by an agent
or by a nominee, the record holder may be required to disclose the identity of
the beneficial owner to the Nevada Gaming Authorities. A failure to make such
disclosure may be grounds for finding the record holder unsuitable. The Company
is also required to render maximum assistance in determining the identity of the
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beneficial owner. The Company may also be required to disclose to the Nevada
Commission, upon its request, the identities of any of its security holders.
Although the Nevada Commission has the power to require that the stock
certificates of the Company bear a legend indicating that the securities are
subject to the Nevada Act, it has not yet done so.
Once the Company has completed the registration process and has been found
suitable by the Nevada Gaming Authorities, the Company may not make a public
offering of its securities without the prior approval of the Nevada Commission
if the securities or proceeds therefrom are intended to be used to construct,
acquire or finance gaming facilities in Nevada, or to retire or extend
obligations incurred for such purposes. Approval of a public offering does not
constitute a finding, recommendation, or approval by the Nevada Commission or
the Nevada Board as to the accuracy or adequacy of the prospectus or the
investment merits of the securities offered. Any representation to the contrary
is unlawful.
Changes in control of a Registered Corporation through merger,
consolidation, stock or asset acquisitions, management or consulting agreements,
or any act or conduct by a person whereby he or she obtains control, may not
occur without the prior approval of the Nevada Commission. Entities seeking to
acquire control of a Registered Corporation must meet a variety of stringent
standards prescribed by the Nevada Board and Nevada Commission prior to assuming
control of such Registered Corporation. The Nevada Commission may also require
controlling stockholders, officers, directors, and other persons having a
material relationship or involvement with the entity proposing to acquire
control, to be investigated and licensed as part of the approval process
relating to the transaction.
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The Nevada legislature has declared that some corporate acquisitions
opposed by management, repurchases of voting securities and corporate defense
tactics affecting Nevada corporate gaming licensees, and Registered Corporations
that are affiliated with those operations, may be injurious to stable and
productive corporate gaming. The Nevada Commission has established a regulatory
scheme to ameliorate the potentially adverse effects of these business practices
upon Nevada's gaming industry and to further Nevada's policy to (i) ensure the
financial stability of corporate gaming licensees and their affiliates; (ii)
preserve the beneficial aspects of conducting business in the corporate form;
and (iii) promote a neutral environment for the orderly governance of corporate
affairs. Approvals are, in certain circumstances, required from the Nevada
Commission before the Registered Corporation can make exceptional repurchases of
voting securities above the current market price thereof and before a corporate
acquisition opposed by management can be consummated. The Nevada Act also
requires prior approval of a plan of recapitalization proposed by the Registered
Corporation's Board of Directors in response to a tender offer made directly to
the Registered Corporation's stockholders for the purposes of acquiring control
of the Registered Corporation.
License fees and taxes, computed in various ways depending on the type of
gaming or activity involved, are payable to the state of Nevada and to the
counties and cities in which the Nevada licensee's respective operations are
conducted. Depending upon the particular fee or tax involved, these fees and
taxes are payable either monthly, quarterly or annually and are based upon
either (i) a percentage of the gross revenues received; (ii) the number of
gaming devices operated; or (iii) the number of table games operated.
Any person who is licensed, required to be licensed, registered, required
to be registered, or is under common control with such persons (collectively,
"Licensees"), and who proposes to become involved in a gaming venture outside of
Nevada, is required to deposit with the Nevada Board, and thereafter maintain, a
revolving fund in the amount of $10,000 to pay the expenses of investigation by
the Nevada Board of their participation in such foreign gaming. The revolving
fund is subject to increase or decrease by the discretion of the Nevada
Commission. Thereafter, Licensees are required to comply with certain reporting
requirements imposed by the Nevada Act. Licensees are also subject to
disciplinary action by the Nevada Commission if they knowingly violate any laws
of the foreign jurisdiction pertaining to the foreign gaming operation, fail to
conduct the foreign gaming operation in accordance with the standards of honesty
and integrity required of Nevada gaming operations, engage in activities that
are harmful to the state of Nevada or its ability to collect gaming taxes and
fees, or employ a person in the foreign operation who has been denied a license
or finding of suitability in Nevada on the ground of personal unsuitability.
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Non-gaming Regulations
The Company and its subsidiaries are subject to certain federal, state and
local, safety and health laws, regulations pertaining to operation of barges and
other marine laws, and regulations and ordinances that apply to non-gaming
businesses generally, such as the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act, Occupational
Safety and Health Act, Resource Conservation Recovery Act and the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act. The Company believes
that it is currently in material compliance with such regulations. The coverage
and attendant compliance costs associated with such laws, regulations and
ordinances may result in future additional cost to the Company's operations.
EMPLOYEES
At March 25, 1999, Lakes had approximately 30 employees, two of whom are
"shared employees" between Grand and Lakes. Lakes believes its relations with
employees are positive.
RISK FACTORS
In addition to factors discussed elsewhere in this Annual Report on Form
10-K, the following are important factors that could cause actual results or
events to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking
statement made by or on behalf of the Company.
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INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS. Under the Distribution Agreement, Lakes and
Grand agreed to indemnify each other for liabilities retained by them in the
Distribution. Additionally, under the Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of
June 30, 1998 (the "Merger Agreement") by and among Hilton Hotels Corporation,
Park Place, Gaming Acquisition Corporation, Lakes and Grand, Lakes agreed to
indemnify Grand for (i) Grand's ongoing indemnification obligations to current
and former directors and officers of Grand and (ii) contingent liabilities
related to Stratosphere Corporation ("Stratosphere"). The availability of such
indemnities will be dependent upon the financial strength and creditworthiness
of Grand and Lakes, respectively. No assurance can be given that such entities
will be in a position to fund such indemnities should they be obligated to do so
in the future.
LAKES FUNDING OBLIGATION. As security to support Lakes' indemnification
obligations to Grand under each of the Distribution Agreement and the Merger
Agreement, Lakes agreed to deposit, in trust for the benefit of Grand, as a
wholly owned subsidiary of Park Place, an aggregate of $30 million to cover
various commitments and contingencies related to, or arising out of, Grand's
Non-Mississippi business and assets (including by way of example, but not
limitation, tribal loan guarantees, real property lease guarantees for Lakes'
subsidiaries and director and executive officer indemnity obligations)
consisting of four annual installments of $7.5 million, payable at the end of
each year for a four year period subsequent to the effective date of the Merger
if the indemnification obligation still exists. Lakes' ability to satisfy this
funding obligation is materially dependent upon the continued success of its
operations and the general risks inherent in its business. In the event Lakes is
unable to satisfy its funding obligation, it would be in breach of its agreement
with Grand, possibly subjecting itself to additional liability for contract
damages, which could have a material adverse effect on Lakes' business and
results of operations.
HIGHLY REGULATED INDUSTRY. The ownership, management and operation of
gaming facilities are subject to extensive federal, state, provincial, tribal
and/or local laws, regulations, and ordinances, which are administered by the
relevant regulatory agency or agencies in each jurisdiction. These laws,
regulations and ordinances vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but generally
concern the responsibility, financial stability and character of the owners and
managers of gaming operations as well as persons financially interested or
involved in gaming operations. Grand and Lakes have requested that the National
Indian Gaming Commission (the "NIGC") either approve the Distribution or
acknowledge that their approval is not required. There can be no assurance the
NIGC approval or any other required approvals will be secured on a timely basis,
if at all. See "Regulation."
STRATOSPHERE CORPORATION; PENDING LITIGATION. Grand and certain of its
current and former directors and officers are defendants in several lawsuits
related to Grand's former investment in Stratosphere. Stratosphere
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owns and operates the Stratosphere Tower, Casino & Hotel, a casino/hotel and
entertainment complex in Las Vegas which filed for reorganization under Chapter
11 of the Bankruptcy Code on January 27, 1997. On November 7, 1997, Stratosphere
filed a second amended proposed plan of reorganization with the Bankruptcy Court
which became effective on October 14, 1998 (the "Second Amended Plan"). Under
the Second Amended Plan, the secured portion of Stratosphere's outstanding first
mortgage notes were converted into 100% of the equity of the reorganized
Stratosphere and all of the common stock of Stratosphere outstanding prior to
the effective date of the Second Amended Plan was canceled. Grand beneficially
owned approximately 37% of the issued and outstanding common stock of
Stratosphere prior to its cancellation as a result of the Second Amended Plan
becoming effective.
Pursuant to the terms of the Distribution Agreement, any future liabilities
arising out of the various Stratosphere-related lawsuits were assumed by Lakes.
In addition other contingent liabilities related to or arising out of Grand's
non-Mississippi business (such as tribal loan guarantees, real property lease
guarantees for Lakes subsidiaries, and director and officer indemnity
obligations (see below)) were also assumed by Lakes. Although potential costs
associated with these various commitments and contingencies did not increase
solely as a result of the Distribution, given the numerous uncertainties
associated with litigation and the contingent nature of Lakes' various financial
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commitments, Lakes is unable to quantify, within any reasonable range, its total
exposure if all or any of the pending litigation were to be resolved adversely
to Lakes' interests. Nor is Lakes able to assess the likelihood that it will be
required to perform on some or all of its contingent financial obligations.
Under Minnesota corporate law, Lakes is required, subject to certain
limitations and exclusions, to indemnify its current and former officers and
directors. Although Lakes has agreed to assume the liabilities related to
Stratosphere and the Stratosphere lawsuits, Lakes agreed under the Merger
Agreement to indemnify Grand for such liabilities and certain other pending
litigation. Accordingly, Lakes will bear the cost of defending itself, its
current and former directors and officers, and Grand and its current and former
officers and directors for any settlement or judgment of such matters. Although
these lawsuits are in their early stages and Lakes plans to defend itself
vigorously, there can be no assurance that the costs of defense and any
settlement or judgment will not have a material adverse effect on Lakes or, if
Lakes does not satisfy its indemnification obligations to Grand, on Grand.
OPERATING COVENANTS; DIVIDEND RESTRICTIONS. So long as Lakes is required to
indemnify Grand for certain specified liabilities, including (i) contingent
liabilities assumed by Lakes under the Distribution Agreement, (ii) ongoing
director and officer indemnification obligations and (iii) contingent
liabilities related to Stratosphere, Lakes has agreed that it will not declare
or pay any dividends, make any distribution on account of Lakes' equity
interests, or otherwise purchase, redeem, defease or retire for value any equity
interest in Lakes, without the written consent of Park Place, which consent can
be given or withheld in Park Place's sole and absolute discretion.
FUTURE CAPITAL NEEDS; UNCERTAINTY OF ADDITIONAL FUNDING. Lakes anticipates
that the cash it received in the Distribution, interest expected to be earned
thereon and its anticipated revenues will be sufficient to finance its
operations. There can be no assurance, however, that Lakes will not seek or
require additional capital at some point in the future through either public or
private financings. Such financings may not be available when needed on terms
acceptable to Lakes or at all. Moreover, any additional equity financings may be
dilutive to Lakes shareholders, and any debt financing may involve additional
restrictive covenants. An inability to raise such funds when needed might
require Lakes to delay, scale back or eliminate some of its expansion and
development goals, and might require Lakes to cease its operations entirely. See
"Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations of Lakes -- Capital Resources, Capital Spending and Liquidity."
COMPETITION. The gaming industry is highly competitive. Gaming activities
include traditional land-based casinos; river boat and dockside gaming; casino
gaming on Indian land; state-sponsored lotteries and video poker in restaurants,
bars and hotels; pari-mutuel betting on horse racing, dog racing and jai alai;
sports bookmaking; and card rooms. The Indian-owned casinos managed by Lakes
compete, and will in the future
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compete, with all these forms of gaming, and will compete with any new forms of
gaming that may be legalized in additional jurisdictions, as well as with other
types of entertainment.
In Louisiana, there are presently 14 licensed river boats in operation that
compete with Grand Casino Coushatta and Grand Casino Avoyelles, including
"Casino America" and "Players Lake Charles" and, to a lesser extent, "Binion's
Horseshoe Casino," "Casino Magic" and "Harrah's Shreveport."
Lakes also competes with other gaming companies for opportunities to
acquire legal gaming sites in emerging and established gaming jurisdictions and
for the opportunity to manage casinos on Indian land. Because the Distribution
resulted in the unavailability of historical cash flows and assets represented
by Grand's Mississippi business, Lakes' ability to compete for and develop
future gaming or other business opportunities will be restricted, both in the
size and number of development projects it can pursue. Many of Lakes'
competitors have more personnel and most have greater financial and other
resources than Lakes. Such competition in the gaming industry could adversely
affect Lakes' ability to attract customers and thus, adversely affect its
operating results. In addition, further expansion of gaming into new
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jurisdictions could also adversely affect Lakes' business by diverting customers
from its managed casinos to competitors in such jurisdictions.
MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS OF LIMITED DURATION. Lakes is prohibited under the
Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988 (the "IGRA") from having an ownership
interest in any casino it manages for Indian tribes. The management contracts
for the various Indian-owned casinos that Lakes manages for Indian tribes
generally have a term of seven years. The management contracts for Grand Casino
Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta expire June 3, 2001 and January 16, 2002,
respectively. There can be no assurance that any of these management contracts
will be renewed upon expiration or approved by the NIGC upon any such renewal.
Lakes anticipates that any renewal of the Grand Casino Coushatta and Grand
Casino Avoyelles management contracts will be upon terms less favorable to
Lakes. The failure to renew Lakes' management contracts would result in the loss
of revenues to Lakes derived from such contracts, which would have a material
adverse effect on Lakes' results of operations.
The Coushatta Tribe and the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe each entered into
tribal-state compacts with the State of Louisiana on September 29, 1992. These
compacts were approved in November, 1992 by the Secretary of the Interior. Each
compact expires in November, 1999, but will automatically renew for an
additional seven year terms unless either the tribe or the State of Louisiana
delivers to the other written notice of non-renewal at least 180 days prior to
the applicable expiration date. Lakes' management agreements with the TunicaBiloxi Tribe and the Coushatta Tribe expire after November 1999. In the event
the compacts are not renewed, legal gaming will not be permitted at Grand Casino
Avoyelles or Grand Casino Coushatta. In the event that the compacts are renewed,
but Lakes' management contracts are not, Lakes will not operate the casinos at
those locations. The non-renewal of either the compacts or the management
contracts would result in the loss of revenues to Lakes derived from such
contracts, which would have a material adverse effect on Lakes' results of
operations. Currently, the management contracts for Grand Casino Coushatta and
Grand Casino Avoyelles generate all of Lakes' operating revenues. Without the
renewal of either or both of the existing management contracts or the
realization of new business opportunities or new management contracts, the nonrenewal of the Louisiana management contracts would have a material adverse
impact on Lakes' results of operations and financial condition. There can be no
assurance that these compacts will be renewed on terms and conditions acceptable
to either of the tribes.
MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS SUBJECT TO GOVERNMENTAL MODIFICATION. The NIGC has the
power to require modifications to Indian management contracts under certain
circumstances or to void such contracts or ancillary agreements including loan
agreements if the management company fails to obtain requisite approvals or to
comply with applicable laws and regulations. While Lakes believes that its
management contracts meet the requirements of the IGRA, NIGC has the right to
review each contract and has the authority to reduce the term of a management
contract or the management fee or otherwise require modification of the
contract, which could have an adverse effect on Lakes. Currently, the management
contracts (i) have not been reviewed or approved by NIGC and (ii) NIGC could
call them for review at any time, in which case NIGC may not approve the
contracts at all or may require modification prior to granting approval. In
addition, Lakes
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has made loans to Indian tribes in excess of the loan ceilings set forth in each
of the Indian management contracts. Under certain circumstances, these loans may
not be enforceable by Lakes. As of January 3, 1999, loan balances outstanding to
such tribes were approximately $33.7 million.
LIMITED RECOURSE AGAINST TRIBAL ASSETS. Lakes has made, and will make
substantial loans to tribes for the construction, development, equipment and
operations of casinos managed by Lakes. Lakes' only recourse for collection of
indebtedness from a tribe or money damages for breach or wrongful termination of
a management contract is from revenues, if any, from casino operations. Lakes
has subordinated, and may in the future subordinate, the repayment of these
loans to a tribe and other distributions due from a tribe (including management
fees) in favor of other obligations of the tribe to other parties related to the
casino operations. Accordingly, in the event of a default by a tribe under such
obligations, Lakes' loans and other claims against the tribe will not be repaid
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until such default has been cured or the tribe's senior casino-related creditors
have been repaid in full.
DEPENDENCE ON KEY PERSONNEL. Lakes' success will depend largely on the
efforts and abilities of its senior corporate management, particularly Lyle
Berman, its Chairman and Chief Executive Officer and Thomas J. Brosig, its
President. Mr. Brosig is President -- Mid-South Region of Park Place. Under the
terms of his employment agreement with Park Place, Mr. Brosig is prohibited from
devoting more than 15% of his time to Lakes. The loss of the services of either
Mr. Berman or Mr. Brosig, or other members of senior corporate management could
have a material adverse effect on Lakes. Lakes does not have an employment
agreement with either Mr. Berman or Mr. Brosig, and has not obtained life
insurance policies on any of its officers.
LIMITED BASE OF OPERATIONS. Lakes' principal operations consist of the
management of two Indian-owned casinos. The combination of the relatively small
number of managed casinos and the potentially significant investment associated
with any new managed casino may cause the operating results of Lakes to
fluctuate significantly and adversely affect the profitability of Lakes. Due to
this relatively small number of current locations, poor operating results at any
one casino or a delay in the opening or non-opening of any future casinos could
materially affect the profitability of Lakes. Future growth in revenues and
profits will depend to a large extent on Lakes' ability to continue to increase
the number of its managed casinos.
ITEM 2. PROPERTIES
Corporate Office Facility
Pursuant to the terms of the Distribution Agreement, Grand has assigned to
Lakes, and Lakes has assumed a lease agreement dated February 1, 1996 covering
Lakes' current corporate office space of approximately 65,000 square feet with a
lease term of fifteen years. The lease commenced on October 14, 1996 and the
annual base rent is $768,300 plus building operating costs.
POLO PLAZA
Shark Club Parcel
A subsidiary of Lakes is the tenant under a ground lease (the "Shark Club
Lease") which has a term through July 31, 2046 unless sooner terminated in
accordance with the provisions thereof. The Shark Club Lease provides for base
rent in the initial amount of $65,000 per month, subject to adjustment each
lease year based on a cost of living formula and additional rent in the amount
of $6,500 per month if the parcel is used for a casino/hotel. In addition to the
base rent, Lakes must pay all taxes on and bear all costs of maintaining the
property. Grand Casinos also executed a guarantee in connection with the
execution of the Shark Club Lease by its former subsidiary.
The Shark Club Lease also includes a purchase option pursuant to which
Lakes can acquire the parcel at any time after August 1, 1999 at a formula
purchase price set forth in the Shark Club Lease, roughly equal to 120 times the
adjusted base monthly rent in effect at the time of the purchase. The Shark Club
lease also includes a landlord "put" option pursuant to which the landlord could
require the tenant to purchase the parcel at any time from and after August 1,
2000.
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In connection with the Merger, Lakes agreed with Park Place that Lakes will
either exercise, or cause one of its subsidiaries to exercise, the Shark Club
Lease purchase option prior to the earliest time when the landlord could require
Lakes (or Grand as the guarantor) to purchase the subject real estate.
Under the Shark Club Lease, Lakes is required to maintain the leased
property, including the building located thereon. Lakes has received a notice of
violation from the Clark County Department of Administrative Services for
alleged failure to remove debris from certain real property included within the
Polo Plaza development project. The same parcel of leased real property has been
damaged as a result of a fire on the premises. Pursuant to the Shark Club Lease,
Lakes is required to restore, replace or possibly demolish the leased facilities
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as a result of the damage. The Shark Club Lease allows Lakes to demolish the
building, but would require that Lakes increase the security deposit from
$500,000 to $2.5 million in such event. Effective February 3, 1999, Lakes
executed an amendment to the Shark Club Lease that permits it to raze the
property without increasing its security deposit. In exchange. Lakes agreed to
waive the payment and accrual of interest on such security deposit.
Travelodge Parcel
A Lakes subsidiary is tenant under a ground lease (the "Travelodge Lease")
which commenced on June 17, 1996, and will (unless sooner terminated in
accordance with the provisions thereof) remain in effect until June 16, 2095.
The Travelodge Lease provides for a base rent (in the initial amount of $166,667
per month) that is adjusted each lease year based on a cost of living formula.
In addition to the base rent, the tenant must pay all taxes on and costs of
maintaining the leased property. Lakes has the option to purchase the leased
property during the 20th lease year for the purchase price of $30,000,000. Lakes
manages the hotel building located on the leased property. A third party had a
sublease interest in the leased property. That claimed interest was terminated
pursuant to an agreement between the third party and Lakes that provides for
payments by Lakes in the amount of $150,000 per quarter for a period of ten
years after such party surrendered possession of the property to Lakes. A
portion of the building located on the leased property is subleased, which Lakes
has the right to terminate after January 1, 1999 by making certain prescribed
payments, and complying with certain other conditions stated, in the sublease.
Polo Plaza Shopping Center Parcel
Nevada Resort Properties Polo Plaza Limited Partnership (the "Partnership")
owns and operates the Polo Plaza Shopping Center. Lakes has a 49% limited
partnership interest in the Partnership. Lakes has the right to purchase the
remaining 51% interest in the Partnership at any time prior to October 3, 1999
for approximately $3.3 million. In June 1997, Grand, as predecessor to Lakes,
entered into an agreement with the Partnership that granted it the right to
negotiate, on behalf of the Partnership, agreements for the termination of then
existing leases for the shopping center property. The Partnership also agreed
that each new lease for the shopping center property would include a provision
allowing the landlord to terminate such lease on not less than 90 days notice,
with no termination fee. Lakes assumed responsibility for termination and
relocation costs to be paid by the Partnership under tenant termination
agreements, and agreed to reimburse the Partnership for certain rents and
certain other amounts lost as a result of such termination agreements.
The holder of the first deed of trust that currently encumbers the shopping
center property has asserted that the loan secured by that deed of trust is in
default because the Partnership has permitted the termination of tenant leases
pursuant to tenant termination agreements negotiated by the Lakes subsidiary.
The Partnership has in turn asserted that Lakes is responsible for curing the
alleged default. Lakes is discussing the assertions with the holder of the first
deed of trust and the Partnership. Lakes is currently negotiating with the
Partnership to purchase the shopping center land and building in lieu of
exercising Lakes' right to purchase the remaining 51% interest in the
Partnership. In addition, Lakes has loaned the partnership approximately $6.2
million to bring the mortgage loan current.
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Cable Parcel
Pursuant to a November 1, 1997 Option Agreement, Grand acquired an option
to purchase approximately 4.5 acres of land located near the Polo Plaza Shopping
Center anytime prior to October 31, 2000. As consideration for the option, Lakes
pays the landowner a non-refundable monthly option payment of $80,000. The
option agreement states that the purchase price for the land is $18,000,000.
ITEM 3. LEGAL PROCEEDINGS
In January 1997, Stratosphere and its wholly owned operating subsidiary
filed for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. On
November 7, 1997, Stratosphere filed its Second Amended Plan which was declared
effective on October 14, 1998. Prior to the effectiveness of the Second Amended
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Plan, Grand owned approximately 37% of the issued and outstanding common stock
of Stratosphere. Under the Second Amended Plan, all shares of Stratosphere
common stock that were outstanding prior to the effective date of the Second
Amended Plan have been canceled. In addition, the secured portion of
Stratosphere's first mortgage notes that were outstanding prior to the effective
date have been exchanged for a total of 2,030,000 shares of new common stock.
Pursuant to the terms of the Distribution Agreement, Lakes assumed, among other
liabilities, certain known and contingent liabilities associated with all
pending, threatened or future litigation related to the Stratosphere litigation
described below. Although Lakes assumed such liabilities, because Grand remains
liable for claims by plaintiffs in such litigation and for indemnifying Grand's
former officers and directors with respect to such litigation, Lakes agreed,
under the term of the Merger Agreement, to indemnify Grand and Grand's current
and former officers and directors against such liabilities. See "Certain Factors
Indemnification Obligations" -- "Stratosphere Corporation; Pending Litigation."
The following summaries describe certain known legal proceedings to which
Grand is a party and which Lakes has assumed, and/or must indemnify Grand, in
connection with the Distribution.
STRATOSPHERE SHAREHOLDERS LITIGATION -- FEDERAL COURT
In August 1996, a complaint was filed in the U.S. District Court for the
District of Nevada -- Michael Ceasar, et al v. Stratosphere Corporation, et al
-- against Stratosphere and others, including Grand. The complaint was filed as
a class action, and sought relief on behalf of Stratosphere shareholders who
purchased their stock between December 19, 1995 and July 22, 1996. The complaint
included allegations of misrepresentations, federal securities law violations
and various state law claims.
In August through October 1996, several other nearly identical complaints
were filed by various plaintiffs in the U.S. District Court for the District of
Nevada.
The defendants in the actions submitted motions requesting that all of the
actions be consolidated. Those motions were granted in January 1997, and the
consolidated action is entitled In re: Stratosphere Corporation Securities
Litigation -- Master File No. CV-S-96-00708 PMP (RLH).
In February 1997, the plaintiffs filed a consolidated and amended complaint
naming various defendants, including Grand and certain current and former
officers and directors of Grand. The amended complaint includes claims under
federal securities laws and Nevada laws based on acts alleged to have occurred
between December 19, 1995 and July 22, 1996.
In February 1997, various defendants, including Grand and Grand's officers
and directors named as defendants, submitted motions to dismiss the amended
complaint. Those motions were made on various grounds, including Grand's claim
that the amended complaint failed to state a valid cause of action against Grand
and Grand's officers and directors.
In May 1997, the court dismissed the amended complaint. The dismissal order
did not allow the plaintiffs to further amend their complaint in an attempt to
state a valid cause of action.
In June 1997, the plaintiffs asked the court to reconsider its dismissal
order, and to allow the plaintiffs to submit a second amended complaint in an
attempt to state a valid cause of action. In July 1997, the court allowed the
plaintiffs to submit a second amended complaint.
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In August 1997, the plaintiffs filed a second amended complaint. In
September 1997, certain of the defendants, including Grand and Grand's officers
and directors named as defendants, submitted a motion to dismiss the second
amended complaint. The motion was based on various grounds, including Grand's
claim that the second amended complaint failed to state a valid cause of action
against Grand and those officers and directors.
In April 1998, the Court granted Grand's motion to dismiss, in part, and
denied the motion in part. Thus, the plaintiffs are pursuing the claims in the
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second amended complaint that survived the motion to dismiss.
In June 1998, certain of the defendants, including Grand and Grand's
officers and directors named as defendants, submitted a motion for summary
judgment seeking an order that such defendants are entitled to judgment as a
matter of law. As of December 1998, the plaintiffs completed fact discovery
related to the issues raised by the summary judgment motion. Expert discovery is
expected to be completed in March of 1999. The Court will not decide the motion
until after such discovery is completed and the parties have submitted their
respective arguments regarding the motion, which Lakes' attorneys anticipate
will be in June of 1999.
STRATOSPHERE SHAREHOLDERS LITIGATION -- NEVADA STATE COURT
In August 1996, a complaint was filed in the District Court for Clark
County, Nevada -- Victor M. Opitz, et al v. Robert E. Stupak, et al -- Case No.
A363019 -- against various defendants, including Grand. The complaint seeks
relief on behalf of Stratosphere Corporation shareholders who purchased stock
between December 19, 1995 and July 22, 1996. The complaint alleges
misrepresentations, state securities law violations and other state claims.
Grand and certain defendants submitted motions to dismiss or stay the state
court action pending resolution of the federal court action described above. The
court has stayed further proceedings pending the resolution of In re:
Stratosphere Securities Litigation.
GRAND CASINOS, INC. SHAREHOLDERS LITIGATION
In September and October 1996, two actions were filed by Grand shareholders
in the U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota against Grand and
certain of Grand's current and former directors and officers.
The complaints allege misrepresentations, federal securities law violations
and other claims in connection with the Stratosphere project.
The actions have been consolidated as In re: Grand Casinos, Inc. Securities
Litigation -- Master File No. 4-96-890 -- and the plaintiffs filed a
consolidated complaint. The defendants submitted a motion to dismiss the
consolidated complaint, based in part on Grand's claim that the consolidated
complaint failed to properly state a cause of action.
In December 1997, the court granted Grand's motion to dismiss in part, and
denied the motion in part. Thus, the plaintiffs are pursuing the claims in the
consolidated complaint that survived Grand's motion to dismiss. Discovery in the
action has begun.
The defendants have submitted a motion for summary judgment seeking an
order that the defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law. The
plaintiffs are currently engaged in discovery related to the issues raised by
the summary judgment motion. The court will not decide the motion until after
such discovery is complete and the parties have submitted their respective
arguments regarding the motion.
In early February 1999, the plaintiffs filed a motion for leave to amend
the complaint in this action to include, as defendants in the case, both the
Company and Park Place. The defendants seek to include the Company under the
theory that the Company is a proper party to the lawsuit as a result of the
assumption by the Company of all of Grand's liabilities with respect to the
Stratosphere project and the indemnification agreement obligations of the
Company with respect to Park Place. The Company agreed to assume certain of
Grand's liabilities and entered into an indemnification agreement with Park
Place in connection with the Merger.
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DERIVATIVE LITIGATION
In February 1997, certain shareholders of Grand brought an action in the
Hennepin County, Minnesota District Court -- Lloyd Drilling, et al v. Lyle
Berman, et al -- Court File No. MC97-002807 -- against certain current and
former officers and directors of Grand. The plaintiffs allege that those
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officers and directors breached certain fiduciary duties to the shareholders of
Grand as a result of certain transactions involving the Stratosphere project.
Pursuant to Minnesota law, Grand's Board of Directors appointed an independent
special litigation committee to evaluate whether Grand should pursue the claims
made in the action against the officers and directors. The special litigation
committee completed its evaluation in December 1997, and filed a report with the
court recommending that such claims not be pursued.
Grand provided the defense for Grand's current and former officers and
directors who are defendants in the action pursuant to Grand's indemnification
obligations to such defendants.
In January 1998, Grand submitted a motion for summary judgment based on the
special litigation committee's report. In May 1998, the court granted the
motion, thereby dismissing the plaintiffs' claims. In August 1998, the
plaintiffs appealed the Court's ruling. On March 9, 1999, the Minnesota Court of
Appeals affirmed the dismissal of the plaintiffs' claims. The plaintiffs have
until April 8, 1999, to seek further review of the ruling by the Minnesota
Supreme Court.
SLOT MACHINE LITIGATION
In April 1994, William H. Poulos brought an action in the U.S. District
Court for the Middle District of Florida, Orlando Division -- William H. Poulos,
et al v. Caesars World, Inc. et al -- Case No. 39-478-CIV-ORL-22 -- in which
various parties (including Grand) alleged to operate casinos or be slot machine
manufacturers were named as defendants. The plaintiff sought to have the action
certified as a class action.
A subsequently filed Action -- William Ahearn, et al v. Caesars World, Inc.
et al--Case No. 94-532-CIV-ORL-22 -- made similar allegations and was
consolidated with the Poulos action.
Both actions included claims under the federal Racketeering-Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Act and under state law, and sought compensatory and
punitive damages. The plaintiffs claimed that the defendants are involved in a
scheme to induce people to play electronic video poker and slot machines based
on false beliefs regarding how such machines operate and the extent to which a
player is likely to win on any given play.
In December 1994, the consolidated actions were transferred to the U.S.
District Court for the District of Nevada.
In September 1995, Larry Schreier brought an action in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Nevada -- Larry Schreier, et al v. Caesars World, Inc.
et al -- Case No. CV-95-00923-DWH (RJJ).
The plaintiffs' allegations in the Schreier action were similar to those
made by the plaintiffs in the Poulos and Ahearn actions, except that Schreier
claimed to represent a more precisely defined class of plaintiffs than Poulos or
Ahearn.
In December 1996, the court ordered the Poulos, Ahearn and Schreier actions
consolidated under the title William H. Poulos, et al v. Caesars World, Inc., et
al -- Case No. CV-S-94-11236-DAE (RJJ) -- (Base File), and required the
plaintiffs to file a consolidated and amended complaint. In February 1997, the
plaintiffs filed a consolidated and amended complaint.
In March 1997, various defendants (including Grand) filed motions to
dismiss or stay the consolidated action until the plaintiffs submitted their
claims to gaming authorities and those authorities considered the claims
submitted by the plaintiffs.
In December 1997, the court denied all of the motions submitted by the
defendants, and ordered the plaintiffs to file a new consolidated and amended
complaint. That complaint has been filed. Grand has filed its answer to the new
complaint.
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The plaintiffs have filed a motion seeking an order certifying the action
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as a class action. Grand and certain of the defendants have opposed the motion.
The Court has not ruled on the motion.
STRATOSPHERE NOTEHOLDER COMMITTEE BANKRUPTCY COURT ACTION
In June 1997, the Official Committee of Noteholders (the "Committee") in
the Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding for Stratosphere filed a motion with the
U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Nevada (the "Bankruptcy Court") by
which the Committee sought Bankruptcy Court approval for assumption (on behalf
of Stratosphere's bankruptcy estate) of the March 1995 Standby Equity Commitment
(the "Standby Equity Commitment") between Stratosphere and Grand.
In the motion, the Committee sought Bankruptcy Court authorization to
compel Grand to fund up to $60 million in "capital contributions" to
Stratosphere over three years, based on the Committee's claim that such
"contributions" are required by the Standby Equity Commitment.
Grand opposed the Committee's motion. Grand asserted, in its opposition to
the Committee's motion, that the Standby Equity Commitment is not enforceable in
the Stratosphere bankruptcy proceeding as a matter of law.
The Bankruptcy Court held a preliminary hearing on the Committee's motion
in June 1997, and an evidentiary hearing in February 1998 on the issues raised
by the Committee's motion and Grand's opposition to that motion. In February
1998, the Bankruptcy Court denied the Committee's motion, and determined that
the Standby Equity Commitment cannot be assumed (or enforced) by Stratosphere
under applicable bankruptcy law.
STANDBY EQUITY COMMITMENT LITIGATION
In September 1997, the Stratosphere Trustee under the indenture pursuant to
which Stratosphere issued its first mortgage notes filed a complaint in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Nevada -- IBJ Schroeder Bank & Trust Company,
Inc. v. Grand Casinos, Inc. -- File No. CV-S-97-01252-DWH (RJJ) -- naming Grand
as defendant.
The complaint alleges that Grand failed to perform under the Standby Equity
Commitment entered into between Stratosphere and Grand in connection with
Stratosphere's issuance of such first mortgage notes in March 1995. The
complaint seeks an order compelling specific performance of what the Committee
claims are Grand's obligations under the Standby Equity Commitment. The
Stratosphere Trustee filed the complaint in its alleged capacity as a third
party beneficiary under the Standby Equity Commitment.
Discovery and motion practice is pending and Lakes will continue to defend
this lawsuit diligently.
STRATOSPHERE PLAN OF REORGANIZATION
The Second Amended Plan contemplates the formation of a new limited
liability company which will own and pursue certain alleged claims and causes of
action that Stratosphere and other persons may have against numerous
third-parties, including Grand and/or officers and/or directors of Grand. The
Second Amended Plan contemplates capitalizing this new limited liability company
with an investment of $5 million. As of March 25, 1999, Grand has not been
served with any such litigation.
STRATOSPHERE PREFERENCE ACTION
In April 1998, Stratosphere served on Grand and Grand Media & Electronics
Distributing, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Grand ("Grand Media"), a
complaint in the Stratosphere bankruptcy case seeking recovery of certain
amounts paid by Stratosphere to (i) Grand as management fees and for costs and
expenses under a management agreement between Stratosphere and Grand, and (ii)
Grand Media for electronic equipment purchased by Stratosphere from Grand Media.
Stratosphere claims in its complaint that such amounts are recoverable by
Stratosphere as preferential payments under bankruptcy law.
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In May 1998, Grand responded to Stratosphere's complaint. That response
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denies that Stratosphere is entitled to recover the amounts described in the
complaint. Discovery is proceeding.
TULALIP TRIBES LITIGATION
In 1995, Grand entered into discussions with Seven Arrows, L.L.C. ("Seven
Arrows"), a Delaware limited liability company, regarding possible participation
by Grand in a proposed casino resort development on land in the State of
Washington held in trust by the United States for the Tulalip Tribes. Grand and
Seven Arrows entered into a letter of intent providing for the negotiation of a
revision to the Seven Arrows limited liability company agreement by which Grand
(or a subsidiary of Grand) would become a member of Seven Arrows. Those
negotiations were not completed, and no revision to the limited liability
company agreement was signed.
During the negotiations, Grand entered into an agreement (the "Advance
Agreement") with Seven Arrows and the Tulalip Tribes. The Advance Agreement
provided for the loan by Grand and Seven Arrows of certain amounts to the
Tulalip Tribes upon the satisfaction of certain conditions. Grand contends that
those conditions were never satisfied. Neither Grand nor Seven Arrows advanced
any amount under the Advance Agreement.
In April 1996, the Tulalip Tribes brought a legal action in Tulalip Tribal
Court -- Tulalip Tribes of Washington v. Seven Arrows LLC, et al. -- Case No.
TUL-Ci4/96-499 -- against Seven Arrows and Grand. The action sought various
remedies, including (i) a declaration that a lease and sublease between the
Tulalip Tribes and Seven Arrows for the land on which the casino resort was
proposed were rightfully terminated; (ii) damages for breach of the lease, the
sublease, and the Advance Agreement; and (iii) a declaration that the lease,
sublease, and Advance Agreement are void.
Because Grand was not a party to the lease or the sublease, Grand contended
in the tribal court action that the only claim against Grand was for breach of
the Advance Agreement; that Grand did not breach the Advance Agreement; and that
any damages sustained by the Tulalip Tribes as a result of any such breach are
not material.
In May 1996, Seven Arrows and Grand brought a legal action in the U.S.
District Court for the Western District of Washington -- Seven Arrows LLC, et
al. V. Tulalip Tribes of Washington -- Case No. C96-0709Z -- against the Tulalip
Tribes. Seven Arrows sought in that action certain remedies against the Tulalip
Tribes, including damages, and Grand sought rescission of the Advance Agreement.
Since June 1996, Seven Arrows, Grand and the Tulalip Tribes have been
engaged in disputes in both the tribal court and the federal court regarding
which court has jurisdiction over the various claims made in the two legal
actions. In July 1998, Seven Arrows, Grand, and the Tulalip Tribes entered into
a partial settlement agreement that resolved the jurisdictional dispute. In
accordance with the partial settlement agreement, all claims between the parties
must now be submitted to and decided by the federal court.
Pursuant to the partial settlement agreement, Seven Arrows filed a second
amended complaint in the federal action. Among other things, Seven Arrows seeks
damages from the Tulalip Tribes for lost profits of up to $15 million and for
recovery of sums paid to the Tribes between $2 million and $3 million. Grand is
not a party to the second amended complaint.
On September 30, 1998, the Tulalip Tribes answered, counterclaimed against
Seven Arrows, and filed and served a complaint in the pending federal action
against Grand. The complaint against Grand contains several counts, including
(i) a request for judgment declaring that the tribe's termination of the
agreements was effective and quieting title in the land; (ii) a claim for breach
of contract and breach of the implied covenant of good faith that alleges that
Grand is liable on the lease, sublease, and Advance Agreement based upon (a)
Grand's alleged status as a partner of Seven Arrows; (b) Grand's alleged status
as managing and operating agent of Seven Arrows; and (c) Grand's execution of
the Advance Agreement; (iii) a claim for negligent misrepresentation claiming,
in essence, that representations of Grand personnel induced the Tribes to
continue to honor the lease, sublease, and Advance Agreement and thereby to
incur expenses they would not have incurred otherwise; (iv) a claim that Grand,
by purporting to act for and with the authority of Seven
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Arrows, stands as warrantor and surety of Seven Arrows's obligations; and (v) a
claim for estoppel. Each claim for damages seeks the sum of $856,000 for
out-of-pocket expenses and for "lost profits damages" in an amount to be proved
at trial.
Grand answered this complaint January 15, 1999. Grand does not oppose the
Tribe's effort to quiet title to its land (the first claim). Grand denies that
it is factually or legally liable for the obligations or liabilities of Seven
Arrows under the lease and sublease. Grand continues to contend that, as to the
Tribe, its obligations, if any, are limited to those stated in the Advance
Agreement; that it did not breach the Advance Agreement; and that the Tribe's
damages for such breach, if any, are minimal (the second, fourth, and fifth
claims). Grand denies that it is liable for negligent misrepresentation (the
third claim). Grand also filed a counterclaim against the Tribe on January 15,
1999, seeking rescission of the Advance Agreement and damages from the Tribe
based upon the Tribe's breach of contract and breach of the covenant of good
faith and fair dealing. The Tribe denies the counterclaim.
On December 22, 1998, Seven Arrows answered the counterclaim of the Tribe
and asserted a complaint against Grand. Seven Arrows' complaint against Grand
alleges (a) that Grand agreed in writing not to take or omit any action that
would excuse the Tribe from its obligations to Seven Arrows or that would cause
Seven Arrows to be liable to the Tribe; (b) that if the Tribe's allegations are
correct, Grand acted as an agent of Seven Arrows and, as such, owed Seven Arrows
a fiduciary duty; and (c) that if the Tribe's allegations are correct, Grand was
a "partner" of Seven Arrows and, as such, owed Seven Arrows a fiduciary duty. If
the Tribe's allegations regarding certain acts, omissions, or representations of
the Company are correct and, as a result, Seven Arrows does not recover against
the Tribe, then Seven Arrows alleges that Grand is liable either for breach of
contract or breach of fiduciary duty in an amount equal to the amount Seven
Arrows would have recovered from the Tribe absent such acts, omissions, or
representations. Grand has not yet answered Seven Arrows's complaint but intends
to deny the allegations in their entirety and to defend the claim vigorously.
Discovery has begun and a three-week bench trial has been set to commence
November 1, 1999. Grand's liability for damages to all parties in the aggregate
cannot exceed $15 million pursuant to the partial settlement agreement.
ITEM 4. SUBMISSION OF MATTERS TO A VOTE OF SECURITY HOLDERS
None.
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PART II
ITEM 5. MARKET FOR REGISTRANT'S COMMON EQUITY AND RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS
Lakes became a stand-alone, publicly held and publicly traded company as a
result of the Grand Distribution which was effected on December 31, 1998. The
fourth quarter of Lakes' fiscal year ended on Sunday, January 3, 1999 and the
Common Stock did not begin trading on the Nasdaq National Market under the
symbol LACO until Monday, January 4, 1999.
For the period from January 4, 1999 through March 24, 1999 the high and low
sales prices per share of the Company's Common Stock are indicated below, as
reported on the Nasdaq National Market:
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
HIGH
---<S>
$12.375
</TABLE>

DATE
---<C>
1/6/99

LOW
--<C>
$7.875

DATE
---<C>
3/24/99

On March 24, 1999, the last reported sale price for the Common Stock was
$8.25 per share. As of March 24, 1999, the Company had approximately 1,268
shareholders of record.
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The Company has never paid any cash dividends with respect to its Common
Stock and the current policy of the Board of Directors is to retain any earnings
to provide for the growth of the Company so long as Lakes is required to
indemnify Grand, as a subsidiary of Park Place, for certain specified
liabilities, Lakes has agreed that it will not declare or pay any dividends,
make any distribution on account of Lakes' equity interests or otherwise
purchase, redeem defease or retire for value any equity interest in Lakes
without the written consent of Park Place which consent can be given or withheld
in Park Place's sole and absolute discretion. Subject to the foregoing dividend
restrictions, the payment of cash dividends in the future, if any, will be at
the discretion of the Board of Directors and will depend upon such factors as
earnings levels, capital requirements, the Company's overall financial condition
and any other factors deemed relevant by the Board of Directors. See "Risk
Factors -- Operating Covenants -- Dividend Restrictions."
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ITEM 6. SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA
The Selected Financial Data presented below should be read in conjunction
with the Financial Statements and notes thereto included elsewhere in this Form
10-K, and in conjunction with "Management's Discussion and Analysis of Financial
Condition and Results of Operations" included elsewhere in this Form 10-K.
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>

<S>
LAKES HISTORICAL
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS:
Total revenue
Total operating income
Earnings (loss) from operations
Net Earnings (loss) per share -basic
Net Earnings (loss) per share -diluted
OTHER OPERATING DATA:
EBITDA(1)
BALANCE SHEET:
Unrestricted Cash and cash
equivalents
Total assets
Total debt
Shareholders' equity
</TABLE>

FISCAL YEARS ENDED OR AS OF:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------JANUARY 3,
DECEMBER 28,
DECEMBER 29,
DECEMBER 31,
JANUARY 1,
1999
1997
1996
1995
1995
---------------------------------------------------(IN MILLIONS, EXCEPT PER SHARE AMOUNTS)
<C>
<C>
<C>
<C>
<C>
$

92
76
61

$

79
70
45

$

77
60
(109)(2)

$

69
58
41

$

23
16
13

4.32

(10.46)(2)

4.81

1.60

5.71

4.20

(10.46)(2)

4.65

1.60

78

71

60

16

$

5.80

57
161
1
132

$

33
132
1
119

61
$

34
114
1
104

--------------(1) 1998 results include $36.8 million in revenues from the management contracts
for Grand Casino Mille Lacs and Grand Casino Hinckley that concluded during
1998. The Company's revenues and earnings will not include contributions
from these operations going forward. EBITDA is earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization, which can be computed by adding
depreciation and amortization to operating income. EBITDA also excludes the
$161 million write off of Grand's investment in Stratosphere Corporation.
EBITDA is presented supplementally because management believes it allows for
a more complete analysis of results of operations. This information should
not be considered as an alternative to any measure of performance as
promulgated under generally accepted accounting principles (such as
operating income or income from continuing operations) nor should it be
considered as an indicator of the overall financial performance of Lakes.
The calculations of EBITDA may be different from the calculations used by
other companies and therefore comparability may be limited. Historical
depreciation and amortization for Lakes for the fiscal years ended January
3, 1999, December 28, 1997, December 29, 1996, December 31, 1995 and January
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$

33
233
1
229

$

4
171
4
142

1, 1995 totaled $2 million, $1 million, $1 million, $2 million, and $0.2
million, respectively.
(2) Includes a non-recurring non-cash $161 million charge related to the
write-off of Lakes' investment in Stratosphere Corporation.
ITEM 7. MANAGEMENT'S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS
OF OPERATIONS
OVERVIEW
Lakes Gaming, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Lakes" or the "Company") was
established as a public corporation on December 31, 1998, via a distribution
(the "Distribution") of its common stock, par value $.01 per share (the "Common
Stock") to the shareholders of Grand Casinos, Inc. ("Grand Casinos").
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Pursuant to the terms of a Distribution Agreement entered into between Grand and
Lakes and dated as of December 31, 1998 (the "Distribution Agreement"), Grand
Casinos shareholders received .25 shares of Lakes Common Stock for each share
held in Grand Casinos.
Immediately following the Distribution, Grand Casinos merged with a
subsidiary of Park Place Entertainment Corporation, a Delaware corporation
("Park Place"), pursuant to which Grand Casinos became a wholly owned subsidiary
of Park Place (the "Merger"). Grand Casinos shareholders received one share of
Park Place common stock in the Merger for each share they held in Grand Casinos.
As a result of the Distribution, Lakes operates the Indian casino
management business and holds various other assets previously owned by Grand.
The Company's revenues are derived almost exclusively from management fees.
Lakes manages two land-based, Indian-owned casinos in Louisiana: Grand Casino
Avoyelles, in Marksville, Louisiana ("Grand Casino Avoyelles"), owned by the
Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of Louisiana (the "Tunica-Biloxi Tribe") and Grand Casino
Coushatta, in Kinder, Louisiana ("Grand Casino Coushatta"), owned by the
Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana (the "Coushatta Tribe"). Both management contracts
expire seven years from the date the casino opened.
For a portion of fiscal 1998, and prior to the Distribution, Grand also had
management contracts for Indian-owned casinos located at Grand Casino Hinckley
and Grand Casino Mille Lacs in Minnesota. The management contract at Grand
Casino Mille Lacs expired at the end of the 1st quarter of 1998, and the
management of Grand Casino Hinckley ended in December 1998, with the buyout of
the remaining contract term.
Lakes develops, constructs and manages casinos and related hotel and
entertainment facilities in emerging and established gaming jurisdictions.
Lakes' revenues are derived from management fee income from Grand Casino
Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta. Lakes commenced operations in September
1990, and opened its first casino, Grand Casino Mille Lacs, in April 1991. Grand
Casino Hinckley commenced operations in May 1992, Grand Casino Avoyelles
commenced operations in June 1994 and Grand Casino Coushatta commenced
operations in January 1995.
Pursuant to the Avoyelles and Coushatta management contracts, Lakes
receives a fee based on the net distributable profits (as defined in the
contracts) generated by Grand Casino Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta.
Lakes' limited operating history may not be indicative of Lakes' future
performance. In addition, a comparison of results from year to year may not be
meaningful due to the opening of new facilities during each year. Lakes' growth
strategy contemplates the expansion of existing operations and the pursuit of
opportunities to develop and manage additional gaming facilities. The successful
implementation of this growth strategy is contingent upon the satisfaction of
various conditions, including obtaining governmental approvals, the impact of
increased competition, and the occurrence of certain events, many of which are
beyond the control of Lakes.
Earlier this year, the Louisiana legislature considered various proposals
for state constitutional amendments and/or legislation that would impose certain
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taxes, including excise taxes, on certain activities conducted on Indian
reservations. Some of the proposals were to become effective after the
expiration dates of the existing compacts between the State of Louisiana and the
Indian tribes that own and operate casinos in the State of Louisiana. None of
the proposals was adopted.
The following discussion and analysis should be read in conjunction with
the consolidated financial statements and notes thereto for the years ended
January 3, 1999, December 28, 1997, and December 29, 1996.
RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
Lakes is prohibited by the IGRA from having an ownership interest in any
casino it manages for Indian tribes. The management contracts for the various
Indian-owned casinos that the Company manages for Indian tribes generally have a
term of seven years. As noted above, the management contacts for Grand Casino
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Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta expire June 3, 2001 and January 16, 2002,
respectively. There can be no assurance that any of these management contracts
will be renewed upon expiration or approved by NIGC upon any such renewal. The
failure to renew the Lakes management contracts would result in the loss of
revenues to Lakes derived from such contracts, which would have an adverse
effect on Lakes' results of operations. The Coushatta Tribe and the
Tunica-Biloxi Tribe each entered into tribal-state compacts with the State of
Louisiana on September 29, 1992. These compacts were approved in November 1992
by the Secretary of the Interior. Each compact expires in November 1999, but
will automatically renew for additional seven year terms unless either the tribe
or the State of Louisiana delivers to the other written notice of non-renewal at
least 180 days prior to the applicable expiration date. Lakes' management
agreements with the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe and the Coushatta Tribe expire after
November 1999. In the event the compacts are not renewed, gaming will not be
permitted at Grand Casino Avoyelles of Grand Casino Coushatta. There can be no
assurance that these compacts will be renewed on terms and conditions acceptable
to either of the tribes.
Revenues are calculated in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles and are presented in a manner consistent with industry practice. Net
distributable profits from Grand Casino Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta,
are computed using a modified cash basis of accounting in accordance with the
management contracts. The effect of the use of the modified cash basis of
accounting is to accelerate the write-off of capital equipment and leased
assets, which thereby impacts the timing of net distributable profits.
FISCAL YEAR ENDED JANUARY 3, 1999 COMPARED TO FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 28,
1997
Earnings per Common Share and Net Earnings. For the fiscal year ended
January 3, 1999 basic and diluted earnings per common share were $5.80 and $5.71
respectively. This compares to basic and diluted earnings of $4.32 and $4.20 per
share for the fiscal year ended December 28, 1997. Earnings increased $16
million to $61.2 million for the fiscal year ended January 3, 1999 compared to
the same period in the prior year, primarily due to increased management fee
income from each of the casino operations.
Revenues. Grand Casino Mille Lacs, Grand Casino Hinckley, Grand Casino
Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta generated $92.3 million in management fee
income during the fiscal year ended January 3, 1999 as compared to $78.5 million
for the prior year's comparable period. Gross revenue increases at Grand Casino
Hinckley, Grand Casino Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta offset the fact that
the management contract for Grand Casino Mille Lacs expired at the end of the
first quarter. Contributing to the increases was the early buyout of the
Management Agreement for Grand Casino Hinckley by the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe
in December, 1998. Under the early buyout agreement, the Company was compensated
for the management fees it would have received had it managed Grand Casino
Hinckley through the original contract expiration date which was May, 1999. Also
contributing to the increases were a 378-room hotel at Grand Casino Hinckley,
which opened in November of 1997, and a special events center and RV resort at
Grand Casino Avoyelles, which opened during the first quarter of 1998.
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1998 results include $36.8 million in revenues from the management
contracts for Grand Casino Mille Lacs and Grand Casino Hinckley that concluded
during 1998. The Company's revenues and earnings will not include contributions
from these operations going forward.
Costs and Expenses. Total costs and expenses were $16.4 million for the
fiscal year ended January 3, 1999 compared to $8.8 million for the same period
in the prior year. Selling, general, and administrative expenses increased in
the amount of $7.1 million from $7.9 million for the fiscal year ended December
28, 1997 to $15 million for the fiscal year ended January 3, 1999 due to legal,
professional and other costs associated with separating Lakes from Grand.
Other. Interest income was $5.6 million and $5.9 million for the fiscal
years ended January 3, 1999 and December 28, 1997, respectively. Interest
expense was $0.1 million for both periods.
A deferred tax asset was recorded in 1996 when the Company set up a reserve
allowance due to uncertainty related to the collectibility of the note
receivable from Stratosphere. However, a full valuation allowance was created
for the deferred tax asset and no income tax benefit was recognized at that
time. Upon writing off the receivable and realizing the tax deduction in 1998,
the Company reversed the deferred tax asset
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valuation allowance, resulting in the recognition of a $17.3 million income tax
benefit. Under the terms of its tax sharing agreement with Grand, any further
tax benefits relating to capital losses resulting from the Company's write-off
of its investment in Stratosphere will be shared equally by Lakes and Park Place
up to a benefit of approximately $12 million to Lakes.
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 28, 1997 COMPARED TO DECEMBER 29, 1996
Earnings per Common Share and Net Earnings. For the year ended December 28,
1997, basic and diluted earnings per common share were $4.32 and $4.20,
respectively. For the year ended December 29, 1996 basic and diluted loss per
common share was $(10.46) per share. This includes a charge of $15.48 per
weighted average common share outstanding related to the write-down of Grand's
former investment in Stratosphere. Earnings for the year ended December 28, 1997
were $45.2 million compared to a loss of $(108.7) million (which includes a $161
million write-down of Grand's former investment in Stratosphere) for the prior
year's comparable period.
Revenues. For the year ended December 28, 1997 management fee income
totaled $78.5 million. This represents an increase of $1.2 million from
management fee income of $77.3 million for the year ended December 29, 1996.
Costs and Expenses. For the year ended December 28, 1997 selling, general,
and administrative expenses decreased $8.3 million from $16.3 million to $7.9
million. The $7.9 million includes approximately $3.2 million in Stratosphere
litigation reserves. Of the $16.3 million incurred for the year ended December
29, 1996, approximately $11.4 million is related to litigation accruals and
project write-downs.
Other. Interest income for the year ended December 28, 1997 remained
approximately the same at $5.9 million compared to the same period in the prior
year.
CAPITAL RESOURCES, CAPITAL SPENDING, AND LIQUIDITY
At January 3, 1999 Lakes had $61.8 million in restricted and unrestricted
cash and cash equivalents. The cash balances are planned to be used for loans to
current tribal partners to help develop existing operations, the pursuit of
additional gaming opportunities, and settlement of pending litigation matters.
For the years ended January 3, 1999, December 28, 1997 and December 29,
1996 net cash provided by operating activities totaled $85.8, $35.8 and $62.5
million, respectively. For the years ended January 3, 1999, December 28, 1997
and December 29, 1996, proceeds from repayment of notes receivable amounted to
$6.6, $6.1 and $10.6 million, respectively. Also during these periods, payments
for land held for development amounted to $11.2, $13.2 and $2.3 million,
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respectively.
As security to support Lakes' indemnification obligations to Grand under
each of the Distribution Agreement and the Merger Agreement, and as a condition
to the consummation of the Merger, Lakes agreed to deposit, in trust for the
benefit of Grand, as a wholly owned subsidiary of Park Place, an aggregate of
$30 million, consisting of four annual installments of $7.5 million, on each
annual anniversary of the Distribution and Merger. Lakes' ability to satisfy
this funding obligation is materially dependent upon the continued success of
its operations and the general risks inherent in its business. In the event
Lakes is unable to satisfy its funding obligation, it would be in breach of its
agreement with Grand, possibly subjecting itself to additional liability for
contract damages, which could have a material adverse effect on Lakes' business
and results of operations.
YEAR 2000
Lakes is currently working to fully determine and resolve the potential
impact of the Year 2000 on the processing of date-sensitive information by its
computerized information systems. The Year 2000 problem is the result of
computer programs being written using two digits (rather than four) to define
the applicable year. Any of Lakes' programs that have time-sensitive software
may recognize a date using "00" as the year 1900 rather than the Year 2000,
which could result in miscalculations or system failures.
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Lakes and its managed properties have a Year 2000 program, the objective of
which is to determine and assess the risks of the Year 2000 issue, and plan and
institute mitigating actions to minimize those risks. Pursuant to the Lakes Year
2000 program, the Company has established an internal review team to monitor and
facilitate efficient Year 2000 compliance. Lakes is currently in the process of
upgrading its financial reporting systems, IT based and otherwise, to ensure
that they are Year 2000 compliant. Lakes' vendors and consultants have
represented to management that the new systems meet Year 2000 requirements.
Lakes' standard for compliance requires that for a computer system or business
process to be Year 2000 compliant, it must be designed to operate without error
in dates and date-related data prior to, on and after January 1, 2000. Between
now and the Year 2000, Lakes will proceed through its various phases of
assessment, detailed planning, implementation, testing and management. Lakes
expects to be fully Year 2000 compliant by mid-1999.
Generally, Lakes is confident that the implementation of its Year 2000
program in conjunction with the replacement of all of Lakes' financial reporting
systems will resolve any IT system compliance issues. Lakes has not currently
identified any material non-IT system Year 2000 issues. Throughout the remainder
of 1999, Lakes will continually review its progress against its Year 2000 plans
and determine what contingency plans are feasible and appropriate to reduce its
exposure to Year 2000 related issues.
Based on Lakes' current assessment, the costs of addressing potential
problems at Lakes and its managed properties are estimated at $1.3 million.
However, the historical and estimated costs relating to the resolution of Lakes'
Year 2000 compliance issues cannot be fully and finally determined at this time.
If significant customers or vendors identify Year 2000 issues in the future and
are unable to resolve such issues in a timely manner, it could result in a
material financial risk. Lakes has initiated formal communications with all of
its material suppliers to determine the extent to which Lakes' interface systems
are vulnerable to those third parties' failures to resolve their own Year 2000
issues. Lakes plans to devote the necessary resources to resolve all significant
Year 2000 issues in a timely manner.
While Lakes fully anticipates achieving Year 2000 compliance well in
advance of January 1, 2000 there are certain risks which exist with respect to
Lakes' business and the Year 2000. Those risks range from slight delays and
inefficiencies in processing data and carrying out accounting and financial
functions to, in a most reasonably likely worst case scenario, extensive and
costly inability to process data, provide vital accounting functions and
communicate with customers and suppliers. As of the date of this filing, Lakes
has not finalized a contingency plan to address the failure to be Year 2000
compliant.
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SEASONALITY
The Company believes that the operation of all casinos managed by the
Company are affected by seasonal factors, including holidays, weather and travel
conditions.
REGULATION AND TAXES
The Company is subject to extensive regulation by state gaming authorities.
The Company will also be subject to regulation, which may or may not be similar
to current state regulations, by the appropriate authorities in any other
jurisdiction where it may conduct gaming activities in the future. Changes in
applicable laws or regulations could have an adverse effect on the Company.
The gaming industry represents a significant source of tax revenues. From
time to time, various federal legislators and officials have proposed changes in
tax law, or in the administration of such law, affecting the gaming industry. It
is not possible to determine the likelihood of possible changes in tax law or in
the administration of such law. Such changes, if adopted, could have a material
adverse effect on the Company's results of operations and financial results.
PRIVATE SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT
The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 provides a "safe
harbor" for forward-looking statements. Certain information included in this
integrated Form 10-K/Annual Report and other materials
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filed or to be filed by the Company with the Securities and Exchange Commission
(as well as information included in oral statements or other written statements
made or to be made by the Company) contain statements that are forward-looking,
such as plans for future expansion and other business development activities as
well as other statements regarding capital spending, financing sources and the
effects of regulation (including gaming and tax regulation) and competition.
Such forward looking information involves important risks and uncertainties
that could significantly affect the anticipated results in the future and,
accordingly, actual results may differ materially from those expressed in any
forward-looking statements made by or on behalf of the Company.
These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, those
relating to development and construction activities, dependence upon existing
management, pending litigation, domestic or global economic conditions and
changes in federal or state tax laws or the administration of such laws and
changes in gaming laws or regulations (including the legalization of gaming in
certain jurisdictions). For further information regarding the risks and
uncertainties, see the "Business -- Risk Factors" section of this Annual Report
on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended January 3, 1999.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
To Lakes Gaming, Inc.
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Lakes
Gaming, Inc. (a Minnesota corporation) and Subsidiaries as of January 3, 1999
and December 28, 1997 and the related consolidated statements of earnings,
comprehensive earnings, shareholders' equity and cash flows for each of the
three years in the period ended January 3, 1999. These consolidated financial
statements are the responsibility of the Company's management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial
statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to above
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of Lakes
Gaming, Inc. and Subsidiaries as of January 3, 1999 and December 28, 1997, and
the results of their operations and their cash flows for each of the three years
in the period ended January 3, 1999, in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.
ARTHUR ANDERSEN LLP
Minneapolis, Minnesota
February 5, 1999
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LAKES GAMING, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
JANUARY 3, 1999 AND DECEMBER 28, 1997
(IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT SHARE DATA)
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
<S>

1998
---<C>

1997
---<C>

ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents.................................
Current installments of notes receivable..................
Accounts receivable.......................................
Income taxes receivable...................................

$ 56,774
8,561
15,217
--

$ 33,208
6,654
6,425
14,785
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Deferred income taxes.....................................
Other current assets......................................
Total Current Assets........................................
Property and Equipment -- Net...............................
Other Assets:
Land held for development.................................
Notes receivable -- less current installments.............
Cash and cash equivalents -- restricted...................
Investments in and notes from unconsolidated affiliates...
Casino development costs..................................
Securities available for sale.............................
Other long-term assets....................................
Total Other Assets..........................................
TOTAL ASSETS................................................
LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current Liabilities:
Income taxes payable......................................
Litigation and claims accrual.............................
Other accrued expenses....................................
Total Current Liabilities...................................
Long-term Liabilities:
Long-term debt............................................
Deferred income taxes.....................................
Total Long-Term Liabilities.................................
TOTAL LIABILITIES...........................................
Commitments and Contingencies (Notes 2, 6, 7 and 8)
Shareholders' Equity:
Common stock, $.01 par value; 100,000 shares authorized;
10,576 common shares issued and outstanding at January
3, 1999................................................
Additional paid-in-capital................................
Division equity...........................................
Accumulated other comprehensive earnings (loss)...........
Total Shareholders' Equity..................................
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY..................

7,370
756
-------88,678
-------1,265
--------

4,988
551
-------66,611
-------3,071
--------

26,647
25,118
4,992
8,590
4,846
1,033
200
-------71,426
-------$161,369
========

15,418
26,477
1,225
8,180
4,144
4,842
2,125
-------62,411
-------$132,093
========

10,811
10,554
4,625
-------25,990
--------

2,000
8,736
193
-------10,929
--------

975
2,733
-------3,708
-------29,698
--------

975
1,391
-------2,366
-------13,295
--------

106
130,929
-636
-------131,671
-------$161,369
========

--121,745
(2,947)
-------118,798
-------$132,093
========

</TABLE>
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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LAKES GAMING, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF EARNINGS
YEARS ENDED JANUARY 3, 1999, DECEMBER 28, 1997 AND DECEMBER 29, 1996
(IN THOUSANDS, EXCEPT PER SHARE DATA)
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
<S>
REVENUES:
Management fee income..................................
OPERATING EXPENSES:
Selling, general and administrative....................
Depreciation and amortization..........................

1998
---<C>

1997
---<C>

1996
---<C>

$92,347

$78,515

$

14,557
1,838

7,916
890
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77,273
16,258
1,343

Operating Expenses...................................
EARNINGS FROM OPERATIONS....................................
OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE):
Interest income........................................
Stratosphere write-down................................
Loss on sale of securities.............................
Other..................................................
Total other income (expense), net....................
Earnings (loss) before income taxes.........................
Provision for income taxes..................................
NET EARNINGS (LOSS).........................................
BASIC EARNINGS (LOSS) PER SHARE.............................
DILUTED EARNINGS (LOSS) PER SHARE...........................
WEIGHTED AVERAGE COMMON SHARES OUTSTANDING..................
WEIGHTED AVERAGE COMMON AND DILUTED SHARES OUTSTANDING......

------16,395
------75,952
-------

------8,806
------69,709
-------

--------17,601
--------59,672
---------

5,601
-(4,473)
(89)
------1,039
------76,991
15,811
------$61,180
=======
$ 5.80
=======
$ 5.71
=======
10,550
=======
10,712
=======

5,940
--(923)
------5,017
------74,726
29,523
------$45,203
=======
$ 4.32
=======
$ 4.20
=======
10,475
=======
10,759
=======

5,862
(160,923)
-214
--------(154,847)
--------(95,175)
13,562
--------$(108,737)
=========
$ (10.46)
=========
$ (10.46)
=========
10,395
=========
10,395
=========

1997
---<C>
$45,203

1996
---<C>
$(108,737)

</TABLE>
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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LAKES GAMING, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE EARNINGS
YEARS ENDED JANUARY 3, 1999, DECEMBER 28, 1997 AND DECEMBER 29, 1996
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
<S>
NET EARNINGS (LOSS).........................................
UNREALIZED GAINS (LOSSES) ON SECURITIES
Unrealized holding gains (losses) during the period.......
Less: reclassification adjustment for losses included in
net earnings...........................................
COMPREHENSIVE EARNINGS (LOSS)...............................

1998
---<C>
$61,180
3,583
(4,473)
------$60,290
=======

(4,307)
-------$40,896
=======

(1,806)
---------$(110,543)
=========

</TABLE>
See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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LAKES GAMING, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
YEARS ENDED JANUARY 3, 1999, DECEMBER 28, 1997, AND DECEMBER 29, 1996
(IN THOUSANDS)
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
COMMON STOCK
--------------SHARES
AMOUNT
-----------

ADDITIONAL
PAID-IN-CAPITAL
---------------

DIVISION
EQUITY
--------
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ACCUMULATED
OTHER
COMPREHENSIVE
EARNINGS (LOSS)
---------------

TOTAL
SHAREHOLDERS'
EQUITY
-------------

<S>
Balance, December 31, 1995.....
Distribution to Grand
Casinos, Inc..............
Other comprehensive
earnings..................
Net loss.....................
Balance, December 29, 1996.....
Distribution to Grand
Casinos, Inc..............
Other comprehensive
earnings..................
Net earnings.................
Balance, December 28, 1997.....
Distribution to Grand
Casinos, Inc..............
Other comprehensive
earnings..................
Net earnings.................
Distribution from Grand
Casinos, Inc..............
Balance, January 3, 1999.......

<C>
--

<C>
--

<C>

--

--

--

(14,716)

---------

------

----------

-(108,737)
-------102,224

--

--

--

(25,682)

---------

------

----------

--

--

--

(51,890)

---

---

---

-61,180

3,583
--

3,583
61,180

10,576
-----10,576
======

106
--106
===

130,929
------130,929
=======

(131,035)
--------========

------636
======

--------131,671
========

--

<C>
225,677

<C>

<C>
3,166

228,843

--

(14,716)

(1,806)
------1,360
--

-45,203
-------121,745

(25,682)

(4,307)
------(2,947)
--

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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LAKES GAMING, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
YEARS ENDED JANUARY 3, 1999, DECEMBER 28, 1997 AND DECEMBER 29, 1996
(IN THOUSANDS)
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>

Net Cash Provided by Operating Activities...................
INVESTING ACTIVITIES:
Payments for property and equipment.......................
Proceeds from sale of property and equipment..............
Advances under notes receivable...........................
Proceeds from repayment of notes receivable...............
Increase in restricted cash...............................
Proceeds from sale of securities..........................
Investment in and notes receivable from unconsolidated
affiliates.............................................
Payments for land held for development....................

1998
---<C>

1997
---<C>

1996
---<C>

$ 61,180

$ 45,203

$(108,737)

1,838
-4,473
(1,040)

890
--(2,930)

1,343
160,923
-(11,375)

(8,792)
23,596
(205)
-6,193
(1,476)
-------85,767
--------

1,571
(9,357)
(1,650)
45
1,037
942
-------35,751
--------

(744)
3,417
(239)
(30)
17,813
124
--------62,495
---------

-500
(7,115)
6,567
(3,767)
4,824

(99)
398
(1,825)
6,144
---

(795)
2,814
(50,000)
10,579
(250)
--

(807)
(11,229)

(336)
(13,153)

(7,170)
(2,264)
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(4,307)
45,203
-------118,798
(51,890)

</TABLE>

<S>
OPERATING ACTIVITIES:
Net earnings (loss).......................................
Adjustments to reconcile net earnings (loss) to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization..........................
Stratosphere write-down................................
Loss on sale of securities.............................
Deferred income taxes..................................
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Accounts receivable..................................
Income taxes.........................................
Other current assets.................................
Accounts payable.....................................
Accrued expenses.....................................
Other................................................

(1,806)
(108,737)
-------103,584

Decrease (increase) in other long-term assets.............
Net Cash Used in Investing Activities.......................
FINANCING ACTIVITIES:
Distribution to Grand.....................................
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt..................
Payments on long-term debt................................
Net Cash Used in Financing Activities.......................
Net increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents........
Cash and cash equivalents -- beginning of year..............
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS -- END OF YEAR....................
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES OF CASH FLOW INFORMATION:
Cash paid during the period for:
Interest...............................................
Income taxes...........................................
</TABLE>

716
-------(10,311)
--------

(1,833)
-------(10,704)
--------

369
--------(46,717)
---------

(51,890)
---------(51,890)
-------23,566
33,208
-------$ 56,774
========

(25,682)
-(9)
-------(25,691)
-------(644)
33,852
-------$ 33,208
========

(14,716)
24
(375)
--------(15,067)
--------711
33,141
--------$ 33,852
=========

$

$

$

98
5,420

98
41,504

See accompanying notes to consolidated financial statements.
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NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
JANUARY 3, 1999, DECEMBER 28, 1997, AND DECEMBER 29, 1996
1. NATURE OF BUSINESS AND SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES:
Lakes Gaming, Inc., a Minnesota corporation ("Lakes" or the "Company") was
established as a public corporation on December 31, 1998, via a distribution
(the "Distribution") of its common stock, par value $.01 per share (the "Common
Stock") to the shareholders of Grand Casinos, Inc. ("Grand"). Pursuant to the
terms of a Distribution Agreement entered into between Grand and Lakes and dated
as of December 31, 1998 (the "Distribution Agreement"), Grand shareholders
received .25 shares of Lakes Common Stock for each share held in Grand.
Historical references to the Company which predate the Distribution give pro
forma effect to the Distribution as if it already occurred.
Immediately following the Distribution, Grand merged with a subsidiary of
Park Place Entertainment Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("Park Place"),
pursuant to which Grand became a wholly owned subsidiary of Park Place (the
"Merger"), Grand shareholders received one share of Park Place common stock in
the Merger for each share they held in Grand. Both transactions are hereinafter
referred to as the Transaction. The Transaction received shareholder and
regulatory approvals and was completed on December 31, 1998. Grand obtained a
ruling from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) that the transaction is tax-free
to Grand shareholders.
Lakes manages Indian-owned casinos and owns certain other assets related to
potential gaming-related development. The Company manages two Indian-owned
casinos in Louisiana and previously managed two Minnesota casinos through April
4, 1998 and November 30, 1998. The Company had written off or reserved for its
investments and other related costs in Stratosphere Corporation (Stratosphere),
which owns the Stratosphere Tower, Casino and Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada, as of
December 29, 1996 in the amount of $161 million. The Company has not recorded
any results of Stratosphere's operations in 1997 or 1998. Stratosphere is the
subject of Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceedings. See Note 8 for further discussion.
The Second Amended Plan has been approved by the Bankruptcy Court and was
declared effective on October 14, 1998. As such, all Stratosphere stock owned by
Lakes has been cancelled.
MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS OF LIMITED DURATION
The ownership, management and operation of gaming facilities are subject to
extensive federal, state, provincial, tribal and/or local laws, regulation, and
ordinances, which are administered by the relevant regulatory agency or agencies
in each jurisdiction. These laws, regulations and ordinances vary from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction, but generally concern the responsibility,
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11,189

financial stability and character of the owners and managers of gaming
operations as well as persons financially interested or involved in gaming
operations.
The Company is prohibited by the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act from having
an ownership interest in any casino it manages for Indian tribes. The management
contracts for the various Indian-owned casinos that the Company manages for
Indian tribes generally have terms of seven years. Management contracts for the
two previously managed Minnesota casinos, Grand Casino Mille Lacs and Grand
Casino Hinckley concluded during 1998. Management contracts for Grand Casino
Avoyelles and Grand Casino Coushatta expire June 3, 2001 and January 16, 2002,
respectively. There can be no assurance that the Louisiana management contracts
will be renewed upon expiration or approved by the National Indian Gaming
Commission ("NIGC") upon any such renewal. The failure to renew the Company's
management contracts would result in the loss of revenues to the Company derived
from such contracts, which would have a material adverse effect on the Company's
results of operations. The Coushatta Tribe and the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe each
entered into tribal-state compacts with the State of Louisiana on September 29,
1992. These compacts were approved in November 1992 by the Secretary of the
Interior. Each compact expires in November 1999, but will automatically renew
for an additional seven-year term unless either the tribe or the State of
Louisiana delivers to the other written notice of non-renewal at least 180 days
prior to the applicable expiration date. The Company's management agreements
with the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe and the Coushatta Tribe expire after
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November 1999. In the event the compacts are not renewed, legal gaming will not
be permitted at Grand Casino Avoyelles or Grand Casino Coushatta. There can be
no assurance that these compacts will be renewed on acceptable terms and
conditions.
USE OF ESTIMATES
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period. Ultimate results could differ from those estimates.
YEAR END
The Company has a 52- or 53-week accounting period ending on the Sunday
closest to December 31 of each year. The Company's fiscal years for the periods
shown on the accompanying combined statements of earnings ended on January 3,
1999 (1998), December 28, 1997 (1997), and December 29, 1996 (1996). The
activity from the date of the Transaction to January 3, 1999 was not segregated
from the full year's results as it was not material.
PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATION
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Lakes and its
wholly-owned and majority-owned subsidiaries. Investments in unconsolidated
affiliates representing between 20% and 50% of voting interests are accounted
for on the equity method. All material intercompany balances and transactions
have been eliminated in consolidation.
REVENUE AND EXPENSES
Revenue from the management of Indian-owned casino gaming facilities is
recognized when earned according to the terms of the management contracts.
The operating expenses of the Company include the costs associated with the
management of all gaming operations for which the Company has a management
contract. Such amounts represent the direct cost of providing assistance in the
areas of casino operations, marketing and promotion, customer service,
accounting, legal and other functions.
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CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents consist of cash on hand and in banks,
interest-bearing deposits, money market funds and other instruments with
original maturities of three months or less. Restricted cash and cash
equivalents consist primarily of funds designated as collateral relating to land
held for development.
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
Property and equipment are stated at cost. Expenditures for additions,
renewals, and improvements are capitalized. Costs of repairs and maintenance are
expensed when incurred.
Depreciation and amortization of property and equipment is computed using
the straight-line method over the following estimated useful lives:
<TABLE>
<S>
Leasehold improvements......................................
Furniture and equipment.....................................
</TABLE>

<C>
15 years
3-10 years
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The Company periodically evaluates whether events and circumstances have
occurred that may affect the recoverability of the net book value of its
long-lived assets. If such events or circumstances indicate that the carrying
amount of an asset may not be recoverable, the Company estimates the future cash
flows expected to result from the use of the asset. If the sum of the expected
future undiscounted cash flows does not exceed the carrying value of the asset,
the Company will recognize an impairment loss.
LAND HELD FOR DEVELOPMENT
Land held for development consists of amounts related to an approximately
15-acre site in Las Vegas, Nevada, which the Company controls. All or any
portion of this site may be sold, held for sale or held for future development.
The Company is currently evaluating the potential sale of all or any portion of
this site and in connection therewith has entered into a listing agreement with
a real estate broker for the active marketing of this site.
CASINO DEVELOPMENT COSTS
Casino development costs consist of amounts incurred to expand managed
casino facilities and certain direct costs to obtain management contracts.
Casino development costs are amortized over the lives of the related management
contracts.
SECURITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE
The Company records all securities available for sale at fair market value
at each period-end. The ending balance of shareholders' equity as of January 3,
1999 includes $.6 million of net unrealized gain (net of income taxes) on
securities classified as available-for-sale and the ending balance of division
equity as of December 28, 1997 includes $2.9 million of net unrealized loss (net
of income taxes) on securities classified as available-for-sale.
On October 15, 1998, Hollywood Park and Casino Magic completed a merger
agreement under which Hollywood Park purchased each outstanding share of Casino
Magic common stock for $2.27 of cash per share. As a result of this transaction,
the Company realized a loss of approximately $2.9 million, net of tax, on the
2,126,000 shares of Casino Magic common stock it owned at the time of the
Merger.
INCOME TAXES
The Company has historically filed a consolidated federal tax return with
Grand. Under a tax-sharing agreement with Grand, the Company reports income
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taxes substantially on a separate-company basis.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the future tax
consequences attributable to differences between the financial statement
carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax
bases. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates
expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary
differences are expected to be recovered or settled. The Company classifies
deferred tax liabilities and assets into current and non-current amounts based
on the classification of the related assets and liabilities.
INTEREST INCOME
Interest income represents interest on the notes receivable from Indian
tribes and interest on cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments.
Interest on the notes receivable is recorded as earned based on contractual
rates of interest. Interest on cash, cash equivalents and short-term investments
reflects the Company's portion of interest income realized from Grand's
investments in savings and money market accounts and other short-term liquid
investments.
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EARNINGS PER SHARE
Earnings per share (EPS) is calculated for all periods based on the
exchange of one Lakes share for every four owned Grand shares. Basic EPS is
calculated by dividing earnings by the weighted average common shares
outstanding. Diluted EPS reflects the potential dilutive effect of all common
stock equivalents outstanding by dividing net income (loss) by the weighted
average of all common and dilutive shares outstanding.
CONCENTRATIONS OF CREDIT RISK
The financial instruments that subject the Company to concentrations of
credit risk consist principally of accounts and notes receivable. Notes
receivable are concentrated in specific Indian and other legalized gaming
regions.
ACCOUNTING PRONOUNCEMENTS
The Company adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Standards (SFAS) No.
130, "Reporting Comprehensive Income", effective December 29, 1997. SFAS 130
requires minimum pension liability adjustments, unrealized gains or losses on
the Company's available for sale securities and foreign currency translation
adjustments, which prior to adoption were reported separately in division
equity, to be included in other comprehensive earnings (loss).
2. MANAGEMENT CONTRACTS FOR INDIAN-OWNED CASINOS:
The Company had contracts with the Mille Lacs Band for the management of
two gaming facilities in Onamia and Hinckley, Minnesota. The management contract
for the gaming facility in Onamia expired on April 2, 1998.
The Company reached an agreement with the Mille Lacs Band of Ojibwe,
effective December 1, 1998, for the early buyout of the management contract for
the facility in Hinckley. The Mille Lacs Band elected to exercise its option for
the early buyout of the contract that was scheduled to expire on May 15, 1999.
The early buyout of the contract was provided in the original seven-year
management agreement and the Company received full value for all contracted
obligations by the Mille Lacs Band. Under the early buyout agreement, the
Company was compensated for the management fees the company would have received
had it managed Grand Casino Hinckley through the original contract expiration
date.
1998 results include $36.8 million in revenues from the management
contracts for Grand Casino Mille Lacs and Grand Casino Hinckley that concluded
during 1998. The Company's revenues and earnings will not include contributions
from these operations going forward.
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In addition, the Company holds a management contract with the Tunica-Biloxi
Tribe of Louisiana for a gaming facility in Marksville, Louisiana, that expires
on June 3, 2001 and a management contract with the Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana
for a gaming facility in Kinder, Louisiana, that expires on January 16, 2002.
The management contracts govern the relationship between the Company and
the tribes with respect to the construction and management of the casinos. The
construction or remodeling portion of the agreements commenced with the signing
of the respective contracts and continued until the casinos opened for business;
thereafter, the management portion of the respective management contracts
continues for a period of seven years.
Under the terms of the contracts, the Company as manager of the casino
receives a percentage of the distributable profits (as defined in the contract)
of the operations as a management fee after payment of certain priority
distributions, a cash contingency reserve, and guaranteed minimum payments to
the Tribes.
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In the event the management contracts are not renewed upon expiration of
their initial term, the Company will be entitled to payments equal to a
percentage of the fair value of certain leased gaming equipment.
The management contracts for the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of Louisiana and the
Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana have been approved by the Bureau of Indian Affairs
(BIA). While the Company believes that all of its management contracts meet all
requirements of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988, the BIA or the NIGC
may attempt to reduce the terms or the management fees payable under the
management contracts or require other changes to the contracts.
3. NOTES RECEIVABLE:
Notes receivable consist of the following (in thousands):
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
<S>
Notes from the Coushatta Tribe with interest at a defined
reference rate plus 1% (not to exceed 16%) (8.75% at
January 3, 1999), receivable in 84 monthly installments
through January 2002......................................
Notes from the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe with interest at a
defined reference rate plus 1% (not to exceed 16%) (8.75%
at January 3, 1999), receivable in 84 monthly installments
through June 2001.........................................
Total notes receivable......................................
Less -- current installments of notes receivable............
Notes receivable, less current installments.................

JANUARY 3, 1999
--------------<C>

DECEMBER 28, 1997
----------------<C>

$24,392

$22,722

9,287
------33,679
(8,561)
------$25,118
=======

10,409
------33,131
(6,654)
------$26,477
=======

</TABLE>
The notes receivable are generally advances made to Indian Tribes for the
development of gaming properties managed by the Company. The repayment terms are
specific to each tribe and are largely dependent upon the operating performance
of each gaming property. Repayments of the aforementioned notes receivable from
the Coushatta Tribe and the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe is required to be made only if
distributable profits are available from the operation of the related casinos.
Repayments are also the subject of certain distribution priorities specified in
the management contracts. In addition, repayment of the notes receivable and the
manager's fees under the management contracts are subordinated to certain other
financial obligations of the respective tribes. Through January 3, 1999, no
amounts have been withheld under these provisions.
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Management periodically evaluates the recoverability of such notes
receivable based on the current and projected operating results of the
underlying facility and historical collection experience. No impairment losses
on such notes receivable have been recognized through January 3, 1999.
The Company believes the costs and complexities of assembling the relevant
facts and comparables needed to appraise the fair market values of these notes
based on estimates of net present value of discounted cash flows or using other
valuation techniques are excessive and the process exceedingly time consuming.
It further believes that the determined results would not reasonably differ from
the carrying values, which are believed to be reasonable estimates of fair
market value based on past experience with similar receivables.
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4. INCOME TAXES:
The provisions for income taxes attributable to earnings (loss) for 1998,
1997, and 1996 consisted of the following (in thousands):
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>

<S>
Current:
Federal.........................................
State...........................................
Deferred..........................................

YEARS ENDED
-----------------------------1998
1997
1996
---------<C>
<C>
<C>
$14,482
2,369
------16,851
(1,040)
------$15,811
=======

$30,307
2,146
------32,453
(2,930)
------$29,523
=======

$ 21,601
3,336
-------24,937
(11,375)
-------$ 13,562
========

</TABLE>
Reconciliations of the statutory federal income tax rate to the Company's
actual rate based on earnings (loss) before income taxes for 1998, 1997, and
1996 are summarized as follows:
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>

<S>
Statutory federal tax rate................................
State income taxes, net of federal income tax benefit.....
Valuation allowance increases (decreases) on Stratosphere
losses and write-down...................................
Other, net................................................

YEARS ENDED
---------------------1998
1997
1996
---------<C>
<C>
<C>
35.0%
35.0%
(35.0)%
2.0
1.9
2.3
(22.5)
6.0
----20.5%
=====

-2.6
---39.5%
====

42.9
4.0
----14.2%
=====

</TABLE>
The Company's deferred income tax liabilities and assets are as follows (in
thousands):
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
<S>
Non-current deferred taxes:
Losses related to Stratosphere..........................

1998
---<C>

1997
---<C>

$

$ 17,339

--
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Other temporary differences.............................
Net non-current deferred taxes............................
Less -- Valuation allowance...............................
Net non-current deferred liability........................
Current deferred taxes:
Accruals, reserves and other............................

(2,733)
------(2,733)
-------$(2,733)
=======

(1,391)
-------15,948
(17,339)
-------$ (1,391)
========

$ 7,370
=======

$ 4,988
========

</TABLE>
A deferred tax asset was recorded in 1996 when the Company set up a reserve
allowance due to uncertainty related to the collectibility of a note receivable
from Stratosphere. However, a full valuation allowance was created for the
deferred tax asset and no income tax benefit was recognized at that time. Upon
writing off the receivable and realizing the tax deduction in 1998, the Company
reversed the deferred tax asset valuation allowance resulting in the recognition
of a $17.3 million income tax benefit. Under the terms of its tax sharing
agreement with Grand, any further tax benefits relating to capital losses
resulting from the Company's write-off of its investment in Stratosphere will be
shared equally by Lakes and Park Place up to a benefit of approximately $12
million to Lakes.
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5. LONG-TERM DEBT:
The Company has a note payable with a third party, collateralized by
certificates of deposit, with $1.0 million outstanding at January 3, 1999 and
December 28, 1997. Interest is compounded on a quarterly basis at 10%. The
principal and interest are due March 22, 2003.
6. STOCK OPTIONS:
Grand had a Stock Option and Compensation Plan and a Director Stock Option
Plan whereby incentive and nonqualified stock options and other awards to
acquire shares of Grand's common stock were granted to officers, directors, and
employees.
Upon the consummation of the Transaction, the holders of outstanding Grand
stock options received one new option to purchase one share of Lakes common
stock for each four options previously held, and one new option to purchase one
share of Park Place common stock for each option previously held. The exercise
price of the new options was apportioned between Lakes and Park Place to
preserve option value as it existed on December 31, 1998 as measured by the
difference between the option exercise price and the fair market value of Grand
on that date. This value was calculated by reference to the closing price of
Lakes on January 4, 1999 and the closing price of Grand on December 31, 1998.
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>

<S>
Balance at January 3, 1999..........................

NUMBER OF COMMON SHARES
-----------------------------LAKES
OPTIONS
OPTION PRICE
OUTSTANDING
RANGE PER SHARE
------------------------<C>
<C>
1,054,846
(3.13 - 17.72)
=========
=============

</TABLE>
Additionally, Lakes has a 1998 Stock Option and Compensation Plan and a
1998 Director Stock Option Plan which are approved to grant up to an aggregate
of 1.5 million shares and .2 million shares respectively of incentive and
non-qualified stock options to officers, directors, and employees. No options
were outstanding under either plan at January 3, 1999 (see Note 9).
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The Company accounts for these plans under APB Opinion No. 25, under which
no compensation cost has been recognized. Had compensation cost for these plans
been determined consistent with SFAS No. 123, the Company's net earnings (loss)
would have been as follows (in thousands):
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
<S>
Net earnings (loss):
As reported...............................................
Pro forma.................................................
Net earnings (loss) per share:
As reported -- Basic......................................
Pro forma -- Basic........................................
As reported -- Diluted....................................
Pro forma -- Diluted......................................
</TABLE>

1998
---<C>

1997
---<C>

1996
---<C>

$61,180
59,694

$45,203
44,570

$(108,737)
(109,255)

$

$

$

5.80
5.66
5.71
5.57

4.32
4.25
4.20
4.14

The SFAS No. 123 method of accounting has not been applied to options
granted prior to January 1, 1995, thus the resulting pro forma compensation cost
may not be representative of that to be expected in future years. The fair value
of each award under the option plans is estimated on the date of grant using the
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Black-Scholes option-pricing model. The fair value of the options issued in 1998
range from $5.98 per share to $12.26 per share. The following assumptions were
used to estimate the fair value of options:
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
<S>
Risk-free interest rate...............
Expected life.........................
Expected volatility...................
Expected dividend yield...............
</TABLE>

1998
----

1997
----

1996
----

<C>
4.83%-5.85%
10 years
0.487-0.509
--

<C>
6.04%-6.98%
10 years
0.563-0.629
--

<C>
5.68%-6.95%
10 years
0.528-0.613
--

7. EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT PLAN:
Grand had a section 401(k) employee savings plan for all full-time
employees which upon consummation of the Transaction became Lakes' Plan. The
savings plan allows participants to defer, on a pretax basis, a portion of their
salary and accumulate tax-deferred earnings as a retirement fund. Eligibility is
based on years of service and minimum age requirements. Contributions are
invested, at the direction of the employee, in one or more available funds.
Lakes matches employee contributions up to a maximum of 1% of participating
employees' gross wages. The Company contributed $.03 million, $.02 million, and
$.01 million during 1998, 1997, and 1996, respectively. Company contributions
are vested over a period of five years.
8. COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES:
LEASES
Rent expense, under non-cancelable operating leases, exclusive of real
estate taxes, insurance, and maintenance expense for 1998, 1997, and 1996 was
approximately $0.2 million each year.
The Company leases certain property and equipment under non-cancelable
operating leases. Future minimum lease payments, excluding contingent rentals,
due under non-cancelable operating leases as of January 3, 1999 are as follows
(in thousands):
<TABLE>
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(10.46)
(10.51)
(10.46)
(10.51)

<CAPTION>
<S>
1999........................................................
2000........................................................
2001........................................................
2002........................................................
2003........................................................
Thereafter..................................................

OPERATING LEASES
---------------<C>
$ 3,683
3,404
2,981
3,109
3,176
47,550
------$63,903
=======

</TABLE>
As a part of the Transaction, the Company has agreed to exercise its call
option to purchase the Shark Club property in Las Vegas, Nevada, prior to July
31, 2000, the earliest date the landlord could require the Company to purchase
the property. The option purchase price would be approximately $9.3 million.
The Company also plans to exercise its option to purchase the Travelodge
property in Las Vegas, Nevada for the purchase price of $30 million on October
31, 2017.
Loan Guaranty Agreements
The Company has guaranteed a loan and security agreement entered into by
the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of Louisiana for $16.5 million for the purpose of
purchasing a hotel and additional casino equipment. The agreement extends
through 2000, and as of January 3, 1999, the amount outstanding was $7.3
million.
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On May 1, 1997, the Company entered into a guaranty agreement related to a
loan agreement entered into by the Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana in the amount of
$25.0 million, for the purpose of constructing a hotel and acquiring additional
casino equipment. The guaranty will remain in effect until the loan is paid. The
loan term is approximately five years. As of January 3, 1999, $19.6 million has
been advanced, and is outstanding.
The Company provided a limited guaranty for the purpose of financing
Stratosphere Corporation Hotel and Casino equipment subject to a maximum
limitation amount of $8.7 million.
Indemnification Agreement
As a part of the Transaction, the Company has agreed to indemnify Grand
against all costs, expenses and liabilities incurred in connection with or
arising out of certain pending and threatened claims and legal proceedings to
which Grand and certain of its subsidiaries are likely to be parties. The
Company's indemnification obligations include the obligation to provide the
defense of all claims made in proceedings against Grand and to pay all related
settlements and judgments.
As security to support Lakes' indemnification obligations to Grand under
each of the Grand Distribution Agreement and the Park Place Merger Agreement,
and as a condition to the consummation of the Merger, Lakes has agreed to
deposit, in trust for the benefit of Grand, as a wholly owned subsidiary of Park
Place, an aggregate of $30 million, to cover various commitments and
contingencies related to or arising out of, Grand's non-Mississippi business and
assets (including by way of example, but not limitation, tribal loan guarantees,
real property lease guarantees for Lakes' subsidiaries and director and
executive officer indemnity obligations) consisting of four annual installments
of $7.5 million, during the four-year period subsequent to the Effective Date of
the Transaction. Any surplus proceeds remaining after all the secured
obligations are indefeasibly paid in full and discharged shall be paid over to
Lakes.
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As part of the indemnification agreement, Lakes has agreed that it will not
declare or pay any dividends, make any distribution of Lakes' equity interests,
or otherwise purchase, redeem, defease or retire for value any equity interests
in Lakes without the written consent of Park Place.
STRATOSPHERE CORPORATION
In January 1997, Stratosphere and its wholly owned operating subsidiary
filed for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. On
November 7, 1997, Stratosphere filed its Second Amended Plan which was declared
effective on October 14, 1998. Prior to the effectiveness of the Second Amended
Plan, Grand owned approximately 37% of the issued and outstanding common stock
of Stratosphere. Under the Second Amended Plan, all shares of Stratosphere
common stock that were outstanding prior to the effective date of the Second
Amended Plan have been canceled. In addition, the secured portion of
Stratosphere's first mortgage notes that were outstanding prior to the effective
date have been exchanged for a total of 2,030,000 shares of new common stock.
Pursuant to the terms of the Distribution Agreement, Lakes assumed, among other
liabilities, certain known and contingent liabilities associated with all
pending, threatened or future litigation related to the Stratosphere litigation
described below. Although Lakes assumed such liabilities, because Grand remains
liable for claims by plaintiffs in such litigation and for indemnifying Grand's
former officers and directors with respect to such litigation, Lakes agreed,
under the term of the Merger Agreement, to indemnify Grand and Grand's current
and former officers and directors against such liabilities. See "Certain
Factors -- Indemnification Obligations" -- "Stratosphere Corporation; Pending
Litigation".
The following summaries describe certain known legal proceedings to which
Grand is a party and which Lakes has assumed, and/or must indemnify Grand, in
connection with the Distribution.
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STRATOSPHERE SHAREHOLDERS LITIGATION -- FEDERAL COURT
In August 1996, a complaint was filed in the U.S. District Court for the
District of Nevada -- Michael Ceasar, et al v. Stratosphere Corporation, et
al -- against Stratosphere and others, including Grand. The complaint was filed
as a class action, and sought relief on behalf of Stratosphere shareholders who
purchased their stock between December 19, 1995 and July 22, 1996. The complaint
included allegations of misrepresentations, federal securities law violations
and various state law claims.
In August through October 1996, several other nearly identical complaints
were filed by various plaintiffs in the U.S. District Court for the District of
Nevada.
The defendants in the actions submitted motions requesting that all of the
actions be consolidated. Those motions were granted in January 1997, and the
consolidated action is entitled In re: Stratosphere Corporation Securities
Litigation -- Master File No. CV-S-96-00708 PMP (RLH).
In February 1997, the plaintiffs filed a consolidated and amended complaint
naming various defendants, including Grand and certain current and former
officers and directors of Grand. The amended complaint includes claims under
federal securities laws and Nevada laws based on acts alleged to have occurred
between December 19, 1995 and July 22, 1996.
In February 1997, various defendants, including Grand and Grand's officers
and directors named as defendants, submitted motions to dismiss the amended
complaint. Those motions were made on various grounds, including Grand's claim
that the amended complaint failed to state a valid cause of action against Grand
and Grand's officers and directors.
In May 1997, the court dismissed the amended complaint. The dismissal order
did not allow the plaintiffs to further amend their complaint in an attempt to
state a valid cause of action.
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In June 1997, the plaintiffs asked the court to reconsider its dismissal
order, and to allow the plaintiffs to submit a second amended complaint in an
attempt to state a valid cause of action. In July 1997, the court allowed the
plaintiffs to submit a second amended complaint.
In August 1997, the plaintiffs filed a second amended complaint. In
September 1997, certain of the defendants, including Grand and Grand's officers
and directors named as defendants, submitted a motion to dismiss the second
amended complaint. The motion was based on various grounds, including Grand's
claim that the second amended complaint failed to state a valid cause of action
against Grand and those officers and directors.
In April 1998, the Court granted Grand's motion to dismiss, in part, and
denied the motion in part. Thus, the plaintiffs are pursuing the claims in the
second amended complaint that survived the motion to dismiss.
In June 1998, certain of the defendants, including Grand and Grand's
officers and directors named as defendants, submitted a motion for summary
judgment seeking an order that such defendants are entitled to judgment as a
matter of law. As of December 1998, the plaintiffs completed fact discovery
related to the issues raised by the summary judgment motion. Expert discovery is
expected to be completed in March of 1999. The Court will not decide the motion
until after such discovery is completed and the parties have submitted their
respective arguments regarding the motion, which Lakes' attorneys anticipate
will be in June of 1999.
STRATOSPHERE SHAREHOLDERS LITIGATION -- NEVADA STATE COURT
In August 1996, a complaint was filed in the District Court for Clark
County, Nevada -- Victor M. Opitz, et al v. Robert E. Stupak, et al -- Case No.
A363019 -- Against various defendants, including Grand. The complaint seeks
relief on behalf of Stratosphere Corporation shareholders who purchased stock
between December 19, 1995 and July 22, 1996. The complaint alleges
misrepresentations, state securities law violations and other state claims.
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Grand and certain defendants submitted motions to dismiss or stay the state
court action pending resolution of the federal court action described above. The
court has stayed further proceedings pending the resolution of In re:
Stratosphere Securities Litigation.
GRAND CASINOS, INC. SHAREHOLDERS LITIGATION
In September and October 1996, two actions were filed by Grand shareholders
in the U.S. District Court for the District of Minnesota against Grand and
certain of Grand's current and former directors and officers.
The complaints allege misrepresentations, federal securities law violations
and other claims in connection with the Stratosphere project.
The actions have been consolidated as In re: Grand Casinos, Inc. Securities
Litigation -- Master File No. 4-96-890 -- and the plaintiffs filed a
consolidated complaint. The defendants submitted a motion to dismiss the
consolidated complaint, based in part on Grand's claim that the consolidated
complaint failed to properly state a cause of action.
In December 1997, the court granted Grand's motion to dismiss in part, and
denied the motion in part. Thus, the plaintiffs are pursuing the claims in the
consolidated complaint that survived Grand's motion to dismiss. Discovery in the
action has begun.
The defendants have submitted a motion for summary judgment seeking an
order that the defendants are entitled to judgment as a matter of law. The
plaintiffs are currently engaged in discovery related to the issues raised by
the summary judgment motion. The court will not decide the motion until after
such discovery is complete and the parties have submitted their respective
arguments regarding the motion.
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In early February 1999, the plaintiffs filed a motion for leave to amend
the complaint in this action to include, as defendants in the case, both the
Company and Park Place. The defendants seek to include the Company under the
theory that the Company is a proper party to the lawsuit as a result of the
assumption by the Company of all of Grand's liabilities with respect to the
Stratosphere project and the indemnification agreement obligations of the
Company with respect to Park Place. The Company agreed to assume certain of
Grand's liabilities and entered into an indemnification agreement with Park
Place in connection with the Merger.
DERIVATIVE LITIGATION
In February 1997, certain shareholders of Grand brought an action in the
Hennepin County, Minnesota District Court -- Lloyd Drilling, et al v. Lyle
Berman, et al -- Court File No. MC97-002807 -- against certain current and
former officers and director of Grand. The plaintiffs allege that those officers
and directors breached certain fiduciary duties to the shareholders of Grand as
a result of certain transactions involving the Stratosphere project. Pursuant to
Minnesota law, Grand's Board of Directors appointed an independent special
litigation committee to evaluate whether Grand should pursue the claims made in
the action against the officers and directors. The special litigation committee
completed its evaluation in December 1997, and filed a report with the court
recommending that such claims not be pursued.
Grand provided the defense for Grand's current and former officers and
directors who are defendants in the action pursuant to Grand's indemnification
obligations to such defendants.
In January 1998, Grand submitted a motion for summary judgment based on the
special litigation committee's report. In May 1998, the court granted the
motion, thereby dismissing the plaintiffs' claims. In August 1998, the
plaintiffs appealed the Court's ruling. On March 9, 1999, the Minnesota Court of
Appeals affirmed the dismissal of the plaintiffs' claims. The plaintiffs have
until April 8, 1999, to seek further review of the ruling by the Minnesota
Supreme Court.
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SLOT MACHINE LITIGATION
In April 1994, William H. Poulos brought an action in the U.S. District
Court for the Middle District of Florida, Orlando Division -- William H. Poulos,
et al v. Caesars World, Inc. et al -- Case No. 39-478-CIV-ORL-22 -- in which
various parties (including Grand) alleged to operate casinos or be slot machine
manufacturers were named as defendants. The plaintiff sought to have the action
certified as a class action.
A subsequently filed Action -- William Ahearn, et al v. Caesars World, Inc.
et al -- Case No. 94-532-CIV-ORL-22 -- made similar allegations and was
consolidated with the Poulos action.
Both actions included claims under the federal Racketeering-Influenced and
Corrupt Organizations Act and under state law, and sought compensatory and
punitive damages. The plaintiffs claimed that the defendants are involved in a
scheme to induce people to play electronic video poker and slot machines based
on false beliefs regarding how such machines operate and the extent to which a
player is likely to win on any given play.
In December 1994, the consolidated actions were transferred to the U.S.
District Court for the District of Nevada.
In September 1995, Larry Schreier brought an action in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Nevada -- Larry Schreier, et al v. Caesars World, Inc.
et al -- Case No. CV-95-00923-DWH(RJJ).
The plaintiffs' allegations in the Schreier action were similar to those
made by the plaintiffs in the Poulos and Ahearn actions, except that Schreier
claimed to represent a more precisely defined class of plaintiffs than Poulos or
Ahearn.
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In December 1996, the court ordered the Poulos, Ahearn and Schreier actions
consolidated under the title William H. Poulos, et al v. Caesars World, Inc., et
al -- Case No. CV-S-94-11236-DAE(RJJ) -- (Base File), and required the
plaintiffs to file a consolidated and amended complaint. In February 1997, the
plaintiffs filed a consolidated and amended complaint.
In March 1997, various defendants (including Grand) filed motions to
dismiss or stay the consolidated action until the plaintiffs submitted their
claims to gaming authorities and those authorities considered the claims
submitted by the plaintiffs.
In December 1997, the court denied all of the motions submitted by the
defendants, and ordered the plaintiffs to file a new consolidated and amended
complaint. That complaint has been filed. Grand has filed its answer to the new
complaint.
The plaintiffs have filed a motion seeking an order certifying the action
as a class action. Grand and certain of the defendants have opposed the motion.
The Court has not ruled on the motion.
STRATOSPHERE NOTEHOLDER COMMITTEE BANKRUPTCY COURT ACTION
In June 1997, the Official Committee of Noteholders (the "Committee") in
the Chapter 11 bankruptcy proceeding for Stratosphere filed a motion with the
U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of Nevada (the "Bankruptcy Court") by
which the Committee sought Bankruptcy Court approval for assumption (on behalf
of Stratosphere's bankruptcy estate) of the March 1995 Standby Equity Commitment
(the "Standby Equity Commitment") between Stratosphere and Grand.
In the motion, the Committee sought Bankruptcy Court authorization to
compel Grand to fund up to $60 million in "capital contributions" to
Stratosphere over three years, based on the Committee's claim that such
"contributions" are required by the Standby Equity Commitment.
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Grand opposed the Committee's motion. Grand asserted, in its opposition to
the Committee's motion, that the Standby Equity Commitment is not enforceable in
the Stratosphere bankruptcy proceeding as a matter of law.
The Bankruptcy Court held a preliminary hearing on the Committee's motion
in June 1997, and an evidentiary hearing in February 1998 on the issues raised
by the Committee's motion and Grand's opposition to that motion. In February
1998, the Bankruptcy Court denied the Committee's motion, and determined that
the Standby Equity Commitment cannot be assumed (or enforced) by Stratosphere
under applicable bankruptcy law.
STANDBY EQUITY COMMITMENT LITIGATION
In September 1997, the Stratosphere Trustee under the indenture pursuant to
which Stratosphere issued its first mortgage notes filed a complaint in the U.S.
District Court for the District of Nevada -- IBJ Schroeder Bank & Trust Company,
Inc. v. Grand Casinos, Inc. -- File No. CV-S-97-01252-DWH (RJJ) -- naming Grand
as defendant.
The complaint alleges that Grand failed to perform under the Standby Equity
Commitment entered into between Stratosphere and Grand in connection with
Stratosphere's issuance of such first mortgage notes in March 1995. The
complaint seeks an order compelling specific performance of what the Committee
claims are Grand's obligations under the Standby Equity Commitment. The
Stratosphere Trustee filed the complaint in its alleged capacity as a third
party beneficiary under the Standby Equity Commitment.
Discovery and motion practice is pending and Lakes will continue to defend
this lawsuit diligently.
STRATOSPHERE PLAN OF REORGANIZATION
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The Second Amended Plan contemplates the formation of a new limited
liability company which will own and pursue certain alleged claims and causes of
action that Stratosphere and other persons may have against numerous
third-parties, including Grand and/or officers and/or directors of Grand.
The Second Amended Plan contemplates capitalizing this new limited
liability company with an investment of $5 million. As of March 25, 1999, Grand
has not been served with any such litigation.
STRATOSPHERE PREFERENCE ACTION
In April 1998, Stratosphere served on Grand and Grand Media & Electronics
Distributing, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Grand ("Grand Media"), a
complaint in the Stratosphere bankruptcy case seeking recovery of certain
amounts paid Stratosphere to (i) Grand as management fees and for costs and
expenses under a management agreement between Stratosphere and Grand, and (ii)
Grand Media for electronic equipment purchased by Stratosphere from Grand Media.
Stratosphere claims in its complaint that such amounts are recoverable by
Stratosphere as preferential payments under bankruptcy law.
In May 1998, Grand responded to Stratosphere's complaint. That response
denies that Stratosphere is entitled to recover the amounts described in the
complaint. Discovery is proceeding.
TULALIP TRIBES LITIGATION
In 1995, Grand entered into discussions with Seven Arrows, L.L.C. ("Seven
Arrows"), a Delaware limited liability company, regarding possible participation
by Grand in a proposed casino resort development on land in the State of
Washington held in trust by the United States for the Tulalip Tribes. Grand and
Seven Arrows entered into a letter of intent providing for the negotiation of a
revision to the Seven Arrows limited liability company agreement by which Grand
(or a subsidiary of Grand) would become a member of Seven
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Arrows. Those negotiations were not completed, and no revision to the limited
liability company agreement was signed.
During the negotiations, Grand entered into an agreement (the "Advance
Agreement") with Seven Arrows and the Tulalip Tribes. The Advance Agreement
provided for the loan by Grand and Seven Arrows of certain amounts to the
Tulalip Tribes upon the satisfaction of certain conditions. Grand contends that
those conditions were never satisfied. Neither Grand nor Seven Arrows advanced
any amount under the Advance Agreement.
In April 1996, the Tulalip Tribes brought a legal action in Tulalip Tribal
Court -- Tulalip Tribes of Washington v. Seven Arrows LLC, et al. -- Case No.
TUL-Ci4/96-499 -- against Seven Arrows and Grand. The action sought various
remedies, including (i) a declaration that a lease and sublease between the
Tulalip Tribes and Seven Arrows for the land on which the casino resort was
proposed were rightfully terminated; (ii) damages for breach of the lease, the
sublease, and the Advance Agreement; and (iii) a declaration that the lease,
sublease, and Advance Agreement are void.
Because Grand was not a party to the lease or the sublease, Grand contended
in the tribal court action that the only claim against Grand was for breach of
the Advance Agreement; that Grand did not breach the Advance Agreement; and that
any damages sustained by the Tulalip Tribes as a result of any such breach are
not material.
In May 1996, Seven Arrows and Grand brought a legal action in the U.S.
District Court for the Western District of Washington -- Seven Arrows LLC, et
al. v. Tulalip Tribes of Washington -- Case No. C96-0709Z -- against the Tulalip
Tribes, Seven Arrows sought in that action certain remedies against the Tulalip
Tribes, including damages, and Grand sought rescission of the Advance Agreement.
Since June 1996, Seven Arrows, Grand and the Tulalip Tribes have been
engaged in disputes in both the tribal court and the federal court regarding
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which court has jurisdiction over the various claims made in the two legal
actions. In July 1998, Seven Arrows, Grand, and the Tulalip Tribes entered into
a partial settlement agreement that resolved the jurisdictional dispute. In
accordance with the partial settlement agreement, all claims between the parties
must now be submitted to and decided by the federal court.
Pursuant to the partial settlement agreement, Seven Arrows filed a second
amended complaint in the federal action. Among other things, Seven Arrows seeks
damages from the Tulalip Tribes for lost profits of up to $15 million and for
recovery of sums paid to the Tribes between $2 and $3 million. Grand is not a
party to the second amended complaint.
On September 30, 1998, the Tulalip Tribes answered, counterclaimed against
Seven Arrows, and filed and served a complaint in the pending federal action
against Grand. The complaint against Grand contains several counts, including
(i) a request for judgment declaring that the Tribe's termination of the
agreements was effective and quieting title in the land; (ii) a claim for breach
of contract and breach of the implied covenant of good faith that alleges that
Grand is liable on the lease, sublease, and Advance Agreement based upon (a)
Grand's alleged status as a partner of Seven Arrows; (b) Grand's alleged status
as managing and operating agent of Seven Arrows; and (c) Grand's execution of
the Advance Agreement (iii) a claim for negligent misrepresentation claiming, in
essence, that representations of Grand personnel induced the Tribes to continue
to honor the lease, sublease, and Advance Agreement and thereby to incur
expenses they would not have incurred otherwise; (iv) a claim that Grand, by
purporting to act for and with the authority of Seven Arrows, stands as
warrantor and surety of Seven Arrows' obligations; and (v) a claim for estoppel.
Each claim for damages seeks the sum of $856,000 for out-of-pocket expenses and
for "lost profits damages" in an amount to be proved at trial.
Grand answered this complaint on January 15, 1999. Grand does not oppose
the Tribe's effort to quiet title to its land (the first claim). Grand denies
that it is factually or legally liable for the obligations or liabilities of
Seven Arrows under the lease and sublease. Grand continues to contend that, as
to the Tribe, its
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obligations, if any, are limited to those stated in the Advance Agreement; that
it did not breach the Advance Agreement; and that the Tribe's damages for such
breach, if any, are minimal (the second, fourth, and fifth claims). Grand denies
that it is liable for negligent misrepresentation (the third claim). Grand also
filed a counterclaim against the Tribe on January 15, 1999, seeking rescission
of the Advance Agreement and damages from the Tribe based upon the Tribe's
breach of contract and breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing.
The Tribe denies the counterclaim.
On December 22, 1998, Seven Arrows answered the counterclaim of the Tribe
and asserted a complaint against the Company. Seven Arrows' complaint against
Grand alleges (a) that Grand agreed in writing not to take or omit any action
that would excuse the Tribe from its obligations to Seven Arrows or that would
cause Seven Arrows to be liable to the Tribe; (b) that if the Tribe's
allegations are correct, Grand acted as an agent of Seven Arrows and, as such,
owed Seven Arrows a fiduciary duty; and (c) that if the Tribe's allegations are
correct, Grand was a "partner" of Seven Arrows and, as such, owed Seven Arrows a
fiduciary duty. If the Tribe's allegations regarding certain acts, omissions, or
representations of the Company are correct and, as a result, Seven Arrows does
not recover against the Tribe, then Seven Arrows alleges that Grand is liable
either for breach of contract or breach of fiduciary duty in an amount equal to
the amount Seven Arrows would have recovered from the Tribe absent such acts,
omissions, or representations. Grand has not yet answered Seven Arrows'
complaint but intends to deny the allegations in their entirety and to defend
the claim vigorously.
Discovery has begun and a three-week bench trial has been set to commence
November 1, 1999. Grand's liability for damages to all parties in the aggregate
cannot exceed $15 million pursuant to the partial settlement agreement.
OTHER LITIGATION
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The Company has recorded a $10.6 million reserve assessment related to
various of the above items. The reserve is reflected as a litigation and claims
accrual on the accompanying consolidated balance sheet as of January 3, 1999.
Grand and Lakes are involved in various other inquiries, administrative
proceedings, and litigation relating to contracts and other matters arising in
the normal course of business. While any proceeding or litigation has an element
of uncertainty, management currently believes that the final outcome of these
matters is not likely to have a material adverse effect upon Grand's or the
Company's consolidated financial position or results of operations.
9. SUBSEQUENT EVENTS:
During January 1999, stock options to acquire up to 1.5 million shares of
Lakes' common stock were granted under the Company's 1998 Stock Option and
Compensation Plan, and .1 million shares of Lakes' common stock were granted
under the Company's 1998 Director Stock Option Plan.
The Company owns 49% of the Nevada Resort Properties, Polo Plaza Limited
Partnership (the Partnership) and is currently in negotiation to purchase the
land owned by the Partnership in lieu of exercising its right to purchase the
remaining 51% interest. In January 1999, the Company loaned $6.2 million to the
Partnership which shall be paid in monthly installments of interest only, at a
rate of 10 1/2% per annum, until the Company closes on the land or the remaining
51% of the Partnership. The loan shall then be repaid and satisfied by
offsetting an appropriate amount against the purchase price as agreed by the
Company and the Partnership.
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10. SELECTED QUARTERLY FINANCIAL INFORMATION (UNAUDITED)
Year ended January 3, 1999 (in thousands, except per share amounts):
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>

<S>
Net revenues............................................
Earnings from operations................................
Net Earnings............................................
Earnings per share:
Basic.................................................
Diluted...............................................
</TABLE>

FIRST
QUARTER
------<C>
$23,030
17,783
11,703

SECOND
QUARTER
------<C>
$19,718
18,328
12,319

THIRD
QUARTER
------<C>
$21,582
19,603
25,283

FOURTH
QUARTER
------<C>
$28,017
20,238
11,875

$1.11
1.08

$1.17
1.14

$2.39
2.37

$1.13
1.12

Year ended December 28, 1997 (in thousands, except per share amounts):
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>

<S>
Net revenues............................................
Earnings from operations................................
Net earnings............................................
Earnings per share:
Basic.................................................
Diluted...............................................
</TABLE>

FIRST
QUARTER
------<C>
$19,054
17,659
11,393

SECOND
QUARTER
------<C>
$19,814
18,483
11,707

THIRD
QUARTER
------<C>
$23,133
22,142
13,690

FOURTH
QUARTER
------<C>
$16,514
11,425
8,413

$1.09
1.07

$1.12
1.10

$1.30
1.26

$.81
.77

ITEM 9. CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE
None.
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PART III
ITEM 10. DIRECTORS AND EXECUTIVE OFFICERS OF THE REGISTRANT
LAKES BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The business of Lakes is managed under the direction of its Board of
Directors (the "Lakes Board"). The current directors and executive officers of
Lakes are listed below.
LYLE BERMAN, age 57, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of
Lakes since June 1998 and Chairman of the Board of Directors of Grand since
October 1991. Mr. Berman is a director of Park Place, Mr. Berman is also a
director of G-III Apparel Group Ltd ("G-III"), Innovative Gaming Corporation of
America ("IGCA"), New Horizon Kids Quest, Inc. ("Kids Quest") and Wilsons The
Leather Experts Inc. ("Wilsons"). Mr. Berman is Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer of Rainforest Cafe, Inc. ("Rainforest"). Mr. Berman was a
member of the Board of Directors of Stratosphere from July 1994 to July 1997,
and served as the Chairman of the Board of Directors of Stratosphere from July,
1996 to July, 1997. From July, 1994 through October 1996, Mr. Berman was
Stratosphere's Chief Executive Officer. Stratosphere filed for reorganization
under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code on January 27, 1997.
THOMAS J. BROSIG, age 49, President of Lakes and a director since June 1998
and President and Chief Executive Officer and a director of Grand since
September 1996. Mr. Brosig was Executive Vice President of Grand from August
1994 through September 1996 and President of Grand from May 1993 through August
1994. Mr. Brosig also served as Grand's Chief Operating Officer from October
1991 to May 1993 and as Grand's Chief Financial Officer from October 1991 to
January 1992. Mr. Brosig is a director of Famous Daves of America, Inc., G-III
and Wilsons. Mr. Brosig is currently the President Mid-South Region of Park
Place.
TIMOTHY J. COPE, age 47, Chief Financial Officer of Lakes and Chief
Financial Officer of Grand since January 20, 1994 and an Executive Vice
President since April of 1997 and a director of Grand since February 1998. Mr.
Cope was Grand's Vice President of Finance from August 1993 through January
1994. From May 1986 through August 1992, Mr. Cope was the Vice President-Finance
and Administration of Bally's Grand, Reno and after the sale of Bally's Grand,
Reno to Hilton in August 1992 served as the Vice President-Finance of The Reno
Hilton until August 1993. From January 1984 through May 1986, Mr. Cope was the
Vice President of Finance of MGM Grand Reno.
MORRIS GOLDFARB, age 48, Director of Lakes since June 1998 and a director
of Grand since December 1992. Mr. Goldfarb is a director and the President and
Chief Executive Officer of G-III. Mr. Goldfarb has served as either the
President or Vice President of G-III and its predecessors since their formation
in 1974. Mr. Goldfarb is a director of Wilsons.
RONALD J. KRAMER, age 40, Director of Lakes since June 1998 and a director
of Grand since March 1995. Mr. Kramer is the Chairman of the Board and Chief
Executive Officer of Ladenburg Thalmann Group Inc., an investment banking firm
where he has been employed for over five years. Mr. Kramer is also a Director of
Griffon Corporation and New Valley Corporation. Ladenburg has periodically
provided investment banking services to Grand.
DAVID L. ROGERS, age 56, Director of Lakes since June 1998 and a director
of Grand since October 1991. Mr. Rogers has been President of Wilsons since
March 1992. From November 1988 through March 1992, Mr. Rogers was Executive Vice
President and chief operating officer of Wilsons. Mr. Rogers is a director of
Wilsons and Rainforest.
NEIL I. SELL, age 57, Director of Lakes since June 1998 and a director of
Grand since October 1991. Until July 31, 1997, Mr. Sell was a director of
Stratosphere. Since 1968, Mr. Sell has been engaged in the practice of law in
Minneapolis, Minnesota with the firm of Maslon Edelman Borman & Brand, LLP,
which has rendered legal services to Grand.
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JOEL N. WALLER, age 59, Director of Lakes since June 1998 and a director of
Grand since October 1991. Mr. Waller has been Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Wilsons since March 1992. Mr. Waller was
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President of Wilsons from 1983 through March 1992. Mr. Waller is also a director
of Damark International, Inc. and Rainforest.
JOSEPH GALVIN, age 59, is the Chief Operating Officer of Lakes and was the
Chief Administrative Officer of Grand from 1996 until 1998. From 1990 to
November 1996, Mr. Galvin served as Vice President of Security at Grand. From
1978 to 1990, Mr. Galvin was employed as a Vice President of Charmal Home
Center/W.R. Grace.
COMMITTEES OF THE LAKES BOARD
The Lakes Board has two standing committees: (i) Audit Committee; and (ii)
the Compensation Option Committee.
Lakes' Audit Committee consists of Messrs. David L. Rogers, Neil I. Sell
and Joel N. Waller. The audit committee recommends to the full Board the
engagement of the independent accountants, reviews the audit plan and results of
the audit engagement, reviews the independence of the auditors, and reviews the
adequacy of Lakes' system of internal accounting controls.
Lakes' Compensation Committee consists of Messrs. David L. Rogers and Joel
N. Waller. The Compensation Committee review Lakes' remuneration policies and
practices, and make recommendations to the Lakes Board in connection with all
compensation matters affecting Lakes.
COMPENSATION OF LAKES DIRECTORS
Each director of Lakes who is not otherwise employed by Lakes receives an
annual fee of $7,500. Lakes also pays each director not otherwise employed by it
a fee of $1,000 for each meeting of the Board of Directors and $1,000 for each
committee meeting of the Board of Directors attended.
In addition, the Lakes 1998 Director Stock Option Plan (the "Lakes Director
Plan") provides that each director who was not an employee of Lakes or one of
its subsidiaries (a "Non-Employee Director") and who was in office at the time
of the Distribution, and each subsequent Non-Employee Director at the time of
his or her initial election to the Lakes Board receives a non-qualified stock
option to purchase up to 12,500 shares of Lakes Common Stock at an option
exercise price equal to 100% of the fair market value of the shares on such
grant date. Each option under the 1998 Lakes Director Plan will have a ten-year
term and will generally become exercisable in five equal installments commencing
on the first anniversary of the grant date.
ITEM 11. EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION
Lakes is a newly formed, public corporation that did not pay any
compensation to its executive officers in fiscal 1998. Compensation for the
Lakes executive officers will be determined by the Compensation and Stock Option
Committee of the Lakes Board. None of Lakes' executive officers currently have
an employment agreement with Lakes.
COMPENSATION COMMITTEE INTERLOCKS AND INSIDER PARTICIPATION
The Lakes Compensation Committee is comprised of Messrs. David L. Rogers
and Joel N. Waller. Messrs. Rogers and Waller are directors and executive
officers of Wilsons. Lyle Berman and Tom Brosig, directors and executive
officers of the Company, and Morris Goldfarb, a director of the Company, are
directors of Wilsons. During fiscal 1998, Messrs. Brosig and Berman served on
the Compensation Committee of the Board of Directors of Wilsons.
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MANAGEMENT
The following table sets forth information as to the shares of Lakes Common
Stock beneficially owned (or deemed to be owned pursuant to the rules of the
SEC) as of March 24, 1999 by each director of Lakes, each of the executive
officers of Lakes named elsewhere herein (the "Lakes Named Executive Officers"),
all directors and executive officers of Lakes as a group and each person known
to Lakes to be the beneficial owner of more than 5% of the outstanding shares of
Lakes Common Stock, in each case based upon beneficial ownership reporting of
Lakes Common Stock as of such date. Except as other-wise noted, each shareholder
has sole voting and investment power with respect to the shares beneficially
owned. As of March 24, 1999, there were 10,584,282 shares of Lakes Common Stock
issued and outstanding.
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
NAME
---<S>
Lyle Berman(2)
130 Chesire Lane
Minnetonka, MN 55305......................................
Neil I. Sell, as sole trustee of four irrevocable trusts for
the benefit of Lyle Berman's children.....................
Neil I. Sell................................................
Thomas J. Brosig............................................
Timothy J. Cope.............................................
Ronald J. Kramer............................................
Morris Goldfarb.............................................
David L. Rogers.............................................
Joel N. Waller..............................................
Joseph Galvin...............................................
All Lakes Directors and Executive Officers as a Group (9
people including the foregoing)...........................
Heartland Advisors, Inc.
790 North Milwaukee Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202.......................................
Highfields Associates, LLC
Highfields Capital Management, LP
Richard L. Grubman
Jonathon S. Jacobson
200 Clarendon Street -- 51st Floor
Boston, MA 02117
Milwaukee, WI 53202.......................................
</TABLE>

SHARES OF LAKES
COMMON STOCK
BENEFICIALLY OWNED
-----------------<C>
1,320,711(1)

PERCENT COMMON
STOCK OUTSTANDING
----------------<C>
12.2

310,500(2)
19,949(3)
237,060(4)
34,500(5)
8,000(6)
27,830(7)
24,514(8)
18,806(9)
35,025(10)

2.9
*
2.2
*
*
*
*
*
*

1,726,395(11)

15.6

594,800(12)

5.6

577,349(13)

5.46

--------------* Less than one percent.
(1) Includes 20,625 shares beneficially owned by Mr. Berman's spouse. Also
includes 11,403 shares held by Berman Consulting Corporation, a corporation
wholly owned by Mr. Berman. Also includes options to purchase 250,000
shares.
(2) Mr. Sell has disclaimed beneficial ownership of such shares.
(3) Includes options to purchase 15,750 shares.
(4) Includes 22,450 shares beneficially owned by Mr. Brosig's spouse. Also
includes options to purchase 112,500 shares.
(5) Includes options to purchase 34,500 shares.
(6) Includes 500 shares beneficially owned by a partnership in which the
general partner is a corporation wholly owned by Mr. Kramer. Also includes
options to purchase 7,500 shares.
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(7) Includes 500 shares held by Mr. Goldfarb's adult children who reside in his
household. Also includes options to purchase 20,625 shares.
(8) Includes 8,250 shares beneficially owned by Mr. Rogers' spouse. Also
includes options to purchase 15,750 shares.
(9) Includes 513 shares beneficially owned by Mr. Waller's spouse. Also
includes options to purchase 15,750 shares.
(10) Includes options to purchase 35,025 shares.
(11) Includes shares held by corporations controlled by such officers and
directors. Also includes options to purchase 507,400 shares.
(12) Based solely upon the most recent Schedule 13G on file with the Securities
and Exchange Commission. The reporting person has sole voting power with
respect to 86,450 shares and sole dispositive power with respect to 594,800
shares.
(13) Based solely upon the most recent Schedule 13G on file with the Securities
and Exchange Commission. Messrs. Richard L. Grubman and Jonathon S.
Jacobson share both voting and dispositive power with respect to 577,349
shares directly owned by each of Highfields Capital I LP, Highfields
Capital II LP and Highfields Capital, Ltd. Messrs. Grubman and Jacobson are
each Managing Members of Highfields GP LLC, a Delaware limited liability
company, which is the general partner of Highfields Capital Management LP,
and in that capacity, directs its operations.
SECTION 16(a) BENEFICIAL OWNERSHIP REPORTING COMPLIANCE
Section 16(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 requires Lakes'
officers and directors, and persons who own more than ten percent of a
registered class of Lakes' equity securities, to file reports of ownership and
changes in ownership with the SEC and the Nasdaq National Market. Officers,
directors and greater than ten percent shareholders are required by SEC
regulation to furnish Lakes with copies of all Section 16(a) forms they file.
Based solely upon a review of the copies of such forms furnished to the Company
or written representations that no Forms 5 were required, the Company believes
that during the fiscal year ended January 3, 1999, all Section 16(a) filing
requirements applicable to its officers, directors and greater than ten percent
shareholders were complied with.
ITEM 13. CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS
New Horizon Kids Quest, Inc.
New Horizon Kids Quest, Inc. ("Kids Quest") owns and operates Kids
Quest(SM) child care entertainment centers in casinos managed by Lakes. Lakes
beneficially owns approximately 28% of Kids Quest common stock. Lyle Berman,
Chairman of the Board and a principal shareholder of Lakes, is a director of
Kids Quest. The agreements under which Kids Quest operates child care centers
typically provide for a minimum guaranteed management fee to be paid to Kids
Quest by each managed property, which varies by location, as well as a child
care rate subsidy from each managed property against Kids Quest's operating
losses at those respective managed property locations.
Pursuant to an indemnification agreement entered into as of December 1998
by and between Lakes and Mr. Berman, Lakes has agreed to indemnify Mr. Berman
for any damages incurred by Mr. Berman arising out of his acts and omissions as
a director of Kids Quest.
Park Place Entertainment Corporation
Lyle Berman is a member of the Board of Directors of Park Place and he has
entered into an employment agreement with Park Place as of January 1, 1999 (the
"Park Place Employment Agreement") pursuant to which he will serve as a
part-time employee of Park Place for an initial term of 4 years, unless earlier
terminated by Park Place. As a part-time employee of Park Place, Mr. Berman will
receive compensation in the first year of Two Hundred Thousand Dollars
($200,000.00) and compensation in each of years two, three and four respectively
of an amount not less than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00). In connection with
his
56
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execution of the Park Place Employment Agreement, Mr. Berman received stock
options to purchase and aggregate of four hundred thousand (400,000) shares of
Park Place common stock at a per share exercise price of Six Dollars and
Sixty-Seven cents ($6.67), said options to vest at the rate of One Hundred
Thousand (100,000) shares per year on the anniversary date of the Park Place
Employment Agreement. The Park Place Employment Agreement also contains a
noncompetition covenant under which Mr. Berman is prohibited, subject to certain
exceptions, from participating in the ownership, management or control of any
business which is engaged in a gaming enterprise which competes or would compete
with Park Place. Additionally, Mr. Berman must present any gaming opportunities
and projects to Park Place in the first instance. If Park Place determines not
to pursue any venture or opportunity presented by Mr. Berman, only then may that
opportunity be presented to and pursued by Lakes. The following exceptions are
not subject to Mr. Berman's noncompetition agreement: (i) the management of
Indian owned casinos and related amenities; (ii) the development of the Polo
Plaza project in Las Vegas, NV; and (iii) Internet, cable television or other
electronic media-based gaming enterprises. The terms of Mr. Berman's employment
with Park Place may substantially limit the number and scope of opportunities
which Lakes will be able consider and pursue.
Thomas Brosig, the President and a Director of Lakes is also employed by
Park Place as its President Mid-South Region.
Other Matters
Neil I. Sell is a partner in the law firm of Maslon Edelman Borman & Brand,
LLP, which rendered legal services to Lakes during the last fiscal year.
Ronald J. Kramer is Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of
Ladenburg Thalmann & Co. Inc., an Investment Banking institution that has, from
time to time, provided investment advisory services to the Company and served as
the Investment Advisor to Grand in connection with the Merger.
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PART IV
ITEM 14. EXHIBITS, FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES, AND REPORTS ON FORM 8-K
(a)(1) Consolidated Financial Statements:
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
<S>
LAKES GAMING, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Report of Independent Public Accountants....................
Consolidated Balance Sheets as of January 3, 1999 and
December 28, 1997...........................................
Consolidated Statements of Earnings for the fiscal years
ended January 3, 1999, December 28, 1997 and December 29,
1996........................................................
Consolidated Comprehensive Statements of Earnings for the
fiscal years ended January 3, 1999, December 28, 1997 and
December 29, 1996...........................................
Consolidated Statements of Shareholders' Equity for the
fiscal years ended January 3, 1999, December 28, 1997 and
December 29, 1996...........................................
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the fiscal years
ended January 3, 1999, December 28, 1997 and December 29,
1996........................................................
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements..................
</TABLE>

PAGE
---<C>
31
32
33
34
35
36
37-52

--------------(a)(2) None.
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(a)(3)
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
EXHIBITS
-------<C>
2.1

3.1
3.2
10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

10.5

DESCRIPTION
----------<S>
Agreement and Plan of Merger by and among Hilton, Park Place
Entertainment Corporation, Gaming Acquisition Corporation,
Lakes Gaming, Inc. and Grand dated as of June 30, 1998.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 2.2 to Lakes'
Form 10 Registration Statement as filed with the Securities
and Exchange Commission (the "Commission") on October 23,
1998.) (the "Lakes Form 10")
Articles of Incorporation of Lakes Gaming, Inc.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 3.1 to the
Lakes Form 10.)
By-laws of Lakes Gaming, Inc. (Incorporated herein by
reference to Exhibit 3.2 to the Lakes Form 10.)
Distribution Agreement by and between Grand Casinos, Inc.
and Lakes Gaming, Inc., dated as of December 31, 1998.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to Lakes'
Form 8-K dated January 8, 1999.)
Employee Benefits and Other Employment Matters Allocation
Agreement by and between Grand Casinos, Inc. and Lakes
Gaming, Inc., dated as of December 31, 1998. (Incorporated
herein by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to Lakes' Form 8-K dated
January 8, 1999.)
Intellectual Property License Agreement by and between Grand
Casinos, Inc. and Lakes Gaming, Inc., dated as of December
31, 1998. (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.5
to Lakes' Form 8-K dated January 8, 1999.)
Tax Allocation And Indemnity Agreement by and between Grand
Casinos, Inc. and Lakes Gaming, Inc., dated as of December
31, 1998. (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.3
to Lakes' Form 8-K dated January 8, 1999.)
Tax Escrow Agreement by and among Grand Casinos, Inc., Lakes
Gaming, Inc., and First Union National bank as Escrow Agent,
dated as of December 31, 1998. (Incorporated herein by
reference to Exhibit 10.4 to Lakes' Form 8-K dated January
8, 1999.)

</TABLE>
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<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
EXHIBITS
-------<C>
10.6

10.7
10.8

10.9

10.10

DESCRIPTION
----------<S>
Insurance Receivable Agreement by and between Grand Casinos,
Inc. and Lakes Gaming, Inc., dated as of December 31, 1998.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.6 to Lakes'
Form 8-K dated January 8, 1999.)
Trust Agreement dated as of December 31, 1998 entered into
by and among Lakes Gaming, Inc., Grand Casinos, Inc. and
First Union National Bank, as Trustee.
Pledge and Security Agreement dated as of December 31, 1998
entered in to by and among Lake Gaming, Inc., as Debtor and
First Union National Bank ( the "Trustee") pursuant to the
Trust Agreement executed in favor of Grand Casinos, Inc.
(the "Secured Party").
Lakes Gaming, Inc. 1998 Stock Option and Compensation Plan.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Annex G to the Joint
Proxy Statement/Prospectus of Hilton Hotels Corporation and
Grand dated and filed with the Commission on October 14,
1998 (the "Joint Proxy Statement") which is attached to the
Lakes Form 10 as Annex A.)*
Lakes Gaming, Inc. 1998 Director Stock Option Plan.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Annex H to the Joint
Proxy Statement/Prospectus of Hilton Hotels Corporation and
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10.11

10.12

10.13

10.14

10.15

10.16

10.17

10.18

Grand dated and filed with the Commission on October 14,
1998 (the "Joint Proxy Statement") which is attached to the
Lakes Form 10 as Annex A.)*
Amended and Restated Management & Construction Agreement,
Loan Agreement, Promissory Note, and Security Agreement
between the Tunica-Biloxi Tribe of Louisiana and Grand
Casinos of Louisiana, Inc. -- Tunica-Biloxi, dated November
1, 1991. (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10BB
to Grand's Registration Statement on Form S-1, as amended,
File No. 33-46798.)
Amended and Restated Management & Construction Agreement,
Loan Agreement, Promissory Note, and Security Agreement
between the Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana and Grand Casinos
of Louisiana, Inc. -- Coushatta, dated February 25, 1992.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10CC to Grand's
Registration Statement on Form S-1, as amended, File No.
33-42281.)
Agreement among Grand, Bob Stupak, Bob Stupak Enterprises,
Inc. and Grand Casinos Resorts, Inc. dated November 15, 1993
and First and Second Amendments thereto dated December 22,
1993 and January 25, 1994. (Incorporated herein by reference
to Exhibit 10.46 to Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the
fiscal year ended January 1, 1995 (File No. 0-19565).)
Letter Agreement dated as of June 1, 1994 between
Stratosphere Corporation, Grand Casinos, Inc., Grand Casinos
Resorts, Inc., Bob Stupak Enterprises, Inc. and Bob Stupak.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.80 to
Grand's Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended July 3,
1994 (File No. 0-19565).)
Amendment to June 1, 1994 Letter Agreement dated November
16, 1994 between Stratosphere Corporation, Grand Casinos
Resorts, Inc., Grand Casinos, Inc., Bob Stupak Enterprises,
Inc. and Bob Stupak. (Incorporated herein by reference to
Exhibit 10.48 to Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal
year ended January 1, 1995 (File No. 0-19565).)
Management and Development Agreement dated July 1, 1994, by
and between Stratosphere Corporation and Grand Casinos, Inc.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.49 to
Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended
January 1, 1995 (File No. 0-19565).)
Memorandum of Agreement dated as of February 16, 1995 by and
among Stratosphere Corporation and Grand Casinos, Inc.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.50 to
Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended
January 1, 1995 (File No. 0-19565).)
Standby Equity Commitment dated March 9, 1995 by and between
Grand Casinos, Inc. and Stratosphere Corporation.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.51 to
Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended
January 1, 1995 (File No. 0-19565).)

</TABLE>
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<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
EXHIBITS
-------<C>
10.19

10.20

10.21

DESCRIPTION
----------<S>
Notes Completion Guarantee dated March 9, 1995 by and
between Grand Casinos, Inc. and American Bank National
Association. (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit
10.52 to Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year
ended January 1, 1995 (File No. 0-19565).)
Completion Guarantor Subordination Agreement dated March 9,
1995 between Grand Casinos, Inc. and American Bank National
Association. (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit
10.53 to Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year
ended January 1, 1995 (File No. 0-19565).)
Funding Agreement dated as of September 27, 1996 by and
among Grand Casinos, Inc. and Stratosphere Corporation
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10.22

10.23

10.24

10.25

10.26

10.27

10.28

10.29

21
27

(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to Grand's
Report on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended September 30,
1996)
Letter Agreement dated as of September 27, 1996 by and among
Grand Casinos, Inc., Stratosphere Corporation and
Stratosphere Gaming Corp. (Incorporated herein by reference
to Exhibit 10.2 to Grand's Report on Form 10-Q for the
quarter ended September 30, 1996)
Restructuring Agreement Regarding Pre-Negotiated Plan of
Reorganization by and among Stratosphere Corporation,
Stratosphere Gaming Corp. and Grand Casinos, Inc. and Member
of AD Hoc Committee of holders of $203,000,000 of 14 1/4%
First Mortgage Notes Due 2002. (Incorporated herein by
reference to Exhibit 99.2 to Stratosphere Corporation's Form
8-K dated January 6, 1997)
Lease Agreement, dated as of June 17, 1996, by and between
Brooks Family Trust and Nevada Brooks Cook as Landlord and
Cloobeck Enterprises and Grand Casinos Nevada I, Inc. as
Tenants. (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.76
to Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended
December 28, 1997.)
First Amendment to Ground Lease, dated November 25, 1997, by
and between MacGregor Income Properties West I, Inc. and
Grand Casinos Nevada I, Inc. (Incorporated herein by
reference to Exhibit 10.77 to Grand's Report on Form 10-K
for the fiscal year ended December 28, 1997.)
Ground Lease, dated July 31, 1996, by and between MacGregor
Income Properties West I, Inc. and Cloobeck Enterprises.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.78 to
Grand's Report on Form 10-K or the fiscal year ended
December 28, 1997.)
Indemnification Agreement, dated as of December 31, 1997, by
and between Grand Casinos, Inc. and Lyle Berman.
(Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.79 to
Grand's Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended
December 28, 1997.)
Carlson Center Office Lease by and between Carlson Real
Estate Company, a Minnesota Limited Partnership, as Landlord
and Grand Casinos, Inc. as Tenant, dated February 1, 1996,
as Amended by that First Amendment to Lease dated August 23,
1996. (Incorporated herein by reference to Exhibit 10.32 to
the Lakes Form 10.)
Sublease entered into effective as of the 30th day of
December 1998, between Grand Casinos, Inc., a Minnesota
Corporation ("Sublessor"), and Lakes Gaming, Inc., a
Minnesota Corporation ("Sublessee").
Subsidiaries of the Company
Financial Data Schedule.

</TABLE>
--------------* Management Compensatory Plan or Arrangement.
(b) Reports on Form 8-K. The Company did not file any Current Reports on
Form 8-K during the fourth quarter ended January 3, 1999.
(c) See Part IV, Item 14 (a)(3) and the exhibit list immediately above.
(d) None.
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SIGNATURES
In accordance with Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act, the registrant
caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly
authorized.
LAKES GAMING, INC.
Registrant
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By:

/s/ LYLE BERMAN

-----------------------------------Name: Lyle Berman
Title: Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer
Dated as of March 26, 1999
In accordance with the Exchange Act, this report has been signed below by
the following persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities
indicated as of March 26, 1999.
<TABLE>
<CAPTION>
NAME
----

TITLE
-----

<C>

<S>

/s/ LYLE BERMAN
-----------------------------------Lyle Berman

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

/s/ THOMAS J. BROSIG
-----------------------------------Thomas J. Brosig

President and Director

/s/ TIMOTHY J. COPE
-----------------------------------Timothy J. Cope

Chief Financial Officer and Director
(Principal Financial and Accounting Officer)

/s/ MORRIS GOLDFARB
-----------------------------------Morris Goldfarb

Director

/s/ RONALD KRAMER
-----------------------------------Ronald Kramer

Director

/s/ DAVID L. ROGERS
-----------------------------------David L. Rogers

Director

/s/ NEIL I. SELL
-----------------------------------Neil I. Sell

Director

/s/ JOEL N. WALLER
-----------------------------------Joel N. Waller
</TABLE>

Director
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EXHIBIT 10.7
TRUST AGREEMENT
THIS TRUST AGREEMENT (this "Agreement"), dated as of December
31, 1998, is entered into by and among LAKES GAMING, INC. (formerly known as GCI
LAKES, INC.), a Minnesota corporation ("Lakes"), GRAND CASINOS, INC., a
Minnesota corporation ("Company"), and FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK, a national
banking association with offices at 230 S. Tryon Street, Charlotte, North
Carolina 28288, as Trustee (the "Trustee").
RECITALS
A. Lakes and Company have entered into a Distribution Agreement, dated
the date hereof and certain ancillary agreements thereto (collectively, the
"Distribution Agreement"), which provide for, among other things, (i) the
transfer by Company to Lakes of all of the operations, assets and liabilities of
Company and its subsidiaries comprising the Non-Mississippi Business (as defined
therein) and (ii) the distribution (the "Distribution") to the holders of
Company's common stock of all of the outstanding shares of Lakes' common stock.
B. Lakes, Company, Hilton Hotels Corporation, a Delaware corporation,
Park Place Entertainment Corporation (formerly known as Gaming Co., Inc.), a
Delaware corporation and Gaming Acquisition Corporation, a Minnesota corporation
("Merger Sub") have entered into an Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of
June 30, 1998 (the "Merger Agreement" and, together with the Distribution
Agreement, the "Agreements"), which provides for, among other things, the merger
of Merger Sub with and into Company (the "Merger") with Company as the surviving
corporation.
C. The Agreements provide that Lakes shall indemnify, save and hold
harmless Company and certain of its related parties, with respect to certain
matters upon the terms and subject to the conditions provided in the respective
Agreements and that as a source of payment therefor (and not in lieu thereof) a
trust estate shall be established for the protection of Company, its affiliates
and subsidiaries.
D. A material condition to the consummation of the transactions
contemplated by both of the Agreements is that the parties hereto enter into
this Agreement and that Lakes, Company and the Trustee enter into a Pledge and
Security Agreement of even date herewith (the "Pledge and Security Agreement").
E. The Trustee has agreed to hold the Trust Estate (as defined herein)
in accordance with the terms and provisions contained herein, which Trust Estate
shall be held for the benefit of Company with a reversionary interest in Lakes.
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AGREEMENT
In consideration of the foregoing and the mutual promises
contained herein and for other good and valuable consideration the receipt and
adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties, intending to be legally
bound, hereby agree as follows:
1.

Defined Terms.

For purposes of this Agreement:
"Action" means any action, claim, suit, arbitration, inquiry,
proceeding or investigation by or before any court, any governmental or other
regulatory or administrative agency or commission or any arbitration tribunal.
"Cash" means United States Dollars in such form as may, at the
time, be legal tender for the payment of debts in the United States.
"Cash Equivalents" means Short-Term Treasuries or Joint
Approval Cash Equivalents.
"Claim" has the meaning set forth in Section 5(a).
"Counter Notice" has the meaning set forth in Section 5(a).
"Event of Default" has the meaning assigned in the Pledge and
Security Agreement.
"Joint Approval Cash Equivalents" means United States Dollar
indebtedness in any of the following forms, if and to the extent the Trustee has
been directed to invest in such indebtedness in a joint written investment
direction signed both by the Representative and by the Indemnitee's Agent: (i)
the outstanding short-term debt Securities of any corporation so long as such
debt securities are rated at least "A" by Standard & Poor's Corporation and are
not "restricted securities" within the meaning of Rule 144(a)(3) under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended, (ii) marketable direct obligations
guaranteed by the United States Government and backed by the full faith and
credit of the United States, issued after July 18, 1984 and maturing within 90
days from the date of acquisition thereof, (iii) marketable direct obligations
issued by any state of the United States of America or any political subdivision
of any such state or any public instrumentality thereof maturing within 90 days
from the date of acquisition thereof and, at the time of acquisition, having a
rating in one of the two highest rating categories obtainable from either
Copyright © 2012 www.secdatabase.com. All Rights Reserved.
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Standard & Poor's Corporation or Moody's Investors Service, Inc. (or, if at any
time, neither of such rating services shall be rating such obligations, then
from such other nationally recognized rating services as may be acceptable to
Company), (iv) certificates of deposit maturing within 90 days from the date of
acquisition thereof and issued by any commercial bank which accepts deposits
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and which has a combined
capital and surplus greater than $500 million and a long term certificate of
deposit rating in one of the two highest rating categories
2
3

obtainable from either Standard & Poor's Corporation or Moody's Investors
Service, Inc. (or, if at any time, neither of such rating services shall be
rating such obligations, then from such other nationally recognized rating
services as may be acceptable to Company) (any such commercial bank, an
"Acceptable Bank"); (v) repurchase agreements, Eurodollar deposits and bankers
acceptances maturing within 90 days from the date of acquisition thereof and
issued by an Acceptable Bank; (vi) investments in money market funds that invest
solely in (a) Short-Term Treasuries or repurchase agreements secured by
Short-Term Treasuries or (b) Joint Approval Cash Equivalents of the type
described in clauses (i) through (v) above or repurchase agreements secured by
such Joint Approval Cash Equivalents; or (vii) any other instrument that is
specifically approved in writing by Lakes and Company, if the Trustee receives
opinions of counsel reasonably satisfactory to it stating that such writing has
been duly authorized, executed and delivered by each of them and is binding upon
and enforceable against each of them. Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions
of this definition, any investment or security which otherwise would be a Joint
Approval Cash Equivalent but for the fact such investment or security has a
maturity date more than 90 days after the acquisition thereof, shall be deemed a
Joint Approval Cash Equivalent if it is otherwise convertible, at the option and
discretion of Trustee, into cash within 90 days of the date that the Trustee
provides a conversion notice to the issuer of the security.
"Liabilities" means any and all debts, liabilities and
obligations, absolute or contingent, matured or unmatured, liquidated or
unliquidated, accrued or unaccrued, known or unknown, whenever arising,
including all costs and expenses relating thereto, and including, without
limitation, those debts, liabilities and obligations arising under any law,
rule, regulation, Action, threatened Action, order or consent decree of any
governmental entity or any award of any arbitrator of any kind, and those
arising under any contract, commitment or undertaking.
"Notice" has the meaning set forth in Section 5(a).
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"Polo Plaza Project Liabilities" means any and all Liabilities
relating to or arising from the Nevada Resort Properties Polo Plaza Limited
Partnership or the purchase and/or development of the properties commonly known
as the Polo Plaza Property, the Shark Club Property, the Travelodge Property and
the Cable Center Property, including, but not limited to any and all Liabilities
under the Polo Plaza Partnership Purchase Agreement, dated as of October 3,
1996, by and among Grand Casinos Nevada I, Inc. ("Nevada Sub") and Cloobeck
Enterprises, Normie Gagerman, Stephen J. Cloobeck, Polo Limited Group, Polo
Limited Group II, Samuel S. Lionel, and Bette Sawyer; Consulting Agreement by
and between Nevada Sub and Stephen J. Cloobeck, dated as of July 12, 1996;
Consulting Agreement by and among Nevada Sub and Nevada Resort Properties Polo
Plaza Limited Partnership (the "Polo Partnership") and Cloobeck Enterprises,
dated as of July 12, 1996; Polo Plaza FINOVA (Construction) Loan Agreement,
dated as of April 16, 1993, by and between Greyhound Financial Corporation, as
Lender and the Polo Partnership, as Borrower; Leasehold Termination Agreement,
dated as of June 23, 1997, by and among Cloobeck Enterprises, the Polo
Partnership and Nevada Sub; Ground Lease, dated as of July 31, 1996, by and
between MacGregor Income Properties West I, Inc. and Cloobeck Enterprises;
Option Agreement, dated as of October 3, 1996, by and among the Polo
Partnership, Cloobeck Enterprises and Nevada
3
4

Sub; Option Agreement, dated as of October 3, 1996, by and among Polo
Partnership, Cloobeck Enterprises and Nevada Sub; Brooks Family Trust Lease,
dated as of June 17, 1996, by and among Nevada Sub and Cloobeck Enterprises, as
Tenants, and the Brooks Family Trust and Nevada Brooks Cook, as Landlords;
Assignment of Lease, dated as of September 1996, whereby Cloobeck Enterprises
assigned its rights and obligations under the Brooks Lease to Nevada Sub;
Guaranty, dated as of June 17, 1996, by Company in favor of Brooks Landlords;
Lease Termination Agreement, dated as of October 29, 1997, by and between Nevada
Sub (as successor Lessor) and Chartwell Vegas Corp. (as successor Lessee); Lease
Agreement, dated as of May 1, 1992, by and between Brooks Family Trust, as
Lessor and Moving Forward, Inc., as Lessee, as amended; Hotel Management
Agreement, dated as of February 1, 1998, by and between Nevada Sub and Chartwell
Lodging, Inc., as Manager; and the Option Agreement, dated as of November 1,
1997, by and among Martin J. Cable and Olga B. Cable, as Trustees of the Cable
Family Trust and Nevada Sub.
"Short-Term Treasuries" means United States Dollar
indebtedness consisting of marketable direct obligations issued by the United
States Government or any agency thereof and backed by the full faith and credit
of the United States, in the form of Book-entry Securities maintained by the
Trustee or any nominee acting for it, solely in its name, in an account at the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York under the Treasury/Reserve Automated Debt Entry
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System, issued after July 18, 1984 and maturing within 90 days from the date of
acquisition thereof.
"Stratosphere Liabilities" has the meaning set forth for such
term in the Distribution Agreement.
"Tax Liabilities" all Liabilities of Lakes arising out of its
indemnification obligations under that certain Tax Allocation and Indemnity
Agreement, dated as of the date hereof, between Company and Lakes, to the extent
such indemnification obligations are not satisfied pursuant thereto.
"Termination Date" has the meaning set forth in Section 6.
2. Declaration of Trust. As a non-exclusive source of payment
with respect to the observance and performance by Lakes of each and all of its
present and future indemnities, liabilities and obligations at any time arising
under, pursuant to or in respect of any of the Agreements (collectively, the
"Indemnification Obligations"), and the covenants and conditions of this
Agreement and the Pledge and Security Agreement (collectively, including the
Indemnification Obligations, the "Secured Obligations"), Lakes grants and
transfers to the Trustee to hold, and the Trustee is hereby authorized and
directed by Lakes to accept, and the Trustee hereby accepts, in trust under this
Agreement, for the benefit of Company, its affiliates, subsidiaries and all
other present and future holders of any of the Secured Obligations and each and
all of their members, successors and assigns, all right, title and interest in
the following property:
an agreement to pay,
A, executed by Lakes in favor of
Lakes is obligated to pay to the
cash on the first anniversary of

substantially in the form of Exhibit
the Trust Estate pursuant to which
Trust Estate: (a) $7.5 million in
the date thereof, (b) an additional

4
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$7.5 million in cash on the second anniversary of the date thereof, (c)
an additional $7.5 million in cash on the third anniversary of the date
thereof and (d) an additional $7.5 million in cash on the fourth
anniversary of the date thereof.
(collectively, the "Initial Trust Estate," and together with (i) all rights and
interests of the Trustee under the Pledge and Security Agreement, (ii) any and
all other property at any time hereafter transferred to the Trustee in trust
under this Agreement, and (iii) any and all present and future income,
distributions, substitutions, replacements and proceeds of or from the Initial
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Trust Estate and any other such property, the "Trust Estate"). The Trustee, its
successors in trust under this Agreement and its assigns and the assigns of its
successors and assigns in trust shall have and hold the foregoing Trust Estate
until released to Company or Lakes in accordance with the terms hereof, in trust
under and subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein for the benefit
of Company and as a source of funds for the enforcement of the payment,
observance and performance of all Secured Obligations. Company and Lakes hereby
consent to the foregoing declaration of trust and agree that the Trust Estate is
to be held and applied by the Trustee subject to the further covenants,
conditions and trust set forth herein.
3. Appointment of Representative and Indemnitee's Agent.
a. Lakes hereby designates its:
Chairman of the Board,
President and Chief Executive Officer
and Chief Financial Officer
each of whom is authorized to act alone, as their duly appointed agents and
attorneys-in-fact, with full power of substitution, in any and all capacities,
for all purposes of this Agreement (each, the "Representative"). Actions and
inactions by such Representatives under this Agreement shall be binding and
conclusive on Lakes and may be conclusively relied upon by the other parties
hereto. Lakes, upon 10 days' written notice to the other parties, may remove any
person appointed as Representative or appoint another person as Representative.
No Representative shall be liable for any action taken or omitted by it, or any
action suffered by it to be taken or omitted, in good faith, and in the exercise
of its own best judgment.
b. Company hereby appoints its:
President and Executive Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer
each of whom is authorized to act alone, as their duly appointed agents and
attorneys-in-fact, with full power of substitution, in any and all capacities,
for all purposes of this Agreement (each, the "Indemnitee's Agent"). Actions and
inactions by the Indemnitee's Agent under this Agreement shall be binding and
conclusive on Company and may be conclusively relied upon by the other parties
hereto. Company, upon 10 days' written notice to the other parties, may remove
any person
5
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appointed as Indemnitee's Agent or appoint another person as Indemnitee's Agent.
No Indemnitee's Agent shall be liable for any action taken or omitted by it, or
any action suffered by it to be taken or omitted, in good faith, and in the
exercise of its own best judgment.
4.

Investment and Valuation of Trust Estate.
a.

The Trustee hereby acknowledges receipt of the

Initial Trust Estate.
1. The Trustee shall keep all cash at any time
held by it as part of the Trust Estate, from whatever source such
cash may be derived, in an interest-bearing account in United
States Dollars maintained by the Trustee solely in the name of the
Trustee, as Trustee hereunder, except that:
(1) Such cash shall be invested and
reinvested by the Trustee in Short-Term Treasuries,
(i) if the Trustee is so directed in writing by the
Indemnitee's Agent and if the Indemnitee's Agent
states in such writing that an Event of Default has
occurred and is continuing, and (ii) after the
Trustee receives written directions from the
Representative, stating that any and all cash held by
the Trustee as part of the Trust Estate shall be kept
invested in Short-Term Treasuries, and
(2) Notwithstanding the foregoing, such cash
shall be invested by the Trustee in Joint Approval
Cash Equivalents if and to the extent so directed by
the Representative and the Indemnitee's Agent, acting
jointly; and
2. Such cash and Cash Equivalents shall be
invested and reinvested solely in the name of the Trustee or its
nominee.
b.
The Trustee shall be entitled to sell or redeem
any such investment as necessary to make any distributions required under this
Agreement and shall not be liable or responsible for any loss resulting from any
such sale or redemption or from any investment or failure to invest made in
accordance with this Agreement.
c.
Income, if any, resulting from the investment of
the Trust Estate shall be for the account of Lakes, but shall be held as part of
the Trust Estate, subject to the provisions of this Agreement.
5.

Payment of Claims.

a.
From time to time on or before the termination
of this Agreement, the Indemnitee's Agent may deliver a notice (a "Notice") to
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the Representative and the Trustee specifying in reasonable detail the nature
and dollar amount of any claim (a "Claim") that Company has under the Merger
Agreement and/or the Distribution Agreement; Company may make more than
6
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one Claim with respect to any underlying state of facts. If Representative gives
notice to the Indemnitee's Agent and the Trustee disputing any Claim (a "Counter
Notice") within 15 days following its receipt of the Notice, such Claim shall be
resolved as provided in Section 5(b). Lakes must have a reasonable basis in
giving any such Counter Notice and shall set forth in reasonable detail the
basis of its objection to the Claim in the Counter Notice. If no Counter Notice
is received by the Trustee within such 15-day period, then (i) the dollar amount
of the Claim, as set forth in the Notice, shall be deemed established for
purposes of this Agreement and the agreement(s) under which the Claim arose and
(ii) at the end of such 15-day period, the Trustee shall pay to Company the
dollar amount claimed in the Notice from the Trust Estate; provided, however, to
the extent that the Trust Estate does not contain sufficient funds to pay the
Claim (after the liquidation of the assets comprising the Trust Estate), such
Claim shall be paid by Trustee to the extent of such funds and the remaining
portion of the Claim shall be paid by Trustee, with no further notice to or
consent required by the Representative, as soon as further deposits are made by
Lakes into the Trust Estate.
b.
If a Counter Notice is received with respect to a
Claim, the parties (other than the Trustee) shall promptly meet and confer and
attempt in good faith to resolve the objection. If they succeed, the parties
(other than the Trustee) shall promptly and jointly notify the Trustee in
writing and the Trustee shall act in accordance with such joint written notice.
If the parties shall not succeed within 5 business days of Company's receipt of
the Counter Notice, they shall, within an additional 10 business days, commence
and thereafter promptly complete an arbitration proceeding in accordance with
the provisions of Section 21 hereof. Thereafter, unless the parties shall
otherwise jointly instruct the Trustee in writing, the Trustee shall make
payment with respect to the Claim, if any, in accordance with the arbitrator's
award when received.
c.
The Trustee (i) shall not be obligated to give any
notice under any of the foregoing provisions in this Section 5 and (ii) shall
not be entitled to object to any Notice given under any such provisions.
6.

Termination of Agreement.
a.

This Agreement shall terminate on the date after
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(i) Company determines that all known material Indemnification Obligations with
respect to the Polo Plaza Project Liabilities, the Stratosphere Liabilities and
the Tax Liabilities have been completely settled (and with respect to any
settlement subject to court approval, such settlement shall have become final
and non-appealable) and satisfied, (ii) Company determines that no additional
material Indemnification Obligations are reasonably likely to arise out of, or
be asserted with respect to, the Polo Plaza Project Liabilities or the
Stratosphere Liabilities and (iii) Company and Lakes determine that no material
Indemnification Obligations are likely to arise out of, or be asserted with
respect to, any material Tax Liabilities (such date of termination, the
"Termination Date"). As promptly as practical after the Termination Date, the
Trustee shall release any remaining property (after the payment of (A) any and
all taxes owing with respect to the Trust Estate, if any, and (B) all of the
Trustee's fees, expenses and costs) in the Trust Estate to Lakes.
b.
Estate in accordance with

Upon the final distribution of all of the Trust
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the terms of this Agreement, this Agreement shall terminate, except that the
provisions of Sections 10, 11, 14, 21 and 22 hereof shall survive such
termination.
c.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Trustee shall not
be obligated to release or deliver any assets of the Trust Estate pursuant to
this Section 6 except if and to the extent (i) the Trustee receives joint
written instructions from the Representative and the Indemnitee's Agent,
directing such release or delivery, (ii) the Trustee (x) receives notice from
the Representative directing that such release or delivery to be made on any
date occurring after the Termination Date, (y) has given the Indemnitee's Agent
notice of the Trustee's receipt of such direction from the Representative, and
at least 30 days have elapsed since such notice was given to the Indemnitee's
Agent, and (z) has not received notice of objection to such release or delivery
from the Indemnitee's Agent, or (iii) in accordance with an arbitrator's award,
directing that such release or delivery be made on any date occurring after the
Termination Date, delivered in an arbitration proceeding conducted in accordance
with the provisions of Section 21 hereof.
7. Directions to Trustee. Both prior to and after the
occurrence of any Event of Default, the Trustee shall (subject to Sections 9 and
10 hereof) cooperate with Company, as Secured Party under the Pledge and
Security Agreement, in its efforts to exercise and enforce its rights and
remedies under the Pledge and Security Agreement in accordance with such
instructions as the Trustee from time to time may receive from Company, so long
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as such instructions do not, in the good faith opinion of the Trustee, require
it to engage in any action which would violate any applicable law, regulation,
judgment, order or decree or expose it to liability for which it has not
received indemnification from Company pursuant to Section 11 hereof.
8. Tax Matters. Each party to this Agreement shall provide a
completed IRS Form W-8 or Form W-9 to the Trustee upon request by the Trustee.
9. Duties of the Trustee. The Trustee shall have no duties or
responsibilities other than those expressly set forth in this Agreement and the
Pledge and Security Agreement, and no implied duties or obligations shall be
read into this Agreement or the Pledge and Security Agreement against the
Trustee. The Trustee shall have no duty to enforce any obligation of any person,
other than as provided herein. The Trustee shall be under no liability to anyone
by reason of any breach or failure on the part of any party hereto or any maker,
endorser or other signatory of any document or any other person to perform such
person's obligations under any such document.
10. Liability of the Trustee; Withdrawal.
a.
The Trustee shall not be liable for any action
taken or omitted by it, or any action suffered by it to be taken or omitted, in
good faith (except as provided in the immediately succeeding sentence), and may
rely conclusively and shall be protected in taking or omitting to take any
action based upon any order, notice, demand, certificate, opinion or advice of
counsel (including counsel chosen by the Trustee), statement, instrument, report
or other paper or document (not only as to its due execution and the validity
and effectiveness of its provisions, but also as to the truth and acceptability
of any information therein contained) which is believed by the
8
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Trustee to be genuine and to be signed or presented by the proper person(s). The
Trustee shall not be held liable for any error in judgment made in good faith by
an officer of the Trustee unless it shall be proved that the Trustee was grossly
negligent in ascertaining the pertinent facts or acted intentionally in bad
faith. The Trustee shall not be bound by any notice or demand, or any waiver,
modification, termination or rescission of this Agreement or any of the terms
hereof, unless evidenced by a writing delivered to the Trustee signed by the
proper party or parties and, if the duties or rights of the Trustee are
affected, unless it shall give its prior written consent thereto.
b. Without limitation of any other provision of this
Agreement, the Trustee shall not be responsible for and may conclusively rely
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upon and shall be protected, indemnified and held harmless by Lakes or Company,
as the case may be, for the sufficiency or accuracy of the form of, or the
execution, validity, value or genuineness of any document or property received
(from any party), held or delivered by such party hereunder, or of the signature
or endorsement thereon, or for any description therein; nor shall the Trustee be
responsible or liable in any respect on account of the identity, authority or
rights of the persons executing or delivering or purporting to execute or
deliver a document, property or this Agreement.
c. No provision of this Agreement or the Pledge and
Security Agreement shall require the Trustee to expend or risk its own funds or
incur any liability. The Trustee may refuse to perform any duty or exercise any
right or power hereunder or thereunder unless it receives indemnity reasonably
satisfactory to it against any loss, liability or expense.
d. The Trustee makes no statement, promise,
representation or warranty whatsoever, and shall have no liability whatsoever,
to Company or its successors or assigns as to the authorization, execution,
delivery, legality, enforceability or sufficiency of this Agreement or the
Pledge and Security Agreement or as to the creation, perfection, priority or
enforceability of any security interest granted, or deemed to be granted,
hereunder or thereunder or as to the existence, ownership, quality, condition,
value or sufficiency of any of the Trust Estate or as to any other matter
whatsoever, except only that the Trustee represents and warrants to the other
parties hereto that (i) it has the right, power and authority, and all required
licenses and consents, to execute, deliver and perform its duties under this
Agreement and the Pledge and Security Agreement, and (ii) this Agreement and the
Pledge and Security Agreement have been duly executed and delivered by it, upon
due authorization, and (without representing as to the legality, binding effect
or sufficiency of any provision herein or therein) are binding upon and legally
enforceable against it, subject to laws generally affecting the enforcement of
creditors' rights and the effect of equitable principles, whether considered in
a court of law or equity.
e. In the event that the Trustee shall become
involved in any arbitration or litigation relating to the Trust Estate, the
Trustee is authorized to comply with any final, binding and nonappealable
decision reached through such arbitration or litigation.
f. The Trustee may resign at any time and be
discharged from its duties and obligations hereunder and under the Pledge and
Security Agreement, by giving notice to the other parties. Such resignation
shall not discharge or otherwise effect the Trust Estate or any
9
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property comprising part of the Trust Estate or any beneficial interest therein
or the rights, powers and liens created by or arising under this Agreement and
the Pledge and Security Agreement. Such resignation shall take effect when a
successor Trustee has been appointed by Company and has accepted the trusts
herein provided. If a successor Trustee does not take office within 60 days
after the retiring Trustee resigns, the retiring Trustee may petition any court
of competent jurisdiction for the appointment of a successor Trustee.
g.
A successor Trustee shall deliver a written acceptance of
its appointment to Lakes, the retiring Trustee and to Company. Thereupon, the
resignation of the retiring Trustee shall become effective, and the successor
Trustee shall have all the rights, powers and duties of the Trustee under this
Agreement and all of the rights, powers and liens granted to the Trustee under
the Pledge and Security Agreement. The retiring Trustee shall promptly transfer
all property held by it as Trustee to the successor Trustee provided all sums
owing to the retiring Trustee have been paid.
h.
Notwithstanding the replacement of the Trustee pursuant
to this Section 10, the resigning Trustee shall continue to be entitled to the
rights, immunities and benefits provided under Sections 9, 10, 11 and 21 hereof.
11. Trustee's Fees and Indemnification. All fees (as may from time
to time be agreed in writing by the Trustee and Lakes) and reasonable expenses
and disbursements of the Trustee for its services hereunder and under the Pledge
and Security Agreement, shall be paid by Lakes. Company and Lakes, jointly and
severally, hereby agree to indemnify the Trustee for, and to hold it harmless
against, any loss, liability or expense incurred without gross negligence or
willful misconduct on the part of the Trustee, including legal or other fees
arising out of or in connection with its entering into this Agreement and the
Pledge and Security Agreement and carrying out its duties hereunder or
thereunder, including the costs and expenses of defending itself against any
claim of liability in the premises or any action for interpleader. The Trustee
shall be under no obligation to institute or defend any action, suit, or legal
proceeding in connection with this Agreement or the Pledge and Security
Agreement, unless first indemnified and held harmless to its satisfaction in
accordance with the foregoing, except that the Trustee shall not be indemnified
against any loss, liability or expense arising out of its bad faith, gross
negligence or willful misconduct. Such indemnity shall survive the termination
or discharge of this Agreement or resignation of the Trustee.
12. Inspection. All funds or other property held as part of the
Trust Estate shall at all times be clearly identified on the Trustee's accounts
as being held by the Trustee hereunder. Any party hereto may at any time during
the Trustee's business hours (with reasonable notice) inspect any records or
reports relating to the Trust Estate.
13. Notices. All notices, requests, demands and other
communications which are required or may be given under this Agreement shall be
in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given (i) when received if
personally delivered, (ii) when receipt is automatically acknowledged if
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transmitted by telecopy, electronic or digital transmission method, (iii) the
day after it is sent, if
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sent for next day delivery to an address within the United States and Puerto
Rico by recognized overnight delivery service (e.g. Federal Express), (iv) the
third day after it is sent, if sent for next day delivery to any other address
by recognized international delivery service, and (v) upon receipt, if sent by
certified or registered mail, return receipt requested. In each case notice
shall be sent to:
a. If to Lakes or the Representative:
Lakes Gaming, Inc.
130 Cheshire Lane
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55305
Attn: Chairman of the Board
Telecopy: (612) 449-8509
with a copy to:
Maslon Edelman Borman & Brand, LLP
3300 Norwest Center
90 South Seventh Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55402
Attn: Neil I. Sell, Esq.
Telecopy: (612) 672-8397
b. If to Company or Indemnitee's Agent:
Grand Casinos, Inc.
3930 Howard Hughes Parkway, 4th Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
Attn: General Counsel
Telecopy: (702) 699-5179
with a copy to:
Sills Cummis Zuckerman
Radin Tischman Epstein & Gross
One Riverfront Plaza
Newark, NJ 07102
Attn: Michael Tischman, Esq.
Telecopy: (973) 643-6500
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c. If to the Trustee:
First Union National Bank
230 S. Tryon Street
Charlotte, North Carolina 28288
Attn: Donna J. Flanagan, Corporate
Trust Dept.
Telecopy (704) 383-7316
14. Non-Exclusive Remedy. Company and Lakes agree and
acknowledge that the Trust Estate shall not be Company's exclusive method of
receiving indemnification from Lakes pursuant to the Agreements and Lakes shall
be and remain in all respects personally liable for all Indemnification
Obligations and each liability may be enforced by any lawful means.
15. Modification; Waiver. Subject to applicable law, this
Agreement may be amended, modified or supplemented, with respect to any of the
terms contained herein, only by written agreement of the parties and the rights,
remedies, immunities and benefits created hereby or arising hereunder in favor
of any person may be waived by it only by an instrument in writing signed by it.
No such right, remedy, immunity or benefit shall be deemed waived by reason of
such person's failure to act, oral statements or course of conduct, including
any grant of a waiver on a different or prior occasion.
16. Interpretation. When a reference is made in this Agreement to
Sections, such reference shall be to a Section of this Agreement unless
otherwise indicated. The headings contained in this Agreement are for reference
purposes only and shall not affect in any way the meaning or interpretation of
this Agreement. Whenever the word "include", "includes" or "including" are used
in this Agreement, they shall be deemed to be followed by the words "without
limitation". This Agreement shall not be construed for or against either party
by reason of the authorship or alleged authorship of any provision hereof or by
reason of the status of the respective parties.
17. Assignment. This Agreement, and the rights, interests and
obligations hereunder, shall not be assigned by Lakes (whether by operation of
law or otherwise) without the prior written consent of Company. Subject to the
foregoing provisions of this Section 17, this Agreement will be binding upon,
inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by the parties and their respective
successors and assigns.
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18. Governing Law. This Agreement shall be construed and
interpreted, and the rights of the parties shall be determined, in accordance
with the laws of the State of New York (without reference to the choice of law
provisions).
19. Interest in Trust Estate. Lakes has no interest in the Trust
Estate except only as to any property which has been released from the Trust
Estate and delivered to Lakes after the Termination Date as herein provided,
effective upon such release and delivery.
20. Severability. Each party agrees that, should any court or
other competent
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authority hold any provision of this Agreement or part hereof to be null, void
or unenforceable, or order any party to take any action inconsistent herewith or
not to take an action consistent herewith or required hereby, the validity,
legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions and obligations
contained or set forth herein shall not in any way be affected or impaired
thereby. Upon any such holding that any provision of this Agreement is null,
void or unenforceable, the parties will negotiate in good faith to modify this
Agreement so as to effect the original intent of the parties as closely as
possible in an acceptable manner to the end that the transactions contemplated
by this Agreement are consummated to the extent possible. Except as otherwise
contemplated by this Agreement, to the extent that a party hereto took an action
inconsistent herewith or failed to take action consistent herewith or required
hereby pursuant to an order or judgment of a court or other competent authority,
such party shall incur no liability unless such party did not in good faith seek
to resist or object to the imposition or entering of such order or judgment;
provided, however, that nothing in this Section 20 shall be deemed to limit or
otherwise modify the Trustee's rights under Sections 10, 11 and 21 hereof.
21. Arbitration. The parties hereto agree that any dispute,
controversy or disagreement between the parties related to the obligations of
the parties under this Agreement in respect of which resolution cannot be
reached shall be submitted for mediation and final and binding arbitration in
accordance with Section 9.14 of the Distribution Agreement, including Section
9.14(c) thereof regarding the parties' ability to seek specific performance or
injunctive relief thereof.
Notwithstanding anything in the preceding paragraph of this
Section 21 to the contrary, the parties shall have the right to submit to a
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court, in accordance with the following provisions of this Section 21, (i) any
claim asserted by the Trustee, in its personal capacity, for the payment of
fees, expenses, disbursements or indemnification due to the Trustee under
Section 14 hereof (or due under any indemnity given to the Trustee pursuant to
Section 14 hereof), (ii) any claim asserted against the Trustee personally,
seeking damages or other relief against the Trustee (and not for purposes of
binding the Trust Estate) based on or relating to any alleged breach of any duty
or other actionable conduct of the Trustee, and (iii) any claim asserted by or
against the Trustee personally (and not for purposes of binding the Trust
Estate) otherwise relating in any manner to the rights, immunities and benefits
granted to the Trustee under Sections 12, 13 and 14 hereof (each of the claims
described in the foregoing clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) is a "Trustee Claim");
and, with respect to solely to such claims:
a.
No party shall be obligated or entitled to submit
any Trustee Claim to arbitration or be bound by any arbitrator's award that
might in any manner relate to any Trustee Claim;
b.
ANY LEGAL ACTION OR PROCEEDING WITH RESPECT TO ANY
TRUSTEE CLAIM MAY BE BROUGHT IN THE COURTS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK OR OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK, AND BY EXECUTION AND
DELIVERY OF THIS AGREEMENT, EACH PARTY HERETO CONSENTS, FOR ITSELF AND IN
RESPECT OF ITS PROPERTY, TO THE JURISDICTION
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OF THOSE COURTS FOR PURPOSES OF ADJUDICATION OF ANY TRUSTEE CLAIM. EACH PARTY
IRREVOCABLY WAIVES ANY OBJECTION, INCLUDING ANY OBJECTION TO THE LAYING OF VENUE
OR BASED ON THE GROUNDS OF FORUM NON CONVENIENS, WHICH IT MAY NOW OR HEREAFTER
HAVE TO THE BRINGING OF ANY ACTION OR PROCEEDING IN SUCH JURISDICTION FOR
PURPOSES OF ADJUDICATION OF ANY TRUSTEE CLAIM. SERVICE OF ANY SUMMONS, COMPLAINT
OR OTHER PROCESS MAY BE MADE BY ANY MEANS PERMITTED BY NEW YORK LAW.
c. EACH PARTY HERETO WAIVES ALL RIGHTS TO A TRIAL BY
JURY OF ANY TRUSTEE CLAIM AND AGREES THAT ANY TRUSTEE CLAIM SHALL BE TRIED BY A
COURT TRIAL WITHOUT A JURY. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, EACH PARTY FURTHER
AGREES THAT ITS RIGHT TO A TRIAL BY JURY IS HEREBY WAIVED AS TO ANY ACTION,
COUNTERCLAIM OR OTHER PROCEEDING WHICH SEEKS, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, TO CHALLENGE
THE VALIDITY OR ENFORCEABILITY OF THIS AGREEMENT OR THE PLEDGE AND SECURITY
AGREEMENT OR ANY PROVISION HEREOF OR THEREOF, INSOFAR AS IT MAY CREATE A DEFENSE
TO ANY TRUSTEE CLAIM. THIS WAIVER SHALL APPLY TO ANY SUBSEQUENT AMENDMENTS,
RENEWALS, SUPPLEMENTS OR MODIFICATIONS TO THIS AGREEMENT AND THE PLEDGE AND
SECURITY AGREEMENT.
22. Remedies Cumulative. All rights and remedies of each party
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hereto are cumulative of
party may otherwise have
rights or remedies shall
exercise of other rights

each other and of every other right or remedy such
at law or in equity, and the exercise of one or more
not prejudice or impair the concurrent or subsequent
or remedies.

23. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in two or more
counterparts, each of which will be considered one and the same instrument and
shall become effective when executed and delivered by each of the parties.
24. Specimen Signature. Each person at any time appointed as the
Representative or the Indemnitee's Agent shall present a specimen signature to
the Trustee within a reasonable time.
[Signature Page Follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be
executed and delivered by its duly authorized officer, as of the day and year
first above written.
"COMPANY"
GRAND CASINOS, INC.,
a Minnesota corporation

By: /s/ TIMOTHY COPE
--------------------------------Name: Timothy Cope
Title: Chief Financial Officer

"LAKES"
LAKES GAMING, INC.,
a Minnesota corporation
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By: /s/ TIMOTHY COPE
--------------------------------Name: Timothy Cope
Title: Chief Financial Officer
"TRUSTEE"
FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK,
a national banking association

By: /s/ DONNA J. FLANAGAN
--------------------------------Name: Donna J. Flanagan
Title: Vice President
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EXHIBIT A
AGREEMENT TO PAY
THIS AGREEMENT TO PAY (this "Agreement"), dated as of December 31,
1998, is entered into by and among LAKES GAMING, INC. (formerly known as GCI
LAKES, INC.), a Minnesota corporation ("Lakes") and FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK, a
national banking association ("Payee"), in Payee's capacity as (i) Trustee under
that certain Trust Agreement, dated of even date herewith (the "Trust
Agreement"), by and among Lakes, Payee and GRAND CASINOS, INC., a Minnesota
Corporation ("Company") and (ii) a party to that certain Pledge and Security
Agreement, dated of even date herewith (the "Pledge and Security Agreement" and,
together with the Trust Agreement, the "Indemnification Trust Agreements") among
Lakes, and Payee and Company.
In consideration for the consummation of the transactions contemplated
by the Merger Agreement (as defined in the Indemnification Trust Agreements) and
for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt and adequacy of which are
hereby acknowledged, Lakes hereby agrees to pay the payee the aggregate sum of
$30,000,000. Such amount shall be payable as follows: (a) $7.5 million in cash
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on the first anniversary of the date of this Agreement, (b) an additional $7.5
million in cash on the second anniversary of the date of this Agreement, (c) an
additional $7.5 million in cash on the third anniversary of the date of this
Agreement, and (d) an additional $7.5 million in cash on the fourth anniversary
of the date of this Agreement, payable pursuant to and in accordance with the
Indemnification Trust Agreements.
Capitalized terms used, but not otherwise defined, herein shall have
the meanings set forth in the Merger Agreement.
Each of this Agreement and the payments contemplated hereby is subject
and entitled to the benefits of the Indemnification Trust Agreements, the Merger
Agreement and the Distribution Agreement (as defined in the Indemnification
Trust Agreements), reference to each of which is hereby made for a more complete
statement of the terms and conditions under which the obligations evidenced
hereby are made and are to be paid.
All
defense, set
America, and
terms of the

payments due pursuant to this Agreement shall be made without
off or counterclaim, in lawful money of the United States of
in same day funds and delivered to payee in accordance with the
Indemnification Trust Agreements.

Lakes acknowledges and agrees that Secured Party (as defined in the
Pledge and Security Agreement) is an intended third party beneficiary of this
Agreement. Upon the occurrence of Event of Default (as defined in the Pledge and
Security Agreement), Secured Party may exercise and enforce each and all of its
rights and remedies under the Pledge and Security Agreement.
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THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY, AND SHALL BE CONSTRUED AND
ENFORCED IN ACCORDANCE WITH, THE INTERNAL LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, WITHOUT
REGARD TO CONFLICTS OF LAWS PRINCIPLES.
Whenever possible, each provision of this Agreement shall be
interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid under applicable law,
but if any provision of this Agreement shall be prohibited by or invalid under
applicable law, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such
prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such provision
of this Agreement.
This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of
which shall be deemed an original, but all of which shall together constitute
one and the same agreement.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be
executed and delivered by its duly authorized officer, as of the day and year
first written above.
"LAKES"
LAKES GAMING, INC.,
a Minnesota corporation

By:

/s/ TIMOTHY COPE
--------------------------------Name: Timothy Cope
Title: Chief Financial Officer

"PAYEE"
FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK,
a national banking association

By:

/s/ DONNA J. FLANAGAN
--------------------------------Name: Donna J. Flanagan
Title: Vice President
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EXHIBIT 10.8
PLEDGE AND SECURITY AGREEMENT
THIS PLEDGE AND SECURITY AGREEMENT (this "Agreement"), dated
as of December 31, 1998, is entered into by LAKES GAMING, INC. (formerly known
as GCI LAKES, INC.), a Minnesota corporation ("Debtor"), and FIRST UNION
NATIONAL BANK, a national banking association, as Trustee under the Trust
Agreement described below ("Trustee"), in favor of Grand Casinos, Inc., a
Minnesota corporation ("Secured Party").
RECITALS
A. Debtor and Secured Party are parties to a Distribution
Agreement, dated as of the date hereof, and certain ancillary agreements thereto
(collectively, the "Distribution Agreement").
B. Debtor, Secured Party, Hilton Hotels Corporation, a
Delaware corporation, Park Place Entertainment Corporation (formerly known as
Gaming Co., Inc.), a Delaware corporation, and Gaming Acquisition Corporation, a
Minnesota corporation, are parties to an Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as
of June 30, 1998 (the "Merger Agreement" and, together with the Distribution
Agreement, the "Agreements").
C. The Agreements provide that Debtor shall indemnify, save
and hold harmless Secured Party and certain of its related parties, with respect
to certain matters upon the terms and subject to the conditions provided in the
respective Agreements and that as security therefor (and not in lieu thereof) a
trust estate shall be established for the protection of Secured Party, its
affiliates and subsidiaries.
D. Pursuant to, and as a condition of, the Merger Agreement,
(i) Debtor and Secured Party have entered into a Trust Agreement with Trustee,
as Trustee, dated as of (the date hereof as from time to time amended, the
"Trust Agreement"), under which Trustee owns and holds in trust, as set forth in
the Trust Agreement, the Trust Estate (as defined in the Trust Agreement), and
(ii) Debtor and Trustee are executing and delivering to Secured Party this
Agreement.
AGREEMENT
In consideration of the foregoing and the mutual promises
contained herein and for other good and valuable consideration the receipt and
adequacy of which are hereby acknowledged, Secured Party and Debtor, intending
to be legally bound, hereby agree as follows:
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ARTICLE I.
DEFINITIONS AND ACCOUNTING TERMS
Section 1.1. Trust Agreement Definitions. The following terms
shall have the meanings assigned to them in the Trust Agreement:
"Cash Equivalents"
"Initial Trust Estate"
"Trust Estate"
Section 1.2. U.C.C. Definitions. Where applicable and except
as otherwise expressly provided herein, terms used herein (whether or not
capitalized) shall have the respective meanings assigned to them in the Uniform
Commercial Code as in effect in the State of New York on the date of the Merger
Agreement (the "UCC").
Section 1.3. Certain Defined Terms. As used in this Agreement,
the following terms shall have the following meanings:
"Agreement to Pay" means the agreement to pay an amount of
$30,000,000 executed by Debtor in favor of Trustee, which agreement to pay
comprises part of the Trust Estate.
The "Agreements" is defined in Recital B of this Agreement.
This "Agreement" means this Pledge and Security Agreement.
"Cash Collateral Account" means the bank or other account into
which cash portions of the Trust Estate are to be deposited pursuant to and in
accordance with the terms of the Trust Agreement.
"Collateral" is defined in Section 2.1 of this Agreement.
"Collateral Agreement" is defined in Recital B of this
Agreement.
"Trust Agreement" is defined in Recital C of this Agreement.
"Debtor" is defined in the Preamble of this Agreement.
"Debtor Collateral" is defined in Section 2.1 of this
Agreement.
"Distribution Agreement" is defined in Recital A of this
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Agreement.
"Event of Default" means any of the following events: (i)
Debtor's failure to pay any Secured Obligation (other than any obligations under
the Agreement to Pay) when due, and such failure continues for five calendar
days after either (A) it is acknowledged in writing by Debtor or (B) such
Secured Obligation is determined to be due and payable in arbitration
proceedings conducted in accordance with Section 21 of the Trust Agreement or by
order of a
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court of competent jurisdiction; (ii) Debtor's failure to pay any
obligation under the Agreement to Pay when due (iii) any representation or
warranty made by Debtor in this Agreement proves to have been inaccurate in any
material respect when made, and such inaccuracy continues for 10 calendar days
after written notice thereof is given to Debtor by Secured Party; (iv) Debtor
and/or Trustee fails to perform or observe any term, covenant or agreement
contained in the Trust Agreement or this Agreement, and such failure continues
for 10 calendar days after either (A) it is acknowledged in writing by Debtor or
Trustee or (B) such failure is determined to have occurred and such term,
covenant or agreement is determined to be enforceable in arbitration proceedings
conducted in accordance with Section 21 of the Trust Agreement or by order of a
court of competent jurisdiction; (v) Debtor admits in writing its inability to
pay its debts generally or makes a general assignment for the benefit of
creditors; (vi) any proceeding is instituted by or against Debtor seeking an
order for relief under the United States Bankruptcy Code or seeking liquidation,
winding up, reorganization, arrangement, adjustment, protection, relief, or
composition of it or its debts or the appointment of a receiver, trustee,
custodian or other similar official for it or for any substantial part of its
property under any law relating to bankruptcy, insolvency, liquidation or
reorganization or relief of debtors and either (A) any such relief in any such
proceeding is sought or consented to by Debtor or an order for any such relief
is entered against Debtor, or (B) any such proceeding instituted against Debtor
remains undismissed and unstayed for a period of 60 calendar days; (vii) Debtor
takes any corporate action to authorize any of the actions described in clause
(vi) above; (viii) any provision of the Trust Agreement or this Agreement for
any reason ceases to be valid and binding on Debtor and/or Trustee in any
respect materially adverse to Secured Party or the holders of Secured
Obligations, and a valid and binding reasonably equivalent substitute is not
offered to Secured Party, to be held in trust as part of the Trust Estate,
within 10 calendar days after written notice thereof is given by Secured Party;
(ix) Debtor repudiates or purports to revoke or terminate, in any material
respect, any of its obligations under the Trust Agreement or this Agreement, and
such event continues for 10 calendar days after written notice thereof is given
to Debtor by Secured Party; or (x) this Agreement for any reason does not create
or this Agreement ceases to create a valid and perfected first priority security
interest in any property described herein as part of the Collateral, and such
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event continues for 10 calendar days after written notice thereof is given to
Debtor and Trustee by Secured Party.
"Lien" means any mortgage, deed of trust, lien, pledge,
charge, security interest, hypothecation, assignment, deposit arrangement or
encumbrance of any kind in respect of any asset, whether or not filed, recorded
or otherwise perfected or effective under applicable law, as well as the
interest of a vendor or lessor under any conditional sale agreement, capital or
finance lease or other title retention agreement relating to such asset.
"Merger Agreement" is defined in Recital B of this Agreement.
"Proceeds" includes (i) any and all payments, dividends, cash,
options, warrants, rights, instruments and other property of any type or nature
at any time received, receivable or otherwise distributed, voluntarily or
involuntarily, on account of, in respect of or in replacement, substitution or
exchange for any item of Collateral or upon the collection, sale, or other
disposition of any item of Collateral; (ii) any and all insurance or payments
under any indemnity,
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warranty or guaranty now or hereafter payable in respect of
any item of Collateral or any proceeds thereof or any loss relating thereto;
(iii) any and all claims against any person or entity based on or in any respect
relating to or arising from any item of Collateral; (iv) any and all "proceeds"
of any Collateral, as the term "proceeds" is used in the UCC; and (v) any and
all property and interests in property acquired with or in exchange for any of
the foregoing.
"Secured Obligations" means (i) each and all present and
future indemnities, liabilities and obligations of every type and description of
Debtor at any time arising under, pursuant to or in respect of (A) the Merger
Agreement, (B) the Distribution Agreement; (C) this Agreement, or (D) the Trust
Agreement (in each case whether now outstanding or hereafter arising or
incurred, whether sole, joint, several, or joint and several) and (ii) each and
all present and future indemnities, liabilities and obligations of every type
and description of Trustee at any time arising under, pursuant to or in respect
of the Trust Agreement (in each case whether now outstanding or hereafter
arising or incurred, whether sole, joint, several, or joint and several) and, in
each case, all costs and expenses incurred by Secured Party in asserting,
collecting, enforcing or protecting its security interest in any Collateral in
any bankruptcy case or insolvency proceeding to which Debtor may be party and
all collection costs and enforcement expenses incurred by Secured Party in
retaking, holding, preparing for sale, selling or otherwise disposing of or
realizing on any Collateral or otherwise exercising or enforcing any of its
rights or remedies hereunder, together with Secured Party's reasonable
attorneys' fees and disbursements and court costs related thereto.
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"Secured Party" means the person identified as such in the
preamble of this Agreement and any of its successors or assigns.
"Securities Act" is defined in Section 6.5 of this Agreement.
"Trustee" means the person identified as such in the preamble
of this Agreement, acting as Trustee under the Trust Agreement, and any
successor Trustee thereunder.
"Trustee Collateral" is defined in Section 2.1 of this
Agreement.
ARTICLE II.
SECURITY INTEREST AND COLLATERAL
Section 2.1.

Creation of Security Interest.

(a) Debtor Collateral. As security for the due and punctual
payment and performance of each and all of the Secured Obligations, Debtor
hereby irrevocably grants Secured Party a security interest in all right, title
and interest of Debtor, to the extent Debtor has any such right, title or
interest, in, to, under or derived from the following property (collectively,
the "Debtor Collateral"), in each case whether now owned or hereafter acquired
by Debtor and wherever located:
(1) CASH, CASH EQUIVALENTS AND OTHER ASSETS OF THE TRUST
ESTATE: All cash, Cash Equivalents and other property of every
type
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and description now or at any time hereafter constituting part
of the Trust Estate or required by the terms of the Trust
Agreement to constitute part of the Trust Estate;
(2) INTEREST IN THE TRUST ESTATE OR UNDER THE TRUST AGREEMENT:
All rights and interests of every type and description,
whenever and however arising, in or to the Trust Estate or in,
to or under the Trust Agreement (including, without
limitation, the Agreement to Pay); and
(3) PROCEEDS: All Proceeds, except Proceeds that have been
released from the Trust Estate and delivered to Debtor
pursuant to the Trust Agreement.
(b) Trustee Collateral. As security for the due and punctual
payment and performance of each and all of the Secured Obligations, Trustee
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hereby irrevocably grants Secured Party a security interest in all right, title
and interest of Trustee, in, to, under or derived from the following property
(collectively, the "Trustee Collateral" and, together with the Debtor
Collateral, the "Collateral"), in each case whether now owned or hereafter
acquired by Debtor and wherever located:
(4) CASH, CASH EQUIVALENTS AND OTHER ASSETS OF THE TRUST
ESTATE: All cash, Cash Equivalents and other property of every
type and description now or at any time hereafter constituting
part of the Trust Estate or required by the terms of the Trust
Agreement to constitute part of the Trust Estate;
(5) INTEREST IN THE TRUST ESTATE OR UNDER THE TRUST AGREEMENT:
All rights and interests of every type and description,
whenever and however arising, in or to the Trust Estate or in,
to or under the Trust Agreement (including, without
limitation, the Agreement to Pay); and
(6) PROCEEDS: All Proceeds, except Proceeds that have been
released from the Trust Estate and delivered to Debtor
pursuant to the Trust Agreement.
Section 2.2. Delivery of Instruments; Deposit of Funds. All
stock certificates, notes, bonds, debentures and other instruments, if any,
constituting Collateral shall be delivered to and held by Secured Party, without
any notice from or demand by Secured Party, in each case in suitable form for
transfer by delivery or accompanied by duly executed instruments of transfer or
assignments in blank or with appropriate endorsements, in form and substance
satisfactory to Secured Party. All cash (including Proceeds in the form of cash)
constituting Collateral shall be deposited (in a manner acceptable to Secured
Party) in the Cash Collateral Account, to be held by Secured Party, without
notice from or demand, by Secured Party.
Section 2.3. Further Assurances. Each of Debtor and Trustee
will promptly (and in no event later than five days after request by Secured
Party) execute and deliver, and use its reasonable best efforts to obtain from
others, any and all instruments, certificated securities and documents
(including, without limitation, assignments, transfer documents and transfer
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notices, financing statements and other lien notices), in form and substance
satisfactory to Secured Party, and take all other actions (including, without
limitation, the deposit of funds) which are necessary or, in the good faith
judgment of Secured Party, desirable or appropriate to create, perfect, protect,
or enforce Secured Party's security interests in the Collateral, to enable
Secured Party to exercise and enforce its rights and remedies hereunder with
respect to any Collateral, to protect the Collateral against the rights, claims
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or interests of third persons, or to effect or to assure further the purposes
and provisions of this Agreement, and Debtor will pay all costs related thereto
and all reasonable expenses incurred by Secured Party and the Trustee in
connection therewith.
Section 2.4. Survival of Security Interest. Except as
otherwise required by law, the security interest granted hereby shall, except as
to property released from the Trust Estate and delivered to or for account of
Debtor by Trustee pursuant to, and in accordance with, the Trust Agreement, (i)
remain enforceable as security for any and all Secured Obligations, whether now
outstanding or created or incurred at any future time, until all of the Secured
Obligations have been indefeasibly paid, retired and discharged in full, and
(ii) survive any sale, exchange or other disposition by Debtor or Trustee of its
interest in any Collateral and remain enforceable against each transferee and
subsequent owner of such interest (to the fullest extent permitted under
applicable law), even if such sale, exchange or other disposition is permitted
at the time under the Trust Agreement.
Section 2.5. Reinstatement. If at any time any payment on any
Secured Obligation is set aside, avoided, or rescinded or must otherwise be
restored or returned, this Agreement and the security interest created hereby
shall remain in full force and effect and, if previously released or terminated,
shall be automatically and fully reinstated, without any necessity for any act,
consent or agreement of Debtor, as fully as if such payment had never been made
and as fully as if any such release or termination had never become effective.
ARTICLE III.
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES
Section 3.1. Representations and Warranties. Each of Debtor,
Trustee and Secured Party represents and warrants, severally and not jointly,
that with respect to itself only:
(a) Debtor's chief executive office is located in Hennepin
County, Minnesota. Trustee's chief executive office is located in Charlotte,
North Carolina.
(b) It at all times is (or, as to any item of Collateral
acquired after the date hereof, will be) the sole legal and beneficial owner of
all Collateral reflected on its books and records as belonging to it and has
exclusive possession and control thereof free and clear of any and all Liens,
subject to the Trust Agreement and this Agreement and the interests, possession
and control granted thereunder. No financing statement, notice of lien,
mortgage, deed of trust or instrument similar in effect covering the Collateral,
any portion thereof, or any proceeds thereof, exists or is on file in any public
office, except as may have been filed in favor of Secured Party.
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(c) Except for the UCC, neither it nor any Collateral
purported to be granted by it is subject to any requirement of law or
contractual obligation which prohibits, restricts, or limits the execution,
delivery or performance of this Agreement or the creation, perfection or
enforcement of the security interest purported to be created hereby.
(d) Debtor's United States federal taxpayer identification
number is: 41-1913991. Trustee's United States federal taxpayer identification
number is: 56-0900030.
(e) It is a corporation duly incorporated, validly existing
and in good standing under the laws of the jurisdiction in which it is organized
and is duly qualified to do business and in good standing in each jurisdiction
where its assets are located or its operations are conducted, except where the
failure to be so qualified could not reasonably be expected to cause a change
that would be material and adverse to it or to Secured Party's rights under this
Agreement.
(f) It has the corporate power to execute, deliver and perform
its obligations under the Trust Agreement and this Agreement.
(g) Its execution, delivery and performance of each of the
Trust Agreement and this Agreement (i) have been duly authorized by all
necessary action of its board of directors, (ii) do not contravene its
certificate or articles of incorporation or by-laws or any other governing
document, and (iii) do not and will not result in or require the creation of any
Lien (other than pursuant to the Trust Agreement and this Agreement) upon any of
its property or assets.
(h) No authorization or approval or other action by, and no
notice to or filing with, any governmental officer, department, agency or
authority is required for the due execution, delivery and performance by it of
each of the Trust Agreement and this Agreement, except the filing of required
financing statements, if any, to perfect Secured Party's security interest which
have been duly filed.
(i) Each of the Trust Agreement and this Agreement is a legal,
valid and binding obligation of it, enforceable against it in accordance with
its respective terms, subject to applicable laws generally affecting the
enforcement of creditors' rights.
(j) Its execution, delivery and performance of each of the
Trust Agreement and this Agreement (i) does and will comply with all applicable
laws, (ii) does and will comply with, and does not and will not conflict with,
constitute a breach of or give rise to any Lien, default, event of default or
other adverse consequence under, any note, indenture, undertaking, agreement or
other contractual obligation that is binding upon Debtor or secured by or
enforceable against any property of Debtor, except for such conflicts, breaches,
Liens, defaults, events of default or other adverse consequences that could not,
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individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect on Debtor or,
with respect to the Secured Party, on Secured Party's rights under this
Agreement.
(k) Secured Party holds an enforceable and perfected first
Lien in the Collateral. No other Liens are outstanding against the Collateral.
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ARTICLE IV.
COVENANTS
Section 4.1. Covenants. Each of Debtor and Trustee covenants
and agrees that so long as the security interest created hereby remains
outstanding and/or so long as required by the Trust Agreement:
(a) As and when required by the Trust Agreement, it will (i)
deliver to Secured Party each instrument and certificated security included in
the Collateral as set forth in Article II and (ii) deposit in the Cash
Collateral Account all cash (including Proceeds in the form of cash)
constituting Collateral included in the Collateral as set forth in Article II or
required to be deposited or otherwise delivered to the Secured Party pursuant to
the terms of this Agreement or the Trust Agreement.
(b) It will (i) notify, in a reasonably prompt manner, the
Secured Party of any change in its name, identity or corporate structure, or in
the location of its chief executive office, or (ii) not keep any tangible
Collateral or any records relating to any Claim owned by it, or permit or suffer
any such Collateral or records to be moved, to any other location unless (in
each case) an appropriate financing statement has been filed in the proper
office and in the proper form, and all other requisite actions have been taken,
to perfect or continue the perfection (without loss of priority) of Secured
Party's security interest in the Collateral.
(c) It will defend, at Debtor's expense, the Collateral
against all claims and demands of all persons at any time claiming the same or
any interest therein.
(d) It will not encumber, sell, exchange or otherwise dispose
of any item of Collateral or any interest therein, or permit or suffer any such
item to be encumbered, sold, exchanged or otherwise disposed of, unless (i) such
action is permitted at the time under the Trust Agreement and (ii) it makes all
payments on account of the Secured Obligations required to be made therefrom, or
in exchange or substitution therefor, and it takes all other actions required to
be taken in connection therewith, under the Trust Agreement.
(e) Secured Party is hereby authorized to file one or more
financing statements or fixture filings, and continuations thereof and
amendments thereto, relative to all or any part of the Collateral, without the
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signature of Debtor or Trustee where permitted by law. A copy of this Agreement
may be filed as a financing statement wherever permitted by law.
(f) Secured Party may at any time (but shall not be obligated
to) (i) perform any of the obligations of Debtor or Trustee under this Agreement
if Debtor or Trustee fails to perform such obligation within five calendar days
after written demand by Secured Party and (ii) make any payments and do any
other acts Secured Party may deem necessary or desirable to protect its security
interest in the Collateral, including, without limitation, the right to pay,
purchase, contest or compromise any Lien that attaches or is asserted against
any Collateral and to appear in and defend any action or proceeding relating to
the Collateral, and Debtor will promptly reimburse Secured Party for all
payments made by Secured Party in doing so, together
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with interest thereon at the judgment rate and all costs and expenses related
thereto as set forth in Section 9.10.
ARTICLE V.
INTEREST AND DISTRIBUTIONS
Section 5.1. Distributions and Payments. Trustee shall be
entitled to hold as part of the Trust Estate, subject to the Trust Agreement,
all income, interest or distributions from cash, Cash Equivalents and all
Proceeds, provided that such income, interest or distributions shall be pledged
as Collateral hereunder.
ARTICLE VI.
DEFAULTS AND REMEDIES
Section 6.1. Remedies. Upon and at any time after the
occurrence of any Event of Default, and from time to time on each occasion when
an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, Secured Party may exercise
and enforce each and all of the rights and remedies available to a secured party
upon default under the UCC or other applicable law.
(a) Secured Party may cause any or all instruments or
investment securities, if any, constituting part of the Trust Estate to be
transferred into Secured Party's name and exercise and enforce any or all of the
rights, interests, privileges and remedies of a holder against the issuer
thereof, as freely and fully as if Secured Party were the absolute owner but as
a secured party and as part of the Trust Estate.
(b) Secured Party may sell or otherwise dispose of any or all
of the Collateral or any part thereof in one or more parcels and from time to
time in any quantity or portion and on any number of occasions, at a public sale
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or in a private sale or transaction, on any exchange or market or at Secured
Party's offices or at any other location, for cash, on credit or for future
delivery, and may enter into all contracts necessary or appropriate in
connection therewith, without any notice whatsoever unless required by law.
(c) Debtor agrees that at least 10 calendar days' written
notice to Debtor of the time and place of any public sale or the time after
which any private sale is to be made shall be commercially reasonable. The
giving of notice of any such sale or other disposition shall not obligate
Secured Party to proceed with the sale or disposition, and any such sale or
disposition may be postponed or adjourned from time to time, without further
notice.
Section 6.2. Remedies Cumulative. Secured Party may exercise
and enforce each right and remedy available to it upon the occurrence of an
Event of Default either before or concurrently with or after, and independently
of, any exercise or enforcement of any other right or remedy of Secured Party or
any holder of any Secured Obligation against any person, entity or property. All
such rights and remedies shall be cumulative, and no one of them shall exclude
or preclude any other.
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Section 6.3. Surplus: Deficiency. Any surplus proceeds of any
sale or other disposition of Collateral by Secured Party remaining after all the
Secured Obligations are indefeasibly paid in full and discharged shall be paid
over to Debtor or to whomever may be lawfully entitled to receive such surplus
or as a court of competent jurisdiction may direct, except that if any
contingent, unliquidated or unmatured Secured Obligation then remains
outstanding, such surplus proceeds may be retained by Secured Party and held as
Collateral until such time as all outstanding Secured Obligations have been
determined, liquidated and indefeasibly paid in full and discharged. Debtor
shall be and remain liable for any deficiency.
Section 6.4. No Recourse to Trustee. As to Trustee only
(without in any way affecting Secured Party's rights as to Debtor), upon and
Event of Default, Secured Party shall look solely to the Collateral, and not to
Trustee's other assets or property, for relief and Secured Party shall have no
recourse to any of Trustee's other assets or property.
ARTICLE VII.
THE SECURED PARTY
Section 7.1. No Liability. Secured Party makes no statement,
promise, representation or warranty whatsoever, and shall have no liability
whatsoever, to any holder of any Secured Obligations as to the authorization,
execution, delivery, legality, enforceability or sufficiency of this Agreement
or as to the creation, perfection, priority or enforceability of any security
interest granted hereunder or as to the existence, ownership, quality,
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condition, value or sufficiency of any Collateral or as to any other matter
whatsoever.
Section 7.2. Holders Bound. Except where the consent of others
may be required pursuant to the express provisions of the Trust Agreement, any
modification, amendment, waiver, termination or discharge of any security
interest, right, remedy, power or benefit conferred upon Secured Party hereby
that is effectuated in a writing signed by Secured Party shall be binding upon
all holders of Secured Obligations if it is authorized in the Trust Agreement.
Section 7.3. Duty of Care. Neither Secured Party nor any
director, officer, employee, attorney or agent of Secured Party shall be
obligated to care for the Collateral hereunder or to collect, enforce, vote, or
protect the Collateral or any rights or interests of Debtor related thereto or
to preserve or enforce any rights which Debtor or any other Person may have
against any third party, except only that Secured Party shall exercise
reasonable care in physically safekeeping any item of Collateral that was
delivered into Secured Party's possession. Secured Party or Trustee shall be
deemed to have exercised such reasonable care if the Collateral is accorded
treatment substantially equal to that which Secured Party accords to its own
property or if it selects, with reasonable care, a custodian or agent to hold
such Collateral for Secured Party's account.
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ARTICLE VIII.
EXONERATION AND WAIVERS
Section 8.1. Rights and Interests Not Prejudiced, Affected or
Impaired.None of (i) the security interests granted hereby, (ii) the trusts and
interests created under the Trust Agreement, (iii) any power, privilege, right
or remedy of Secured Party relating thereto, or (iv) the beneficial interest of
Secured Party and other holders of Secured Obligations therein and thereunder
shall at any time in any way be prejudiced, affected or impaired by any act or
failure to act on the part of Debtor or by any act or failure to act on the part
of Trustee or Secured Party or any other holder of Secured Obligations or by any
breach or default by any of them in the performance or observance of any
promise, covenant or obligation enforceable by Debtor, regardless of any
knowledge thereof that Trustee or Secured Party or any such other holder may
have or otherwise be charged with.
(a) Without in any way limiting the generality of the
foregoing, Secured Party and each other holder of any Secured Obligations may at
any time and from time to time without incurring any responsibility or liability
to Debtor or Trustee and without in any manner prejudicing, affecting or
impairing any such security interest, trust, interest, power, privilege, right
or remedy or the obligations of Debtor or Trustee to Secured Party and the other
holders of Secured Obligations:
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(i) Make loans and advances to Debtor, or
issue, guaranty or obtain letters of credit for account of
Debtor or otherwise extend credit to Debtor, in any amount and
without any limitation or restriction whatsoever, on any
terms, whether pursuant to a commitment or as a discretionary
advance and whether or not any default or Event of Default or
failure of condition is then continuing;
(ii) Change the manner, place or terms of
payment or extend the time of payment of, or renew or alter,
compromise, accelerate, extend, refinance, release or
discharge, any Secured Obligation or any other indebtedness or
liability of Debtor or Trustee or any agreement, guaranty,
lien or obligation of Debtor or Trustee or any other person or
entity in any manner related thereto, or otherwise amend,
supplement or change in any manner any Secured Obligation or
any such indebtedness or liability or any such agreement,
guaranty, lien or obligation;
(iii) In any manner modify, transform,
change, refinance, replace, reclassify, subordinate or
recharacterize any such indebtedness or liability;
(iv) Without the consent of or notice to
Debtor or Trustee, release or discharge any guaranty or any
other Lien, right, remedy or claim against any person or
entity;
(v) Without the consent of or notice to
Debtor or Trustee, take or fail to take any collateral
security for any Secured Obligation or take or fail to
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take any action which may be necessary or appropriate to
ensure that any lien upon any property securing any Secured
Obligation is duly enforceable or perfected or entitled to
priority as against any other Lien or to ensure that any
proceeds of any property subject to any Lien are applied to
the payment of any Secured Obligation;
(vi) Without the consent of or notice to
Debtor or Trustee, release, discharge or permit the lapse of
any or all Liens upon any property at any time securing any
Secured Obligation;
(vii) Without the consent of or notice to
Debtor or Trustee (except as required by applicable law),
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exercise or enforce, in any manner, order or sequence, or fail
to exercise or enforce, any right or remedy against Debtor or
Trustee or in respect of the Collateral or the Trust Estate or
any other collateral security or any other person, entity or
property in respect of any Secured Obligation or Lien securing
any Secured Obligation or any right under this Agreement or
the Trust Agreement; or
(viii) Without the consent of or notice to
Debtor or Trustee, sell, exchange, release, foreclose upon or
otherwise deal with any property that may at any time be
subject to any Lien securing any Secured Obligation.
(b) No exercise, delay in exercising or failure to exercise
any right arising under this Agreement or the Trust Agreement, no act or
omission of Secured Party or any other holder of any Secured Obligation in
respect of Debtor or any other person or entity or the Collateral or the Trust
Estate or any other collateral security for any Secured Obligation or any right
arising under this Agreement or the Trust Agreement, no change, impairment, or
suspension of any right or remedy of Secured Party or any other holder of any
Secured Obligation, and no other act, failure to act, circumstance, occurrence
or event which, but for this provision, would or could act as a release or
exoneration of the obligations of Debtor or Trustee shall in any way affect,
decrease, diminish or impair any of the obligations of Debtor or Trustee under
this Agreement or give Debtor or any other person or entity any recourse or
defense against Secured Party or any other holder of Secured Obligations in
respect of any security interest, trust, interest, power, privilege, right or
remedy arising under this Agreement or the Trust Agreement.
ARTICLE IX.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
Section 9.1. Notices. All notices, requests, approvals,
consents and other communications required or permitted to be made hereunder
shall, except as otherwise provided, be given in the manner specified and to the
addresses set forth in Section 13 of the Trust Agreement.
Section 9.2. Headings. The various headings in this Agreement
are inserted for convenience only and shall not affect the meaning or
interpretation of this Agreement or any provision hereof.
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Section 9.3. Changes. This Agreement or any provision hereof
may be changed, waived, or terminated only by a statement in writing signed by
the party against which such change, waiver or termination is sought to be
enforced. Any such waiver or consent shall be effective only in the specific
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instance and for the specific purpose for which given.
Section 9.4. Debtor Remains Liable. Debtor shall remain liable
under all contracts and agreements, if any, included in the Collateral to the
extent set forth therein to perform all of its duties and obligations thereunder
to the same extent as if this Agreement had not been executed. The exercise or
enforcement by Secured Party of any of its rights and remedies under this
Agreement or in respect of the Collateral shall not release Debtor from any of
its duties or obligations under any such contracts or agreements. Neither
Secured Party nor Trustee shall be obligated to perform any such duties or
obligations or shall be liable for any breach thereof.
Section 9.5. No Waiver. No failure by Secured Party to
exercise, or delay by Secured Party in exercising, any power, right or remedy
under this Agreement shall operate as a waiver thereof. No waiver by Secured
Party shall be effective unless given in a writing signed by it. No waiver so
given shall operate as a waiver in respect of any other matter or in respect of
the same matter on a future occasion. Acceptance of or acquiescence in a course
of performance in respect of this Agreement shall not waive or affect the
construction or interpretation of the terms of this Agreement even if the
accepting or acquiescing party had knowledge of the nature of the performance
and opportunity for objection.
Section 9.6. Entire Agreement. This Agreement and the Trust
Agreement are intended by the parties as a final expression of their agreement
and a complete and exclusive statement of the terms and conditions related to
the subject matter thereof.
Section 9.7. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement
is invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any jurisdiction, the validity, legality
and enforceability of the remaining provisions hereof, or of such provision in
any other application, shall not be in any way affected or impaired thereby and
such other provisions and applications shall be enforceable to the fullest
extent lawful.
Section 9.8. Power of Attorney. Each of Debtor and Trustee
hereby appoints and constitutes Secured Party or any delegate, nominee or agent
acting for Secured Party as Debtor's and Trustee's attorney-in-fact with the
power and authority (but not the duty), in the name of Debtor or Trustee or in
the name of Secured Party or such delegate, nominee or agent, to (i) execute,
deliver and file such financing statements, agreements, deeds and writings as
Debtor or Trustee is required to execute, deliver or file hereunder, (ii)
endorse, collect or transfer any item of Collateral which Debtor or Trustee is
required to endorse, collect or transfer hereunder or which Secured Party is
permitted to endorse, collect or transfer hereunder, (iii) make any payments or
take any action under Section 2.3 or Section 4.1(f), (iv) take any other action
required of Debtor or Trustee or permitted to Secured Party hereunder, and (v)
take any action reasonably necessary or incidental to any of the foregoing. This
power of attorney is coupled
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with an interest and is irrevocable as to Debtor and Trustee. Secured Party
shall have no duty whatsoever to exercise any power herein granted it.
Section 9.9. Counterparts. This Agreement and any amendments,
waivers, consents or supplements may be executed in any number of counterparts,
each of which when so executed and delivered shall be deemed an original, but
all of which shall together constitute one and the same agreement.
Section 9.10. Costs and Expenses; Indemnification. Debtor
hereby agrees (i) to pay or reimburse Secured Party and Trustee for all
reasonable costs and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable
attorneys' fees and disbursements and court costs) incurred in connection with
or as a result of the exercise or enforcement by Secured Party and Trustee of
any right or remedy available to it or the protection or enforcement of Secured
Party's interest in the Collateral in any bankruptcy case or insolvency
proceeding and (ii) to indemnify Secured Party and Trustee for, and defend and
hold it harmless against, any loss, liability or expense incurred by it in
connection with its entering into this Agreement or carrying out any of its
duties or exercising any of its rights hereunder, on the terms and subject to
the limitations set forth in Section 11 of the Trust Agreement.
Section 9.11. GOVERNING LAW; ARBITRATION; LIMITATION OF
LIABILITY; WAIVER OF BOND.
(a) GOVERNING LAW. THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND
INTERPRETED UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT
THE PERFECTION OF THE SECURITY INTERESTS HEREUNDER IN RESPECT OF ANY PARTICULAR
COLLATERAL IS GOVERNED BY THE LAWS OF A JURISDICTION OTHER THAN THE STATE OF NEW
YORK.
(b) ARBITRATION. THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE THAT ANY DISPUTE,
CONTROVERSY OR DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES RELATED TO THE OBLIGATIONS OF
THE PARTIES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT IN RESPECT OF WHICH RESOLUTION CANNOT BE
REACHED SHALL BE SUBMITTED FOR MEDIATION AND FINAL AND BINDING ARBITRATION IN
ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 9.14 OF THE DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT, INCLUDING SECTION
9.14(C) THEREOF REGARDING THE PARTIES' ABILITY TO SEEK SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE OR
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF THEREOF.
(c) LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. NO CLAIM MAY BE MADE BY DEBTOR OR
TRUSTEE AGAINST SECURED PARTY OR THE AFFILIATES, DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES,
ATTORNEYS OR AGENTS OF SECURED PARTY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR
PUNITIVE DAMAGES IN RESPECT OF ANY CLAIM (WHETHER BASED UPON BREACH OF CONTRACT,
TORT, BREACH OF STATUTORY DUTY OR ANY OTHER THEORY OF LIABILITY) ARISING OUT OF
OR RELATED TO THE TRANSACTIONS CONTEMPLATED BY THIS AGREEMENT, OR ANY ACT,
OMISSION OR EVENT OCCURRING IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, AND DEBTOR HEREBY WAIVES,
RELEASES AND AGREES NOT TO
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SUE UPON ANY CLAIM FOR ANY SUCH DAMAGES, WHETHER OR NOT NOW ACCRUED AND WHETHER
OR NOT KNOWN OR SUSPECTED TO EXIST IN ITS FAVOR.
(d) WAIVER OF BOND. EACH OF DEBTOR AND TRUSTEE WAIVES THE
POSTING OF ANY BOND OTHERWISE REQUIRED OF SECURED PARTY IN CONNECTION WITH THE
ENFORCEMENT OF ANY OF ITS REMEDIES HEREUNDER, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY
ORDER OR WRIT FOR REPLEVIN OR DELIVERY OF POSSESSION OF ANY COLLATERAL.
Section 9.12. Successors and Assigns. This Agreement is
binding upon and enforceable against Debtor and its successors and assigns. This
Agreement is binding upon and enforceable against Trustee and its successors and
assigns. This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and may be enforced by
Secured Party and its successors and assigns and each and every other person or
entity which at any time holds or is entitled to enforce any of the Secured
Obligations and each of their respective heirs, representatives, successors and
assigns. Trustee reserves the right to resign as Trustee under the Trust
Agreement, in the manner and with the effect set forth in Section 10(f) and
10(g) thereof.
[Signature Page Follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to
be duly executed and delivered by their respective officers thereunto duly
authorized as of the date first above written.
"DEBTOR"
LAKES GAMING, INC.,
a Minnesota corporation

By: /s/ TIMOTHY COPE
-------------------------Name: Timothy Cope
Title: Chief Financial Officer
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"SECURED PARTY"
GRAND CASINOS, INC.,
a Minnesota corporation

By: /s/ TIMOTHY COPE
--------------------------Name: Timothy Cope
Title: Chief Financial Officer
"TRUSTEE"
FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK,
a national banking association
By: /s/ DONNA J. FLANAGAN
-------------------------Name: Donna J. Flanagan
Title: Vice President
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EXHIBIT 10.29
SUBLEASE
This Sublease is entered into effective as of the 30th day of December,
1998, between GRAND CASINOS, INC., a Minnesota corporation ("Sublessor"), and
LAKES GAMING, INC., a Minnesota corporation ("Sublessee").
RECITALS
A. Sublessor currently leases certain premises located at 130 Cheshire
Lane in Minnetonka, Minnesota from Carlson Real Estate Company, a Minnesota
Limited Partnership ("Landlord") pursuant to a Lease between Sublessor and
Landlord dated February 1, 1996 as amended by First Amendment to Lease dated
August 23, 1996 (collectively, the "Master Lease").
B. Sublessor wishes to sublease to Sublessee and Sublessee wishes to
sublease from Sublessor the Premises demised under the Master Lease.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual agreements contained
herein, the parties hereto hereby agree as follows:
1. DEFINITIONS. Capitalized terms used herein and not otherwise
defined shall have the meanings ascribed thereto in the Master Lease.
2. SUBLEASE. Sublessor hereby subleases to Sublessee and Sublessee
subleases from Sublessor the Premises of the Master Premises (the "Sublease
Premises").
3. USE OF SUBLEASE PREMISES. Sublessee shall have the right to use the
Sublease Premises for the purpose of general office use and for no other
purpose.
4. TERM. The term of this Sublease (the "Sublease Term") shall
commence on December 31, 1998, and shall continue thereafter until August 31,
2011, except that this Sublease shall terminate upon any sale as contemplated
under Section 23 of the Master Lease.
5. RENTS. Sublessee agrees to pay for the Sublease Premises all Rent
as provided in the Master Lease, including any and all applicable sales and/or
rent taxes thereon. Each rental payment shall be paid directly to Landlord at
Two Carlson Parkway, Suite 100, Plymouth, Minnesota 55447, or at such other
address as Sublessor may specify from time to time, five (5) business days
before such payment is due under the Master Lease, without prior notice, demand,
offset, deduction or abatement of any kind.
6. ADDITIONAL RENT. Sublessee shall also pay five (5) business days
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before such payment is due under the Master Lease, without prior notice, demand,
offset, deduction or abatement of any kind, all other amounts due under the
Master Lease.
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7. MASTER LEASE. Sublessee assumes and agrees to be bound by all of the
terms, covenants and conditions to be performed or observed by Sublessor as the
Tenant under the Master Lease with respect to the Sublease Premises (except as
the Master Lease may be inconsistent with the terms, covenants and conditions of
this Sublease) with the same diligence as if Sublessor were the Landlord under
the Master Lease and Sublessee were the Tenant thereunder, and in the case of
any breach thereof by Sublessee, Sublessor shall have all of the rights against
Sublessee as would be available to the Landlord against the Tenant under the
Master Lease if such breach were by the Tenant thereunder.
8. DEFAULT. In the event (a) Sublessee defaults in the payment of any rent,
additional rent or other amount which Sublessee is required to pay under this
Sublease, (b) Sublessee defaults in any other obligation under this Sublease and
such default continues for thirty (30) days after Sublessee receives notice of
such default from Sublessor, (c) any proceeding is begun by or against Sublessee
to subject the assets of Sublessee to any bankruptcy or insolvency law or for an
appointment of a receiver of Sublessee or for any of Sublessee's assets, or (d)
Sublessee makes a general assignment of Sublessee's assets for the benefit of
creditors, then, in addition to any rights Sublessor may have under Section 7
above, Sublessor may, with or without terminating this Sublease, cure the
default and charge Sublessee all costs and expenses of doing so, and Sublessor
also may re-enter the Sublease Premises without terminating this Sublease,
remove all persons and property therefrom, and regain possession of the Sublease
Premises, without waiver or loss of any of Sublessor's rights under this
Sublease, including its right to payment of rent, additional rent and other
charges.
9. SUBLESSOR COOPERATION. Sublessor agrees to cooperate with Sublessee in
all respects as reasonably requested by Sublessee in its dealings with Landlord
under the Master Lease without charge (except reasonable out of pocket expenses
directly related thereto). In the event Sublessee locates a third party
purchaser acceptable to Landlord and Landlord's lender, Sublessor agrees to
promptly cooperate and diligently assist Sublessee in all respects to consummate
the sale to such third party purchaser as provided for in Section 23 of the
Master Lease.
10. INSURANCE. Sublessee shall provide its own liability insurance coverage
with respect to the operation of its business in the Sublease Premises. The
insurance shall have such limits and be issued by companies reasonably
acceptable to Sublessor and such policies shall list Sublessor as an additional
insured. Sublessee shall, at Sublessor's request, deliver certificates to
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Sublessor to evidence the insurance to be maintained by Sublessee pursuant to
this Section, which certificates shall provide that the insurance may not be
canceled or materially changed in scope or amount unless thirty (30) days
advance written notice is given to Sublessor.
11. RIGHT TO INSPECT. Sublessor shall have the right to inspect the
Sublease Premises during reasonable business hours and upon giving notice to
Sublessee.
12. ACCEPTANCE OF PREMISES. Sublessee agrees to accept the Sublease Premises
in its

2
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"AS IS" condition. All alterations, improvements or renovations to the Sublease
Premises shall be performed at Sublessee's sole expense.
13. REPAIR OBLIGATIONS. Sublessee shall, at Sublessee's expense,
promptly perform any repairs or maintenance with respect to the Sublease
Premises which Sublessor has agreed to perform under the Master Lease.
14. NOTICES. Whenever any notice, demand, approval, consent, request or
election is given or made pursuant to this Sublease, it shall be in writing.
Communications to Sublessor shall be addressed as follows:
Grand Casinos, Inc.
3930 Howard Hughes Parkway
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
Attention: President
or to such other addresses as may have been specified by prior written notice to
the parties. Communications to Sublessee shall be addressed as follows:
Lakes Gaming, Inc.
130 Cheshire Lane
Minnetonka, Minnesota 55305
Attention: President
or to such address as may have been specified by prior written notice to the
parties. Any communications so addressed shall be deemed duly served if
personally delivered or if mailed by registered or certified mail, return
receipt requested.
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15. RIGHTS OF SUBLESSEE. Sublessee agrees that it is not hereby
acquiring any of Sublessor's rights or options under the Master Lease including
but not limited to Sublessor's Option to Purchase as more specifically set forth
in Section 23 of the Master Lease.
16. TERMINATION OF MASTER LEASE. If for any reason the term of the
Master Lease is terminated prior to the expiration of this Sublease, the
Sublease shall thereupon be terminated.
17. SUBLEASE. The parties hereby state their intention that this
Sublease is intended to be a sublease of Sublessor's interest in the Sublease
Premises and is not intended to terminate, alter, assign or amend Sublessor's
leasehold interest in the Sublease Premises under the Master Lease.
18. ASSIGNMENT SUBLETTING. Sublessee shall have the right to assign
this Sublease or to sublet any portion of the Sublease Premises to the full
extent that Sublessor has the right to assign or sublet under the Master Lease.
3
4

19. GOVERNING LAW. This Sublease shall be governed by and interpreted
in accordance with the laws of the State of Minnesota, without giving effect to
its conflict of law principles.
20. QUIET ENJOYMENT. Sublessee, upon payment of all rent required
hereunder and performance of each of the covenants, agreements and conditions of
this Sublease, shall lawfully and quietly hold, occupy and enjoy the Sublease
Premises during the Sublease Term.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have caused this Sublease to be
executed as of the date first written above.
Sublessor:

Sublesse

GRAND CASINOS, INC.,
a Minnesota corporation

LAKES GAMING, INC.,
a Minnesota corporation
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By:

/s/ Timothy Cope
----------------------Timothy Cope
Chief Financial Officer

By:
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/s/ Timothy Cope
----------------------Timothy Cope
Chief Financial Officer

1
EXHIBIT 21
SUBSIDIARIES OF LAKES GAMING, INC.
1.

Grand Casinos & Resorts of Canada, Inc., a Canada Corporation.

2.

Riverside Entertainment Corp., a Pennsylvania Corporation.

3.

Grand Resorts de Mexico, S.A. de C.V., a Mexico Corporation.

4.

Grand Casinos Ontario, Inc., a Canada Corporation.

5.

Grand Casinos Nevada I, Inc., a Minnesota Corporation.

6.

Mille Lacs Gaming, LLC, a Minnesota LLC.
(i) Mille Lacs Gaming, LLP, a Minnesota LLP.

7.

Grand Casinos of Louisiana, LLC -- Tunica-Biloxi, a Minnesota LLC.

8.

Grand Casinos of Louisiana, LLC -- Coushatta, a Minnesota LLC.
(i) Magnum Investments of Lake Charles, Inc., a Louisiana Corporation.
(ii) R&W Investments of Lake Charles, Inc. a Louisiana Corporation.

9.

Grand Casinos Pechanga, Inc., a Minnesota Corporation.

10.

Grand Casinos Washington, Inc., a Minnesota Corporation.

11.

Grand Media & Electronics Distributing, Inc., a Minnesota Corporation.

12.

TRAK 21, LLC, a Minnesota LLC.
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